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Abstract
One of the goals of neuroscience is to understand how animals perceive sensory in-
formation. This thesis focuses on visual systems, to unravel how neuronal structures
process aspects of the visual environment. To characterise the receptive field of a
neuron, we developed spike-triggered independent component analysis. Alongside
characterising the receptive field of a neuron, this method provides an insight into
its underlying network structure. When applied to recordings from the H1 neuron of
blowflies, it accurately recovered the sub-structure of the neuron. This sub-structure
was studied further by recording H1’s response to plaid stimuli. Based on the re-
sponse, H1 can be classified as a component cell. We then fitted an anatomically
inspired model to the response, and found the critical component to explain H1’s
response to be a sigmoid non-linearity at output of elementary movement detectors.
The simpler blowfly visual system can help us understand elementary sensory in-
formation processing mechanisms. How does the more complex mammalian cortex
implement these principles in its network? To study this, we used multi-electrode
arrays to characterise the receptive field properties of neurons in the visual cortex of
anaesthetised mice. Based on these recordings, we estimated the cortical limits on
the performance of a visual task; the behavioural performance observed by Prusky
and Douglas (2004) is within these limits. Our recordings were carried out in anaes-
thetised animals. During anaesthesia, cortical UP states are considered “fragments
of wakefulness” and from simultaneous whole-cell and extracellular recordings, we
found these states to be revealed in the phase of local field potentials. This find-
ing was used to develop a method of detecting cortical state based on extracellular
recordings, which allows us to explore information processing during different cortical
states. Across this thesis, we have developed, tested and applied methods that help
improve our understanding of information processing in visual systems.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Aims of the thesis
The aims of this thesis are to develop analytical methods to probe information pro-
cessing using electrophysiological recordings (Chapters 3, 5 and 6), and to apply
novel methods to understand information processing mechanisms in visual systems
(Chapter 4).
1.2 Motivation
Vision dominates most of our daily actions: for example, we use it to move around,
grab objects or communicate ideas through written script, pictures or videos. Our
ability to use vision, and dependence on it, inspires advances in technologies to gen-
erate, communicate and display visual information. It also arouses our curiosity to
understand how the images we see are processed into the rich mental imagery that
we perceive. This curiosity backed by technological advances has promoted vision
research over the years.
The predominance of vision as a sensory modality in humans and other primates is
further exemplified by the physiology of the brain, with over 50% of the neocortex in
the macaque brain devoted to vision (Felleman and Essen, 1991; Kandel et al., 2000).
Since Hubel and Wiesel (1959) characterised the receptive field properties of single
neurons in the cat visual cortex, researchers have exhaustively studied the anatomical
19
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architecture and functional properties of the visual areas of the brain (summarised in
Fig. 1.1). This knowledge stimulates questions on how the functional properties of
the visual areas are derived from their connective structure or how various neuronal
networks process information. Conventional methods in neuroscience, such as single
electrode recordings (Adrian, 1926; Hubel and Wiesel, 1959), stimulation (Penfield
and Boldrey, 1937), tracer studies1 and lesioning (Scoville and Milner, 1957, 2000) are
limited in their ability to probe functional and structural information simultaneously.
One approach to overcoming this limitation is to use computational models to
understand the key processing mechanisms required for neurons of the visual system
to achieve their functional specialisation. While this approach can be very productive,
it is sometimes difficult to constrain such models due to the complicated connectivity
pattern of the mammalian visual system (Felleman and Essen, 1991, and Fig. 1.1).
One way around this is to study principles of information processing in model systems
that have simpler network architectures, but rely on vision for behaviour, as heavily
as primates. The blowfly is an example system that has a simpler, well-characterised
visual system that dominates its brain, and uses vision for complex behaviours such
as flight control. This motivated our study of the blowfly visual system in Chapter
3, to test a method that can help characterise functional sub-structure of a neuron
and in Chapter 4, to constrain models of processing directional information in moving
patterns.
A second approach is to simultaneously map anatomical structure while record-
ing functional activity. Some techniques often used for this are functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI), positron emission tomography (PET), voltage-sensitive
dye (VSD) or intrinsic imaging. However, most of these methods have coarse spatial
sampling and measure activity at a resolution of many hundreds (or thousands) of
neurons. Recent advances in two-photon imaging now allow us to record both func-
tional and anatomical information from a population of neurons at a resolution of
a single neuron level or even at a resolution of synapses (Stosiek et al., 2003). The
method can image up to ∼ 500µm and so is more suited to study animals with smaller
brain sizes. The real strength of 2-photon imaging is when it is combined with the
ability to label, visualise and target recordings from particular structures that are
1using tracers such as horseradish peroxide or wheat germ agglutin and visualising with histo-
chemical techniques (reviewed in Bolam, 1992)
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Figure 1.1: Functional properties and hierarchial organisation of macaque monkey
visual system. Each block represents a visual area of the brain and the functional
properties of the neurons within these areas are represented by symbols, which are
described below the figure. Modified from van Essen and Gallant (1994). PP: pos-
terior parietal cortex, MSTd: dorsal medial superior temporal cortex, MSTl: lateral
medial superior temporal cortex, MT: middle temporal cortex , LGN: lateral genic-
ulate nucleus, M: magnocellular neurons, K: koniocellular neurons, P: parvocellular
neurons, PIT: posterior inferotemporal cortex, AIT: anterior inferotemporal cortex,
CIT: central inferotemporal cortex.
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labelled using genetic or molecular techniques (reviewed in Rochefort et al., 2008).
This directs us towards the mouse as a model system - it has a brain size smaller
than that of primates, and genetic and molecular techniques to experimentally ma-
nipulate structures in the mouse brain are well-established (reviewed in Callaway,
2005). Some of the photoreceptors in the mouse retina are more sensitive to the
ultra-violet spectrum of light (Jacobs et al., 1991; Jacobs and Williams, 2007), which
allows them to forage during twilight conditions (Honkavaara et al., 2008). Although,
the spatial acuity of the mouse visual system is lower than in primates, it is com-
parable to the acuity of flies which are highly visual animals, as shown in Fig. 1.2.
Also, behavioural studies show mice can use visual cues to make choices (reviewed in
Prusky and Douglas, 2008).
Fly Cat
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Human peripheral
Spatial frequency (cycles/deg)
C
on
tra
st
 S
en
si
tiv
ity
.01 .1 1 10
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100
Figure 1.2: Contrast sensitivity as a function of spatial frequency of different species.
The contrast sensitivity curves for fly, cat and human periphery are plotted based
on curves from Dvorak et al. (1980) and mouse contrast sensitivity curve is based on
data from Prusky and Douglas (2004).
Vision research has traditionally been biased towards studying systems with a
spatial acuity comparable to human vision, such as the primate or cat visual systems,
and little is known regarding the mouse visual system (reviewed in section 1.4.2). To
fully exploit new imaging, genetic or molecular technologies available to study the
mouse visual system, it is essential to first characterise its functional properties using
established techniques. In chapter 5 we characterise the mouse visual cortex using
single and multi-electrode array recording modalities. Observations from recordings
in this area led to the development of a method to detect cortical state (Chapter 6),
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which can potentially facilitate research aimed at investigating the state dependence
of the functional properties of neuronal networks.
1.3 Outline of the thesis
This thesis is has four main results chapters (Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 6). Each of the
results chapters includes a review of the literature specific to the questions addressed
in the chapter in its introduction, describes the data analysis methods used, results
obtained and discusses the implications of these results. These chapters are based
on electrophysiological recordings and the recordings procedures used are described
in Chapter 2. The remainder of this introductory chapter briefly reviews literature
regarding the primate, mouse and fly visual systems that provide background infor-
mation required to understand the remaining chapters.
In chapter 3, a novel data analysis technique, which we call spike-triggered inde-
pendent component analysis (ST-ICA), is developed to recover the sub-structure of
neuronal systems that lead to their functional properties. We take advantage of the
well-characterised fly visual system to test the applicability of ST-ICA.
The functional structure of the H1 neuron is further explored in chapter 4. Plaid
stimuli are presented to the fly while recording spiking activity of H1 to understand
the processing of information regarding the direction of movement of the pattern. We
fit an anatomically inspired model to the response of H1 neurons and find the critical
computational mechanisms required to explain this response.
In chapters 5 and 6 we analyse the mammalian cortex, where we can study both
the information processing by single neurons, and extend the analysis to larger pop-
ulations of simultaneously recorded neurons. In chapter 5 we first characterise the
receptive field properties of neurons in the primary visual cortex and then analyse
how the properties of neurons in this area limit the ability of an animal at performing
a visual task.
In chapter 6, we explore whether extra-cellular recordings can provide information
regarding cortical state based on simultaneous intra- and extra-cellular recordings.
Chapter 7 summarises the conclusions of the thesis and provides directions in
which the work presented in the thesis can be extended.
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1.4 Background
1.4.1 Primary visual cortex of primates
The primary visual cortex is the first area of the mammalian neocortex that receives
visual information from the eyes, via the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN). The pri-
mary visual cortex is also referred to as V1, Brodmann area 17 or striate cortex. The
functional properties of neurons in the primate V1 were first characterised by Hubel
and Wiesel (1968). To this day, their study remains the most significant contribution
to the understanding of the functional properties of V1. They used spots/bars of light
to stimulate the retina of anaesthetised macaque and spider monkeys while record-
ing activity of single neurons in V1 using extracellular electrodes. They found the
following, regarding the functional properties of V1 neurons and their organisation:
• The receptive fields of neurons in V1 are retinotopically organised, i.e. neu-
rons in neighbouring regions of the brain respond to stimuli in neighbouring
regions of the visual field, and have sizes as small as 0.25 × 0.25o (at 1 − 4o
from the center of gaze).
• A majority of the neurons recorded, responded with a higher spiking rate to
oriented bars in comparison to spots. They termed these neurons orientation
selective cells. Some of these neurons responded to movement of the bars in
only one particular direction and these were termed direction selective cells.
• Some neurons had distinct ‘on’ and ‘off’ regions in their receptive fields, which
they classified as simple cells. The response of these cells depended on both
the direction of movement of the bar and its position within the receptive field.
There were a class of cells that they termed complex cells, which were orien-
tation or direction selective, but were not specific to the position of the bars.
Further, they found a class of cells that responded maximally to bars of a certain
length, and increasing or decreasing the length of the bar reduced this response.
They termed these cells hypercomplex cells.
• The neurons are arranged in a manner such that there is a vertical colum-
nar organisation of receptive field properties. The neurons within a column
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received inputs from a particular eye (right or left) and these were termed ocu-
lar dominance columns. Within these columns there is a further grouping of
cells of similar orientation selectivity into vertical columns termed orientation
columns.
• V1 has laminar distribution of receptive field properties, with a majority of
Layer IV and deep Layer III cells being monocularly driven simple cells. Layers
II, V, VI and upper two-thirds of III have a larger proportion of complex cells
and that were binocularly driven.
Further investigation of the functional properties of simple cells in V1 using sine-
wave grating stimuli by Campbell et al. (1969) and Movshon et al. (1978) and others
revealed that the response of these cells is analogous to two-dimensional oriented
Gabor filters (Jones and Palmer, 1987). Therefore, the receptive fields of simple cells
can be characterised by: their position in the visual field, preferred orientation, spatial
and temporal frequency selectivity and contrast sensitivity of the the corresponding
Gabor filters (Movshon et al., 1978). The response of complex cells was explained by
the squared summation of two Gabor filters that are orthogonal in phase (Adelson
and Bergen, 1985).
By responding to a varied spectrum of features in an image, the neurons in V1
appear to decompose the visual images into a ‘basis set’ of components. Interestingly,
these components have a structure similar to the components recovered by an inde-
pendent component analysis (ICA) of natural images (Olshausen and Field, 1996; van
Hateren and van der Schaaf, 1998; Simoncelli and Olshausen, 2001, for review). The
information from the basis set of V1 neurons, is further used by neurons in extra-
striate visual areas for a variety of functions (some of the functions of the extra-striate
areas are shown in Fig. 1.1 and reviewed in Zeki, 1993; Kandel et al., 2000; van Essen
and Gallant, 1994). One example function is the estimation of movement direction.
Neurons in the extra-striate area V5 or the middle temporal (MT) region integrate
information from direction selective V1 neurons (Movshon and Newsome, 1996) and
their response is correlated to the perceptual decisions made by the animal (Newsome
et al., 1989).
While the functional properties of V1 neurons are well-established, there has been
a debate as to how these properties are derived from the connectivity structure of
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V1. For example, a simple model of summing inputs from the LGN neurons explains
the orientation selectivity response of V1 neurons (Hubel and Weisel, 1962), but fails
to capture details such as contrast invariance (reviewed in Ferster and Miller, 2000),
or the response of hypercomplex cells (reviewed in Smith, 2006). Inputs other than
the feedforward inputs from LGN, such as the lateral connections between neurons
in V1, inhibitory inputs from interneurons in V1, feedback connections from V1 to
LGN or extra-striate areas to V1, can help explain the functional properties, but the
relative significance of these connections has been a prominent question in the field
of visual neuroscience.
Advances in technology have constantly provided the ability to re-address some
of the questions in the field. For example, the development of fMRI has been able to
identify the functional properties of the different visual areas in the human brain (Bel-
liveau et al., 1991; Sereno et al., 1995; DeYoe et al., 1996), where previous knowledge
was limited to extrapolating results from the primate visual system. VSD imaging al-
lowed observing the functional properties of areas at a more macroscopic level, which
revealed the pin-wheel arrangement of orientation columns (Bonhoeffer and Grinvald,
1991). The development of multi-electrode array (MEA) recording allows recording
from a populations of isolated single-units and we can now address questions like the
effect of correlations between neurons on information processing (Kohn and Smith,
2005; Montani et al., 2007) or the effects of local field potential (LFP) to tuning prop-
erties (Montemurro et al., 2008; Nauhaus et al., 2009). The recent advances in genetic
and molecular technologies can help address questions relating to the functional role
of particular cell-types and connections to information processing, which directs us
to the mouse visual system.
1.4.2 Mouse visual system
The mouse eyes have single lenses that focus light onto their retinas. Photons hitting
the retina trigger photoreceptors that convert the light into an electric signal. The
electric signal from the photoreceptors carries information regarding the visual scene
and, following a cascade of molecular events (reviewed in Field et al., 2005) in the
retina, is transmitted to the LGN via the optic nerves (illustrated in Fig. 1.3a).
Neurons in the LGN respond to regions of the visual field in a retinotopic manner.
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LGN neurons have circular receptive fields and respond to either an increase (ON-
center) or decrease (OFF-center) in luminance (Grubb and Thompson, 2003, 2004;
Grubb, 2008, for review) and project into the primary visual cortex which is present
in the posterior part of the cortex as shown in the Fig. 1.3a.
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Figure 1.3: Anatomical organisation of the mouse visual system. (a) An overview of
the mouse visual system, where visual information flows from the eyes through the
lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) to the primary visual cortex (V1). (b) Retrograde
tracing the the different areas of the mouse brain retinotopically connected to V1,
modified from Wang and Burkhalter (2007).
Drager (1975) published the first manuscript characterising the receptive field
properties of neurons in V1. The study forms the principle source of information
regarding the topographic map of these areas. She found neurons with large receptive
fields (around 10− 20o), some of which are orientation tuned and could be classified
into simple, complex and hypercomplex cells. However, the orientation tuned cells
of the mouse V1 are not organized into orientation columns as they are in the cat
and primate visual systems (Hubel and Weisel, 1962; Hubel and Wiesel, 1968). The
retinotopic mapping of the visual areas was later confirmed electrophysiologically by
Wagor et al. (1980), and the lack of orientation columns by Mangini and Pearlman
(1980) and Metin et al. (1988). Mangini and Pearlman (1980) further characterised
the laminar distribution of receptive field properties and found that a majority of
orientation tuned cells were present in Layers II / III. Layer V had a population of
cells that they termed large field non-oriented cells that have large receptive fields,
respond to stimuli moving at higher velocities, but are not orientation selective. Later,
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in a series of four papers, Pearlman and colleagues suggested that the properties of
visual neurons were not dependent on the laminar organisation of neurons, as no
significant differences were found between wild-type (C57BL6) mice and reeler (rl)
mouse mutants, which have a disrupted laminar arrangement of neurons (Lemmon
and Pearlman, 1981; Simmons et al., 1982; Simmons and Pearlman, 1982, 1983).
Both Drager (1975) and Wagor et al. (1980) characterised the retinotopic mapping
of extra-striate area 18. A recent retrograde tracer study by Wang and Burkhalter
(2007) further found that the extra-striate areas can be classified into at least nine
regions that have distinct topological maps of the visual field as shown in Fig. 1.3b
(Wang and Burkhalter, 2007; Burkhalter and Wang, 2008, for review). However,
there has not been a detailed study of the receptive field properties of neurons in
the extra-striate areas of the mouse visual cortex. Recently, Niell and Stryker (2008)
published a quantitative analysis of receptive field properties of neurons in mouse
V1, which provides a useful reference for the distribution of some of the receptive
field properties of the neurons. Studies by Sohya et al. (2007) and Liu et al. (2009)
combine transgenic and two-photon imaging techniques to study the origins of the
receptive field structure of inhibitory neurons.
Studies characterising the receptive field properties of single neurons in the mouse
visual cortex have been few and scant. However, the mouse visual system has been
a popular model for other studies, such as the shift of ocular dominance following
periods of monocular deprivation for studying experience-dependent plasticity. Mice
have a short generation cycle and development time. In combination with advances
in optical imaging that allow the observation of the retinotopy in V1 (Schuett et al.,
2002; Kalatsky and Stryker, 2002), the mouse is a convenient animal model for such
studies and many scientists have taken advantage of it to study experience-dependent
plasticity in vision (Hofer et al., 2006; Hu¨bener, 2003, for review). Also, the mouse
retina has been used to study the principles of retinal processing of visual information
(reviewed in Chalupa and Williams, 2008). Recent studies have been able to take
advantage of the genetic and molecular techniques to study retinal processing (Fried
et al., 2002; Mu¨nch et al., 2009).
Alongside providing tools for further research, the development of new genetic
technologies has also increased the demand for tests to screen the physiology and
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behaviour of mice. Invasive techniques for screening vision include recording elec-
troretinograms from the eyes or recording visually evoked potentials from the visual
cortex using scalp or sub-dermal electrodes (reviewed in Pinto and Enroth-Cugell,
2000). Recently, Heimel et al. (2007) have also suggested the use of intrinsic signal
optical imaging as a method for screening mouse vision. Among non-invasive tech-
niques, the ‘visual placing test’ is well-established, where the experimenter picks the
animal out of its home cage and observes where the animal extends its forelimbs as
it is lowered onto a wire-mesh grid. This test is part of the standardised SHIRPA
protocol for screening mice (Rogers et al., 1997). While this is a qualitative test of the
ability of mice to see, there are maze-based quantitative tests of vision (Gianfranceschi
et al., 1999; Robinson et al., 2001, 2004; Prusky et al., 2000; Prusky and Douglas,
2008, for review). Two of these maze-based tests measure the visual acuity of mice by
training them in a two-alternative forced choice (2AFC) task (Gianfranceschi et al.,
1999; Prusky et al., 2000). In the test designed by Gianfranceschi et al. (1999) the
mice were trained to walk towards the side of the maze with a vertical grating rather
than a horizontal grating. The experimenters changed the spatial frequency of the
gratings and observed how the performance of the animal changed. They find that
mice fail to distinguish the orientation of the grating, when the spatial frequency
exceeded 0.5 - 0.6 cycles/deg. The Prusky et al. (2000) task is a similar task in a
water-maze and is further discussed in section 5.1.
We recorded the activity of neurons from the mouse V1 (Chapter 5) to characterise
the receptive field properties of the neurons and analyse how the activity of neurons
in this region limits behavioural performance of the mouse at the Prusky and Douglas
(2004) task.
1.4.3 Fly visual system
Flies view the visual environment through two compound eyes and ocelli. Compound
eyes are built from many elements called facets or ommatidia that sample light from
distinct regions of visual space (reviewed in Land, 1997). The ommatidia are arranged
in a hexagonal lattice structure (reviewed in Land, 1997; Land and Nilsson, 2002;
Hausen, 1993) and each of them has a lens that focuses light onto photoreceptor
cells (reviewed in Laughlin, 1989). Visual information from the photoreceptor cells is
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processed in three neuronal layers, called neuropils. These neuropils are the lamina,
medulla and lobula complex and are all organised in a retinotopic manner. The
organisation of the different neuropils is illustrated in Fig. 1.4a and b (reviewed in
Borst and Haag, 2002). In flies, the lobula complex has two distinct regions, lobula
and lobula plate.
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Figure 1.4: Anatomical organisation of the fly visual system. (a) The anatomical
organisation of the visual neuropils of the blowfly, Calliphora vicina, modified from
Borst and Haag (2002). (b) shows the retinotopic organisation of the neuropils and
illustrates the dendritic organisation of LPTCs, modified from Strausfeld (1989). (c)
Illustration of the correlation type detector with ‘τ ‘ representing a time delay filter,
‘×’ a multiplication, and ‘Σ’ a summation, adapted from Reichardt (1957) and (d)
shows the receptive field of the H1 neuron. Each arrow in the figure points in the
local preferred direction of H1 and the length of the arrow represents the strength
of the inputs from the corresponding location; the inset shows a stained H1 neuron,
modified from Krapp et al. (2001)
The lobula plate has a prominent group of visual interneurons called lobula plate
tangential cells (LPTCs). These cells receive inputs (across the receptive field) from
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putative elementary movement detectors (EMDs). EMDs are units that sample rela-
tive changes in light intensity between two ommatidia. The functional properties of
EMDs are explained by a correlation detector (Reichardt, 1957), which multiplies the
inputs from one ommatidium with the time delayed input from the second (illustrated
in Fig. 1.4c). As the ommatidia are arranged in a hexagonal lattice structure, the
EMDs sample light in different directions. The LPTCs integrate inputs from EMDs
across a large area of the visual field and have local preferred directions by weighting
the EMDs in different directions (Buchner, 1976; Schuling et al., 1989; Hausen, 1993,
for review). Fig. 1.4b shows an illustration of an example LPTC and Fig. 1.4c shows
the receptive field of the H1 neuron, an LPTC. The H1 neuron has a large receptive
field, with local preferred directions that match the flow-field expected from trans-
lational movements of the fly (Krapp and Hengstenberg, 1996). The activity of the
LPTCs modulate the control of flight (Geiger and Na¨ssel, 1981; Wehner, 1981, for
review).
The spiking activity of the H1 neuron was recorded to test the applicability of
spike-triggered independent component analysis in chapter 3, and to investigate the
processing of directional information in chapter 4.
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Chapter 2
Electrophysiological methods
This chapter describes the methods used to record and process electrophysiological
signals from the fly visual systems and mouse V1. In the first section 2.1 we discuss
the reasons relating to our choice of recording modalities and anaesthesia. Section 2.2
describes the experimental setup and apparatus for visual stimulation, the equipment
that was common between the mouse and fly recordings. Section 2.3 describes the
methods specific to the fly, the preparation of the animal and recording configura-
tion. The mouse anaesthetic and surgical procedures are described in section 2.4.1.
Both single electrodes and multi-electrode arrays were used to record activity in the
mouse primary visual cortex and the corresponding methods are described in sections
2.4.2 and 2.4.3. The processing required to recover the spiking activity from MEA
recordings is described in section 2.4.4.
2.1 Introduction
Information processed by neurons in visual systems was probed by analysing the
spiking response of neurons to visual stimuli. The general approach used in this the-
sis was to record the spiking response of neurons while presenting a controlled visual
stimulus. Information processing was then studied by observing how neurons respond
to different features of the visual environment. How this spiking activity is further
analysed to study information processing in visual systems is described within each
of the remaining chapters.
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Recording modalities
Functional properties of the neurons can be achieved by an appropriate anatom-
ical and connectivity structure Borst and Egelhaaf (1994) and to understand how
these functions are achieved we should ideally record both functional and structural
information. Methods of non-invasive brain imaging such as PET and fMRI recover
both structure and function simultaneously. However, these methods are limited by
their spatial resolution as they are unable to image at a resolution higher than the
order of millimeters, or thousands of neurons (Logothetis et al., 2001). Invasive imag-
ing techniques such as VSD imaging (Baker et al., 2005; Homma et al., 2009) and
2-photon imaging (Schroeder et al., 1998) can achieve a much higher spatial reso-
lution of the order of micro- or nano-meters where we can start observing activity
at the order of hundreds of neurons in the case of VSD or even single neurons with
2-photon imaging (Homma et al., 2009). All imaging modalities however are plagued
by very low temporal resolutions, usually less than 10 Hz. The temporal resolution of
imaging modalities limits them to recording slow-time scale events of brain activity,
like blood oxygenation levels (BOLD), calcium signals (with 2-photon imaging) or
average global activity of neurons of a large region through PET or VSD.
Electrophysiological techniques on the other hand are not limited by temporal
resolution, being able to record at rates greater than 20 kHz. At these rates we
can sample action potentials that have features at 1/10th of a millisecond. Electro-
physiological techniques however do not allow us to simultaneously recover structural
information. This problem can be addressed to some extent by the use of histolog-
ical techniques, where the recorded region is stained and its structure is recovered
post-mortem (Magill et al., 2006). Staining based on intra-cellular or juxta-cellular
techniques, allow us to also recover the morphology of the single cells that were
being recorded (Joshi and Hawken, 2006). Other than the ability to stain the cell
and recover their morphology, intracellular electrophysiological techniques allow us to
record, with a high signal-to-noise ratio, the membrane potential of a single neuron
(Hamill et al., 1981). This allows us to observe the post synaptic potentials that
form the input to the neuron and also cortical state beyond just the spiking activity
of neurons and LFP that we can observe using extracellular techniques. In chapter
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6, intracellular recordings were used to define the instantaneous state of the brain
compared with extracellular activity. Intracellular recordings have shorter recording
times, of the order of a few minutes, which constrain the length of stimuli.
Extracellular recordings on the other hand can be extend to very long recording
times. Through the course of this thesis, stimuli were presented while recording from
the same site; up to 2 hours in some instances. Extracellular recordings also have
the advantage that they can be extended to recording from a large population of
neurons using an MEA. Box 2.1 shows how we can use the relative shape of the spike
waveform to isolate single neurons from such recordings. By increasing the density
of electrodes this idea can be extended to gain insight into the relative position of
the neurons (Blanche et al., 2005). Recovering structural information through either
high-density electrode arrays or histological approaches was unfortunately beyond the
scope of this thesis and we emphasised on the functional characterisation of neurons.
Anaesthesia
We would like to study information processing in neurons under normal physiolog-
ical conditions, but also present a controlled visual stimulus, in order to quantitatively
define the visual environment. A limitation to recording from awake behaving ani-
mals in normal physiological conditions is the inability to record a large number of
repeats of the same stimulus/behaviour under similar conditions, due to either fa-
tigue or change in motivation of the animals. An alternative to this is to perform the
experiments on an anaesthetised animal.
An acute mouse electro-physiology experiment has two main components, the
preparation and surgical procedure followed by recording session. These two com-
ponents of the experiment require different anaesthetic levels. The preparation and
surgery require a deeper level of anaesthesia as these procedures cause pain and hence
the animal needs to be both free from pain sensation (state of analgesia) and relax
its muscles (state of anesthesia). As the central nervous system does not have pain
receptors (Kandel et al., 2000), advancing an electrode into the brain is painless,
and hence only requires the animal to be in anaesthesia, a state similar to sleep, to
present a controlled visual stimulus. Also, as we are attempting to recover the nor-
mal function of the neurons, it is important that the anaesthetic state remain close
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BOX 2.1: Sampling spike waveforms using Tetrodes
Improved isolation of neurons by tetrode sampling of the neuronal 
population. a) cartoon illustrating of how an MEA in tetrode configura-
tion would be sampling from a population of neurons with neurons 
having different relative locations with respect to the electrodes. b) Fo-
cuses on one particular tetrode and how it samples from three neu-
rons (N1-3). c) Spike waveforms recorded from one tetrode. We can 
clearly differentiate three different neurons based on the spike wave-
form across the tetrode, while by observing only electrode 2, we can 
detect all the neurons, but will not be able to isolate them.
to physiological conditions.
Commonly used anaesthetics induce the brain into a state (reviewed in Steriade,
2000) similar to slow-wave sleep. However, it allows us to record for extended pe-
riods of time, which was required for the stimuli presented in this thesis. During
slow-wave sleep neuronal membrane potentials collectively switch between de- and
hyperpolarized levels, the network UP and DOWN states (reviewed in Steriade et al.,
2001). Previous studies have shown that these UP/DOWN network states affect the
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excitability of individual neurons in response to sensory stimuli, indicating that a sig-
nificant amount of the trial-to-trial variability in neuronal responses can be attributed
to the ongoing fluctuations in network activity (reviewed in Castro-Alamancos, 2009).
Present techniques of detecting cortical UP and DOWN states are limited to observa-
tions made on intra-cellular recordings. The state of the brain can be assessed by the
local field potential (reviewed in Destexhe et al., 2007), and we establish a method to
detect cortical UP and DOWN states based on extracellular recordings in chapter 6.
2.2 Experimental setup
2.2.1 Overview
The same experimental setup with some minor modifications was used to record
from both fly and mouse visual systems. To shield the recordings from mechanical
or electromagnetic noise of the surroundings, the recordings were made on an anti-
vibration table (Intracell Ltd, Herts, UK) within a Faraday cage (Intracell Ltd, Herts,
UK). The animal, micromanipulator, electrodes and head-stage of the amplifier were
placed inside the Faraday cage and the rest of the equipment was rack-mounted on
a stand adjacent to the Faraday cage. All the equipment was connected to the earth
through a low-resistance, high-quality common ground. The individual components
within the rig are described in the following sections of the chapter.
2.2.2 Apparatus for visual stimulation
The stimulus was presented on a 100 cm by 70 cm rear projection screen fixed to one
wall of the Faraday cage. It was presented through a DepthQ 3D projector (InFocus
Corp., Wilsonville, OR, USA) at a refresh rate of 120 Hz and positioned 2 m away
from the Faraday cage. The luminance of the screen was adjusted to 25 cd/m2 for
flies and 100 cd/m2 for mice using neutral density filter of 0.7 and 1.3 respectively.
At this combination of refresh rates and luminance values, we did not find any frame
locking of spikes. The large screen aided in presenting wide field stimuli covering an
angle of 120o by 90o for flies and 90o by 70o for mice in the horizontal and vertical
direction respectively. The mice were placed in a stereotactic device ∼ 54 cm from the
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screen and the flies were ∼ 25 cm from the screen. All stimuli were presented using
Expo (software based on OpenGL), developed by Prof. Peter Lennie (University of
Rochester, Rochester, NY). The stimuli were run on an independent machine and a
synchronization signal is sent to the electrophysiology recording acquisition system
through a Fishcamp DIO-94 card (Fishcamp Engineering, Santa Maria, CA, USA).
The particulars of the stimuli presented are elaborated in the specific chapters.
2.3 Methods for fly neurophysiology
2.3.1 Fly Preparation
The experiments were carried out on female blowflies (Calliphora vicina), obtained
from the Department of Zoology, Cambridge or caught wild (thanks to Dr. Kit D
Longden). The fly was first immobilized by cooling in ice. Once immobilized, the legs,
wings and proboscis of the fly were cut and its wounds dressed using bees wax. The
fly was then placed with its dorsal side facing up, immobilized in wax and its head
was aligned with the horizontal plane of the projection screen using the symmetrical
deep pseudopupil in the frontal region of both eyes (Franceschini, 1975). A small
opening was made in both sides of the head capsule and fat tissue and air sacs were
cleared to gain access to the lobula plate.
2.3.2 Fly recordings
Extracellular activity from the H1 neuron of the lobula plate contralateral to the
stimulus screen was recorded using a 2 MΩ tungsten electrode (FHC Inc., Bowdoin-
ham, ME, USA). The recordings were amplified by a differential amplifier (Model
3000 AC/DC, A-M Systems Inc, Carlsborg, WA, USA), band-pass filtered between
300 − 3000 Hz and sampled at 25 kHz using a Power 1401 data acquisition (DAQ)
system and Spike2 software (CED, Cambridge, UK). Spike sorting was carried out
online using the template-matching algorithm of Spike2 software.
The ground was a glass electrode with its tip broken off placed in the ipsilateral
side of the head. This electrode also carried ringer solution (recipe from Karmeier
et al. (2001): 7.5 g NaCl, 0.14 g NaHCO3, 0.35 g KCl, 2.5 g Glucose, buffered with
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0.59 g Na2HPO4 and 0.46 g KH2PO4 in 1 litre distilled water resulting in a pH 7.1)
to keep tissue moist and help extend recording times. A continuous flow of the ringer
solution was maintained by a syringe pump (Harvard Apparatus Ltd, Kent, UK) at
a flowrate of approximately 1 µl/min.
A schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Fig 2.1. The fly was placed on
a custom stand placed on the anti-vibration table. The recordings were carried out at
room temperature, between 18o to 22oC. Flies were dark-adapted with the luminance
at the eyes maintained at 25 cd/m2 throughout the recordings. The recording elec-
trodes were placed on the surface of the contralateral side of the head capsule, while
viewing through a surgical microscope (M651 MSD, Leica microsystems (UK) Ltd,
Milton Keynes, UK) and inserted into the lobula plate using a micro-manipulator
(MP-285, Sutter Instruments, Novato, CA, USA). The signal recorded by the elec-
trode has heard on an audio analyser (FHC Inc., Bowdoinham, ME, USA) and viewed
on an oscilloscope. A neuron was isolated by moving the electrode until spikes from it
were clearly distinguishable from background activity. The H1 neuron was identified
based on its contralateral back to front motion sensitivity (Krapp et al., 2001).
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Figure 2.1: Fly recording setup. Illustration of the experimental setup for recording
activity from the lobula plate of the blowfly, while presenting a wide-field stimulus to
the contralateral visual field.
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2.4 Methods for mouse neurophysiology
2.4.1 Mouse Preparation: Anaesthesia and Surgery
The experiments were carried out on 4− 8 week old female C57BL6 mice (14− 27 g).
The mice were anaesthetized with a 1.3 g/kg intra-peritoneal (i.p.) injection of 10%
urethane (weight:volume urethane in distilled water), followed by a 1.5 ml/kg i.p.
injection of a cocktail solution 20 minutes later (1:1:2 solution of Hypnorm, Hypnovel
and distilled water). To prevent secretions from obstructing the respiratory tract,
1 ml/kg of 10% atropine was subsequently injected subcutaneously. The depth of
anaesthesia was monitored by the strength of the paw pinch reflex. If required, a
supplementary dose of 10% Hypnorm (1.5 ml/kg) was injected i.p. Typically this was
required about every 60 minutes.
Two anaesthetic conditions, deeper level during surgery and lighter during record-
ing session were maintained by using the combination of anaesthetics, urethane and
hypnorm/hypnovel. While urethane is a non-reversible anaesthetic whose effect tends
to increase with time in the quantities injected and hypnorm/hypnovel has an effect
that last for about 45 min. By having a constant dose of urethane through the ex-
periment, the animals were maintained in a sleeping state. The anesthetic level was
controlled by top up doses of hypnorm/hypnovel, starting with a high initial dose and
lowering the dose after the surgery. An alternative to these injectable anaesthetics
are gas anaesthetics, which have better control on the dosage of the drug. However,
as the surgical procedure for that anaesthetic route is more demanding we chose to
use the injectable anaesthetic.
The body temperature of the animal was monitored through a rectal temperature
probe and maintained in closed loop between 37o − 38oC using a heat pad. Once
anaesthetised, the mouse was placed in a custom-made stereotaxic frame using ear
bars and a snout bar (Harvard Apparatus Ltd, Kent, UK). An incision was made on
the scalp over the ventral part of the head and the surface over the occipital bone
was cleared of muscle tissue. A small craniotomy was made over the cerebellum and
a copper ground wire was gently inserted to touch the brain surface and cemented
into place using dental cement (KemDent Inc., Swindon, Wiltshire, UK). A small
washer was placed over the region of interest of the visual cortex to create a window
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Figure 2.2: Mouse recordings setup. Illustration of the experimental setup for record-
ing activity from the primary visual cortex of the mouse, while presenting a wide-field
stimulus to the contralateral visual field.
and a head plate was cemented to the skull (∼ 0.5 mm nasal from Lamda and ∼ 2.5
mm lateral from the midline on the side contralateral to the stimulus screen). After
the dental cement set, the ear bars and snout bar were removed and the head plate
was fixed to the frame. A craniotomy of 1− 1.5 mm was carefully made through the
window over the visual cortex using a dental drill (Osada, Tokyo, Japan). The small
cut was made in the duramater and it was gently moved out of place. Tissue was
kept moist using artificial cerebrospinal fluid, aCSF (in mM: 126 NaCl, 2.5 KCl,
1.25 NaH2PO4, 1 MgCl2, 2 CaCl2, 26 NaHCO3 and 10 Glucose). The ipsilateral
eye of the mouse was covered with a small paper patch and the stereotactic device was
then rotated into position for the electrode to be inserted. Fig 2.2 shows a cartoon
of the recording setup.
At the end of an experiment the animal was overdosed with urethane solution and
to confirm death it was followed by cervical dislocation.
2.4.2 Single electrode recordings
The main advantage of single electrode recordings is that we can isolate the spikes
from a single neuron during the course of the experiment and characterise all the
receptive field properties of the neuron, within the limited experimental time. These
electrodes were used during pilot experiments where the topography of the receptive
field on our experimental setup was characterised. This characterisation also gave
an insight into the expected firing rates and tuning properties of neurons, so as to
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Figure 2.3: Single electrode recordings. Example trace of a single electrode recording
using glass pipettes in the mouse visual cortex. Inset: Zooming into one spike from
this spike train.
refine the stimuli presented while recording with a multi-electrode array. Some single
electrode recordings were made simultaneously with MEA recordings.
Glass pipettes (WPI Inc., Herts, UK) were pulled (Narishige puller, Narishige In-
ternational Ltd., London, UK) to create pipettes of resistance 5− 20 MΩ, similar in
configuration to patch-clamp electrodes. The pipette was filled with aCSF solution
and connected through a silver wire to the headstage of on intracellular amplifier,
MultiClamp (Axon Instruments, now Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA, USA). The
signal was sampled at 20 kHz and acquired using a Power 1401 DAQ and Spike2
software (the same acquisition systems used for the fly recordings). Signals from
the neurons could be recorded at very high signal-to-noise, suggesting the recordings
were made from within a few microns of the neuron and were relatively juxta-cellular
(example recording shown in Figure 2.3). The electrode was inserted into the brain
using a Scientifica micromanipulator (Scientifica Ltd., East Sussex, UK). Most neu-
rons were recorded at depths 200 to 600 micrometers from the surface, between layers
2-5 based on depth (Wagor et al., 1980).
2.4.3 Multi-electrode array (MEA) recordings
MEAs have a higher efficiency of recording for single-unit studies as more neurons can
be recorded from per session and animal, complying with the RRR (Reduce, Replace
and Re-use) principle for experiments with animals as suggested by the UK Home
Office. The signal-to noise ratio of MEA recordings is smaller than glass electrodes,
but MEA recordings have the ability to record multiple neurons simultaneously and
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address questions on information processing in populations of neurons.
For experiments presented in chapter 5, NeuroNexus MEAs (model “a22-tet-
5mm150-150-312”, NeuroNexus Technologies, Ann Arbor, MI) were used. These
MEAs had two shanks, each with eight electrodes in a two tetrode configuration
(schematic in Figure 2.4). In the tetrode configuration, four electrodes are etched
closer together than the others. As a result, the signal from one neuron can be
recorded on more than one electrode of the tetrode (explained in BOX 2.1 and in the
following section).
Figure 2.4: Multi-electrode array. Schematic of the multi-electrode array (MEA),
“a22-tet-5mm150-150-312” (Neuronexus.com). The MEA had two 5 mm electrode
shanks, 150 µm apart, each with 8 electrodes. Inset: Schematic of electrode positions
and dimensions on each shank of the MEA (http://www.neuronexustech.com/).
The MEA was placed on a custom holder and inserted into the brain using a
micromanipulator (MP-285, Sutter Instruments, Novato, CA, USA). It was advanced
at a 45o angle as illustrated in Fig 2.2. Once at the required depth, the tissue was
allowed to settle for between 20−30 min before the recording was started. The MEA
was connected to a 16 channel amplifier rack (Neuralynx, Bozeman, MT, USA) and
the signal was typically amplified 10000 times and filtered between 0.1 to 9000 Hz. An
example of the wide-band signal recorded is shown in Fig 2.5a. The amplified signal
was sampled and acquired at 20 kHz using Power 1401 DAQ and Spike2 software
(CED, Cambridge, UK). Once the recordings at a site were complete, the electrode
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was lowered to a different site. An experiment had a maximum of two recording
sites. After the acquisition the data was analysed oﬄine as described in the following
section.
100 ms
(a)
*
*
(b) (c)
100 ms 1 ms
Figure 2.5: Multi-electrode array recordings. a. Example trace of the multi-electrode
array recordings from the mouse visual cortex. The grey traces show the raw recorded
signal across 14 channels with detected spike waveforms highlighted in colour. b.
Band-pass filtered signal of the recording on a particular tetrode, with the spike
waveforms highlighted in colour. Below these traces are the raster plot of the two
detected spike-waveforms. c. One of the spike-waveform detected using the spike-
sorting procedure, on the tetrode example shown in b.
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2.4.4 Processing MEA recordings
As mentioned in section 2.1, this chapter describes the methods used to process the
electrophysiology recordings to the format of spikes or LFP. This section describes
the methods used to isolate the LFP and spiking activity from wide-band recordings.
Data analysis was carried out in MATLAB (Mathworks, Natwick, MA, USA) unless
otherwise specified. The first step was to split the recorded activity into two frequency
bands, 0.1 - 200 Hz that are the LFP of the area surrounding the electrode and 300
- 9000 Hz that contain information regarding spiking activity from neurons in the
vicinity. Zero-phase filters were used to avoid introducing phase-delays. The LFP
was first down-sampled to 1 kHz. The analysis of the LFP is described in detail in
Chapter 6.
Spike detection and sorting
The recorded signal in the 300 − 9000 Hz band has signals from spiking events of
neurons and noise. Fig 2.5b shows an example of the band-pass filtered signal. The
noise in these recordings is a combination of background activity in the surrounding
tissue and measurement noise from the recording setup. To detect the spiking activity
of neurons on each electrode, we considered signal that was significantly greater than
noise, by setting a threshold. The first threshold was set at four times the standard
deviation of all the recorded activity. But as the signal from spikes was included
in the calculation of that threshold, a new threshold was calculated after removing
signal that crossed the first threshold. Every signal that crossed the final threshold
was considered as a spiking event. The time of spike was found by searching for the
highest peak in a window of 3 ms. This spike detection was performed across every
electrode of the MEA and electrodes from a tetrode were grouped together. Due to
conduction delays the times of the peaks of a spike from one neuron can vary slightly
across different electrodes of a tetrode. Thus spikes within 1 ms are ignored to avoid
the double detection of the same event. This choice was made at the risk of missing
coincident spikes.
For each spiking event the waveform across all the electrodes of the tetrode were
recorded, which are -15 to +16 data points from the peak or 1.6 ms at 20 kHz
for each electrode. This results in 32 × 4 = 128 points per spike waveform. As
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mentioned in the previous section and described in BOX 2.1, the spike waveform
across the tetrode were used to isolate individual neurons. The program KlustaKwik
was used for automatic clustering of spike waveforms (Harris et al., 2000, the pro-
gram is available at http:// klustakwik.sourceforge.net). KlustaKwik is based on the
Cluster-Expectation-Maximization (CEM) algorithm for unsupervised classification.
To improve the performance of the program, the dimensionality of the input was first
reduced with principle component analysis (PCA) or independent component analysis
(ICA) using the FastICA package (Hyva¨rinen and Oja, 1997). Typically, dimensions
are reduced to three PCA components per spike per electrode. As PCA components
were ranked in the order of significance, they were preferred over ICA components,
to ease the manual spike sorting procedure that followed.
Although KlustaKwik performs well on the sorting, there are some cases where
the spike shape might be slightly different. For example there could be slow drift
of the spike shape with time, a change in shape during a burst of spikes or due to
spikes from different neurons occurring within 1 − 2 ms. Such subtle changes are
hard to detect automatically and require manual spike sorting. For this, a software
package called Klusters was used as it provided a graphic user interface for manual
spike sorting (Hazan et al., 2006, available at http://klusters.sourceforge.net) based
on spike shape, spread of events on feature spaces, temporal correlation of spikes and
slow drift of certain features. The usage of Klusters is described in Box 2.2. Fig 2.5
shows the spikes detected on an example recording trace, where Fig 2.5c shows an
example spike waveform.
While other algorithms are available for spike sorting like super-paramagnetic
clustering (WaveClus from Quiroga et al., 2004), KlustaKwik was preferred as it inte-
grated well with Klusters for manual sorting and has been successfully implemented
by other groups for tetrode recordings (Bartho´ et al., 2004; Luczak et al., 2007).
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Panel A: Cluster 
selection. Clus-
ters can be 
grouped together, 
or split further  
using the tools 
available.
Panel B: Cluster view. A dis-
play of spike PCA / ICA fe-
tures on 2 axes. This view 
can be used to check the 
clustering along different fea-
ture spaces.
Panel C: Waveform view. 
This displays the spike wave-
forms across the electrodes 
of a tetrode. This can be 
used to directly compare 
waveforms and check simi-
larity.
Panel F: Auto and Cross tem-
poral correlation of spikes. We 
can check for: (1) Bursting 
spikes where the amplitude is 
expected to change and (2) 
Whether grouping cells to-
gether maintains a refractory 
period.
Panel E: Similarity matrix. 
This is a heat index of simi-
larity between clusters 
(red:similar-blue:dissimilar) 
that is based on all the fea-
tures. It is useful to first 
browse through more simi-
lar clusters, when there are 
many clusters  
Panel D: Time 
view. Shows the 
change of a clus-
ter feature with 
time. This can be 
used to combine 
clusters that might 
be a result of a 
slow-drift with 
time.
BOX 2.2 Using Klusters for spike sorting
Screenshot 
of Klusters:
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Chapter 3
Receptive field characterisation by
spike-triggered independent
component analysis
A novel method for receptive field characterisation, spike-triggered independent com-
ponent analysis (ST-ICA), is introduced in this chapter. A brief overview of the
existing methods and the motivation to develop ST-ICA are described in section 3.1.
In section 3.2, we describe the stimuli and the linear-nonlinear-linear-Poisson (LNLP)
model (Adelson and Bergen, 1985) used to test ST-ICA with synthetic data and un-
derstand its limits. Section 3.3 describes the formulation of existing spike-triggered
methods, spike-triggered average and covariance, and introduces ST-ICA. In section
3.4, we describe the results of applying ST-ICA to the LNLP model and fly H1 neuron
recordings and discuss the advantages and limitations of the method in section 3.5.
Table 3.1 at the end of the chapter lists all the variables used through the chapter as
an aid to read this chapter.
3.1 Introduction
One of the goals of neuroscience is to understand how sensory information is rep-
resented and processed in the nervous system. A core strategy has been to develop
quantitative stimulus-response models of sensory systems. To gain substantial insight
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from this approach, we need to be able to relate the structure of the resulting models
to the functional or physiological properties of the brain.
The classical approach to the quantification of sensory responses is to count the
number of spikes fired by a neuron as individual stimulus dimensions are varied se-
quentially (Hubel and Wiesel, 1968; Hubel and Weisel, 1998). A typical stimulus
of this kind in the visual domain is a drifting sine-wave grating. The direction of
motion that maximises the neuron’s firing rate is found by systematically changing
the orientation. The next step is often to study the neuron’s spatial tuning by chang-
ing the spatial frequency of gratings moving along the preferred direction, and so
on. This approach assumes that the stimulus dimensions are separable, and it also
assumes substantial prior knowledge of the relevant stimuli with which to probe the
cell. An alternative approach is spike-triggered analysis, which relaxes some of these
assumptions, while in some cases imposing others. This approach has its origins
in the Wiener-Volterra theory of nonlinear systems identification (Marmarelis and
Marmarelis, 1978; de Ruyter van Steveninck and Bialek, 1988; Brenner et al., 2000;
Bialek and de Ruyter van Steveninck, 2005; Theunissen et al., 2000; Schwartz et al.,
2006; Wu et al., 2006, for review) . The simplest type of spike-triggered analysis is
the spike-triggered average (STA), in which the first moment of the spike-triggered
stimulus distribution indicates the average feature in stimulus space that causes the
neuron to fire (De Boer and Kuyper, 1968; Citron et al., 1988; Chichilnisky, 2001).
When the neural system is linear, or approximately linear followed by a static nonlin-
earity, then this is the most common stimulus feature eliciting a spike. In this case,
the linear filter obtained is the “receptive field” and together with a static nonlin-
earity, completely defines the system. The STA approach can be readily applied to
simple cells in the mammalian V1 (Ringach, 2004). However, the characterisation of
phase invariant complex cells requires the estimation of higher order terms. The H1
tangential cell in the fly lobula plate is also a phase averaging cell, and thus cannot
be characterised fully by the STA method which does not take higher order terms
into account.
The second-order Wiener-Volterra term, or covariance matrix, can be computed
relatively easily and we can calculate the dimensions that modulate the neuronal
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firing. The spike-triggered covariance (STC) approach applies eigenvalue decomposi-
tion to the covariance matrix and determines the subspace of orthogonal stimulus
dimensions along which the variance of the neural response is maximal or mini-
mal (de Ruyter van Steveninck and Bialek, 1988; Brenner et al., 2000; Bialek and
de Ruyter van Steveninck, 2005; Simoncelli et al., 2004; Rust et al., 2004; Schwartz
et al., 2006). Studies using STC methods have typically recovered a series of par-
allel filters for a neuron (Bialek and de Ruyter van Steveninck, 2005; Rust et al.,
2005; Touryan et al., 2005). Although the models derived using STC give good pre-
dictions of the stimulus-response relationship, their relationship to functional circuit
properties is unclear.
Our goal is to relate the spike-triggered stimulus distribution to the structure
of the functional circuit, or sub-units carrying out components of processing in the
system. STC recovers stimulus dimensions along which the variance is maximal.
These dimensions cannot be attributed to individual functional units, but reflect
the combined contribution of all units. Independent component analysis (ICA) is a
method that has been used to identify sources, from observations that are mixtures of
the sources (Simoncelli and Olshausen, 2001). Using ICA in combination with a white
noise stimulus, we can find functional structure of the input elements to a neuron that
can be described by orthogonal linear filters and symmetric nonlinearities.
In this chapter, we describe the ICA algorithm as it applies to the spike-triggered
framework and use it to analyse data recorded from the fly H1 neuron (e.g. Hausen,
1984). We show that the filters derived from the spike-triggered independent compo-
nent analysis are consistent with the functional substructure of EMDs.
3.2 Experimental Methods
3.2.1 Stimuli
We used a stimulus comprised of a number, (B), of parallel adjacent bars. Each of
these had in any given frame an intensity value of either −1.0 (black) or 1.0 (white),
which is a cubic symmetric stimulus. The luminance indicated by intensity 0.0 was
25 Cd/m2, and intensity −1.0 and +1.0 reflect 0.5 and 40.0 Cd/m2 respectively. The
stimulus apparatus are the same as those described in section 2.2.2.
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The ideal unbiased stimulus for spike-triggered analysis is a spherically symmetric,
Gaussian white noise stimulus (Paninsky, 2003; Simoncelli et al., 2004). We found
that such a stimulus elicits only a weak response in the H1 neuron and requires exceed-
ingly long experiments to effectively recover all the filters. Instead, we used the cubic
symmetric stimulus described above that elicits a stronger response. This stimulus
is adequate for the spike-triggered analysis, as it has zero average and equal variance
across all stimulus dimensions (Rust et al., 2004). To further verify this we used the
same stimulus on simulated linear-nonlinear-linear Poisson (LNLP) models and the
filters recovered are not biased in any direction. Stimuli with unequal variance along
the dimensions have also been used (Touryan et al., 2005) but are not guaranteed to
give unbiased estimates.
The stimulus presented to the fly was comprised of B = 10 bars, each covering
1.29o by 30o of the visual field. The row of bars was oriented perpendicular to the local
preferred direction of the H1 neuron (Krapp et al., 2001). The stimulus was centred
at 0o elevation and 45o azimuth and covered an angle of 13o along the horizontal
direction and 30o along the vertical. The horizontal extent of the stimulus is shown
with respect to the fly’s hexagonal eye lattice structure in Fig. 3.1a. The contrast of
the frames was updated at 120 Hz. For the model simulations we used a finer spatial
resolution (B = 20 bars), as we are not limited by the time of presentation.
We refer to the stimulus frames preceding any point in time as the “stimulus
history” (see Fig. 3.1b). With B bars and a history of T frames, the stimuli (si,
where i refers to the index of the stimulus) are points in a B × T dimensional space.
We ensure that the stimulus ensemble is unbiased in all of these dimensions; that
is, the average across all stimuli is zero, and the variance is the same along every
dimension.
3.2.2 Linear-nonlinear-linear Poisson (LNLP) Model
To test the applicability of the ST-ICA method we simulated the response of a motion
sensitive neuron using a linear-nonlinear-linear Poisson (LNLP) model. The LNLP
model consists of a set of orthogonal linear filters operating on the visual input, sym-
metric non-linear functions, a linear summation and a Poisson spike generator as
illustrated in Fig. 3.2. The input passes through the parallel series of orthogonal
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Figure 3.1: Stimulation. (a) An example stimulus frame. In the fly experiments,
each bar had a width of 1.29o and height of 30o. The frame is displayed over the eye
facet (ommatidial) structure of the compound eye. (b) A segment of the stimulus
and cartoon response shown across time. The regions enclosed by grey dots indicate
stimulus histories, ki, leading to a spike. (c) A collection of these histories forms
the spike-triggered ensemble. We apply STC and ST-ICA analysis methods to this
ensemble. (d) Illustration of the calculation of STA and covariance axes (C1 and
C2) relating to a set of spike-generating data points, K, indicated in red (Note: In
this illustration, the STA is not projected before finding the covariance axes out, as
described in Equation 4).
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linear filters (lj) and cascades down to the symmetric non-linear function (fj( )).
The outputs of the nonlinear functions are weighted (wj) and linearly summed be-
fore entering the Poisson spike generator. The Poisson spike generator emulates the
stochastic nature of a neuron’s spike generation mechanism. The probability for an
LNLP model to spike, given a certain stimulus, can be written as:
P (spike|s) =
∑
j
wjfj(l
T
j s). (3.1)
The LNLP class of models with orthogonal linear filters and symmetric non-linear
functions have been used previously to model the responses of neurons. The most
popular among these is the energy model of complex cells originally described by
Adelson and Bergen (1985). Some cascade models of neurons in primate visual areas
V1 and MT also fall under this class of models (Heeger et al., 1996; Rust et al., 2006).
We used a simulation of the LNLP model with orthogonal linear filters and symmetric
non-linear functions, to test the ST-ICA method for its computational feasibility and
effectiveness in recovering the components of the model. The functional sub-units
that we are trying to find using the ST-ICA method are the linear-nonlinear (LN)
stages of the LNLP model. The response of the fly H1 neuron is modeled well by a
Reichardt correlation detector (Reichardt, 1957), which, depending on the filters used,
can be equivalent to the energy model of motion sensitive complex cells (Adelson and
Bergen, 1985; Egelhaaf et al., 1989; Borst and Egelhaaf, 1993). As the energy model
falls under the LNLP class of models (Adelson and Bergen, 1985), we fit the data
from electrophysiology recordings of the fly H1 neuron to the LNLP class of models.
3.2.3 Fly preparation and electrophysiology
The ST-ICA method was applied to the H1 neuron of the fly visual system. The
preparation and recording methodologies were the same as those described in section
2.3.1 and 2.3.2. We recorded extracellular activity from the H1 neurons of four flies
for a period of 30 to 90 minutes, with an average stimulus time of 45 min.
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of the linear-nonlinear-linear Poisson (LNLP) model. The
input first goes through a set of parallel linear filters (lj) and through non-linear
functions fj( ) to calculate the outputs. The final spike generator signal is a weighted
sum of these outputs. A Poisson process is used to simulate the stochastic firing
nature of the neuron.
3.3 Spike-triggered methods
We denote the spike-triggered stimulus histories as ki , where i is the index over spikes
- see Fig. 3.1 for a schematic depiction. The spike-triggered ensemble, K = [k1 k2 . . .],
consists of these spike-triggered stimulus histories as its column vectors. Spike-
triggered methods analyse the statistical distribution of this ensemble to understand
the relationship between stimuli and response. We present the STA and STC meth-
ods as background before introducing the ST-ICA method as a potential method for
recovering putative functional units in the underlying neural circuit.
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3.3.1 Spike-triggered average (STA)
When a white noise stimulus is used, the average of all points in the spike-triggered
ensemble is its STA:
a =
1
m
m∑
i=1
ki , (3.2)
where m is the number of spikes. The STA is illustrated in Fig. 3.1d. For non-white
stimuli, the points in the spike-triggered ensemble need to be whitened with respect
to the original stimulus covariance before starting the analysis. This is to prevent
the recovered properties of the neuron being biased towards dominant features in the
stimulus distribution. To do so, we first carry out the eigenvalue decomposition of
the covariance matrix of the stimulus,
SˇSˇT = EstimDstimE
T
stim, (3.3)
where Sˇ = [sˇ1 sˇ2 sˇ3 . . .] is a matrix of all stimuli, Estim is the matrix whose columns are
the eigenvectors and Dstim is the diagonal matrix of the corresponding eigenvalues,
Dstim = diag(dstim1, dstim2, . . .). The whitened stimulus is:
S = D
−1/2
stim E
T
stimSˇ, (3.4)
where S = [s1 s2 s3 . . .] and si are the individual stimulus histories. The matrix
D
−1/2
stim is computed by an element-wise operation, D
−1/2
stim = diag(d
−1/2
stim1, d
−1/2
stim2, . . .).
The stimuli in whitened space that elicit a spike are columns vectors of the spike-
triggered ensemble. Theunissen et al. (2000) and Touryan et al. (2005) give a more
detailed description of this process.
The STA analyses the first-order moment in the spike-triggered ensemble. Hence
it is effective only when the receptive field of a neuron can be characterised by a single
linear filter, followed by an asymmetric non-linearity.
3.3.2 Spike-triggered covariance (STC)
As described above, the probability of a spike being generated in an LNLP model
is given by Equation 3.1. A column in the spike-triggered ensemble, K, is a draw
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from the distribution. Because the stimulus, s, we use is white (or whitened), it
has an equal variance along every stimulus direction. When fj( )’s are symmetric
excitatory functions, the distribution of K, would have a high variance along the
corresponding lj’s direction and symmetric suppressive fj( )’s cause a low variance
along the corresponding lj’s. By looking for the directions in the spike-triggered
distribution has a high or low variance we can find excitatory or suppressive filters of
the neuron.
To find the directions with high or low variance we calculate the covariance matrix
(C) of the spike-triggered distribution
C =
K˜K˜T
m
, (3.5)
where m is the number of spikes and
K˜ = [k˜1 k˜2 . . . k˜m], (3.6)
with the spike-triggered stimulus histories as the columns vectors of the matrix.
k˜i = ki − aˆ(kTi aˆ), (3.7)
and aˆ =
a
|a| (3.8)
aˆ is the unit vector in the direction of the STA. We use K˜, so that the spike-triggered
ensemble is normalised with respect to the STA, and the calculated STC axes are
orthogonal to the STA (Schwartz et al., 2006). Applying eigenvalue decomposition
to the covariance matrix (C), we calculate a set of orthogonal eigenvectors and their
corresponding eigenvalues. The excitatory and suppressive filters can be chosen by a
significance criterion described in the subsection below.
The filters obtained by eigenvalue decomposition of this covariance matrix give us
the subspace of stimulus directions along which the neuron is most or least responsive,
which we will hereafter refer to as its “receptive field” (Schwartz et al., 2006). Using
the filters as the linear stages (lj), we fit the neuronal response to an LNLP model.
We use a histogram-based approach to recover the non-linear function of the LNLP
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model as described in the later section 3.3.3. STC is effective when the stimulus
is unbiased across the dimensions of the stimulus. This requires the stimulus to
have a zero mean and be Gaussian of equal variance (Paninsky, 2003). However,
empirically biases due to non-Gaussian nature are often found to be small. Other
stimuli, like natural scenes, have been used with the STC analysis by correcting for
any stimulus-introduced covariance (Touryan et al., 2005). However, the correction
does not guarantee unbiased estimates. STC recovers stimulus dimensions along
which the variance is maximal or minimal. The recovered linear-nonlinear stages
cannot be attributed to individual functional units, but are the combined effect of all
units contributing to the properties of the circuit.
Significance Testing
The eigenvectors are considered significant if the eigenvalues deviate substantially
from the trend followed by other eigenvalues, shown in Fig. 3.3a. To identify these
points, we rank them (largest first) and find their linear trend. We then subtract
the corresponding point along the line for each rank to get the corrected eigenvalues
for each eigenvector (Fig. 3.3b). Eigenvectors with a corrected eigenvalue greater
than twice the standard deviation are considered to be significantly different from the
trend.
Pre-processing for ST-ICA
We need to pre-process the data before carrying out the ST-ICA. Firstly, to ensure
the data has a zero mean we project out the STA from each of the points in the spike-
triggered ensemble as described in Equation 7. Secondly, we need to project the data
onto the STC subspace, Ψ, and whiten it. For this, we carry out the eigenvalue
decomposition (EVD) of the covariance matrix
K˜K˜T
m
= EDET , (3.9)
where E, is a matrix with the eigen-vectors, ei, as its columns, E = [ei, ei, . . .], D is
a diagonal matrix of corresponding eigenvalues, D = diag(d1, d2, . . .), and m is the
total number of spikes. The pre-processed spike-triggered ensemble, KΨ, is calculated
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Figure 3.3: Finding significant eigenvectors and recovering non-linear functions. (a)
The original eigenvalues of the covariance matrix, ranked with the greatest eigenvalue
given the lowest rank. The red line is the best linear fit to these points. (b) The
corrected eigenvalues, which are calculated by subtracting the trend from the data
points. (c) The corrected eigenvalues plotted with units of standard deviation (s.d.);
red lines bound the region of significant eigenvalues (significance criterion: 2 s.d.).
(d) The process of recovering the non-linear function (red curve): the histogram of
the output of the linear filter to all stimuli (lighter grey) is compared with the output
from the spike-generating stimuli (darker grey).
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as
KΨ = D
−1/2
n E
T
nK˜. (3.10)
where En = [e1 e2 . . . en] is the matrix whose columns are the n significant eigenvectors
and is the diagonal matrix of the corresponding n eigenvalues,
Dn = diag(d1, d2, . . . dn). (3.11)
The matrix is computed by an element-wise operation as
D−1/2n = diag(d
−1/2
1 , d
−1/2
2 , . . . d
−1/2
n ). (3.12)
n is calculated using the significance criterion described in the previous section.
3.3.3 Spike-triggered independent component analysis (ST-
ICA)
In this subsection we define the terminology and describe the motivation behind
using ICA to characterise a neuron’s input elements from its recorded response. This
is followed by a brief description of ICA and its implementation.
Using ST-ICA we attempt to find the LNLP model (Fig. 3.2) with orthogonal
linear filters and symmetric non-linear functions that best describes the functional
properties of a neuron. The model has n independent original sources, where n is the
number of eigenvectors we find to be significant. STC analysis of the spike-triggered
ensemble, K, reveals the subspace, Ψ, along which the ensemble variance is highest.
The linear filters of the n original sources will lie within Ψ and can be described as l′j,
where l′j = E
T
n lj with En containing the significant eigen-vectors along its columns.
The directions of the linear filters correspond to the original source directions, as the
linear filters of an LNLP model are its only directional components.
Projecting the spike-triggered ensemble onto Ψ and whitening, we obtain the
observations KΨ, as described by equation 3.10 in the section on Pre-processing.
These observations can be considered as mixtures of an original distribution, Z, with
the mixing matrix L = [l′1 l
′
2 . . . l
′
n]:
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KΨ = LZ. (3.13)
As the linear filters are orthogonal to each other, LTL = I and Z = LTKΨ. The
elements of the jth row of Z, zj are the projections of the observations KΨ along the
jth linear filter l′j,
zj = l
′T
j KΨ. (3.14)
Given the observations KΨ, our goal is to recover the mixing matrix L.
If the original sources of the neuron were just linear filters and we use a Gaussian
stimulus, the observations KΨ projected onto Ψ would also have a Gaussian distri-
bution. However, as the original sources have symmetric non-linear functions after
the linear filter, the observations along the original source directions, zj, will deviate
from being Gaussian distributions. ST-ICA exploits the non-Gaussian nature of the
distribution of observations along the original source directions to find the mixing
matrix (L). It recovers the optimal L that maximizes the non-Gaussian nature of the
distributions zj.
ICA has been widely used to determine the mixture matrix from observations
(Bell and Sejnowski, 1995; van Hateren and van der Schaaf, 1998; Hyva¨rinen and Oja,
2000). It relies on the central limit theorem, which states that the sum of independent,
identically distributed random variables tends towards a normal distribution (see e.g.
Papoulis and Pillai, 2002). In multivariate space, if certain directions have identical
independent distributions of points, directions that are rotations of them would tend
towards having a normal distribution of points, since they can be represented as linear
mixtures of the original directions. If distributions along the original source directions
are non-Gaussian, distributions along rotations of them, the other directions in Ψ, will
be more Gaussian. This implies that the observations have the most non-Gaussian
distribution along the original source directions (this is strictly true only for identical
distributions, Hyva¨rinen and Oja, 2000). ICA can be used to recover for the directions
in Ψ along which the observations have the most non-Gaussian distribution.
We use the FastICA package (available for download at www.cis.hut.fi /projects
/ica /fastica) to implement ICA. The package is based on the FastICA algorithm,
a fixed-point iteration scheme to maximise non-Gaussian nature of the distributions
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(Hyva¨rinen, 1999). We chose neg-entropy as the measure of non-Gaussian nature
and implemented the Gaussian contrast function in the FastICA package (Hyva¨rinen
and Oja, 1997). Our approach recovers the same number of filters as the number of
significant eigenvectors.
The ideal stimulus for ST-ICA is a Gaussian white-noise stimulus because it en-
sures that the method does not attribute any stimulus features to the receptive field
structure. However, it is sufficient for the stimulus to be Gaussian in Ψ, the STC
subspace, as ICA is implemented within this subspace. Since our stimulus was a cubic
symmetric and not Gaussian, we made sure that the distribution of the stimuli was
Gaussian in Ψ before implementing the ST-ICA.
The original source directions recovered by the ST-ICA method are the most
independent directions in spike-triggered ensemble. Although the stimuli and sources
are independent, our observations, the spike-triggered ensemble, are not generally
independent. This is because the observations are the summed affect of all sources
and characteristics of one unit can ‘explain away’ some of the characteristics of the
others (Wellman and Henrion, 1993). The performance of ICA thus relies on the
degree of independence in the distribution introduced by the symmetric nonlinear
functions present in the original sources.
Recovering the non-linearities and weights
The probability for the LNLP model firing a spike as described in equation 1
P (spike|s) =
∑
j
wjfj(l
T
j s). (3.15)
In this equation we know the stimulus s and using the STC or ST-ICA analysis we
recover lj. When we use a stimulus that is unbiased in every direction and the linear
filters are orthogonal, we are able to obtain fj( ) from (Schwartz et al., 2006)
fj(l
T
j s) ∝ P (spike|lTj s) =
P (lTj s|spike)P (spike)
P (lTj s)
. (3.16)
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Therefore, we observe that
fj(l
T
j s) ∝
P (lTj s|spike)P (spike)
P (lTj s)
. (3.17)
One example of this process is shown in Fig. 3.3d.
We use least squares regression to recover the weights, wj, of each filter.
w = Output× gT × (g × gT )−1 (3.18)
where gj = fj(l
T
j s), ‘Output’ is the firing rate obtained by convolving a Gaussian
kernel with the spike train, g = [g1 g2 . . . gR] and w = [w1 w2 . . . wR].
3.4 Results
Using simulations of a LNLP model, we demonstrate the advantages of the ST-ICA
method in recovering the functional structure of a neuron. We then apply the analysis
to recordings from the fly H1 neuron and compare the results with those from the
STC method.
Model simulation
To understand the advantages or disadvantages of the ST-ICA and STC methods,
we tested how well they recover the parameters of a simulated LNLP model with
orthogonal linear filters and symmetric non-linear functions. We tested the methods
on two versions of the LNLP model illustrated in Fig. 3.4. The models have two
excitatory filters with receptive fields in different regions of space. We would therefore
expect to see spatially separated receptive fields in the structure of the EMDs that
input to the H1 neuron, as they get inputs from distinct regions of the visual field
(Buchner and Buchner, 1984). Having the receptive fields in different regions of
space also ensures that the filters are independent. The shapes of the spike-triggered
stimulus distributions, along the direction of the linear filters, mainly vary as a result
of the symmetric non-linear function while the variance is also affected by the weights.
We tested the two methods with spike-triggered stimulus distributions of different
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Figure 3.4: Illustration of the LNLP model used for the simulation to test differences
between STC and ST-ICA. There are two sources with each of them a having a linear
(lj) and a non-linear fj( ) function.
variance and/or symmetric nonlinear functions.
In the first version of the model, we used different weights and the same non-
linearity with two filters, resulting in the same shape but different variance and density
of points along the two filters. In this case, the filters obtained with both the ST-ICA
and STC methods, shown in Fig. 3.5, were good estimates of the original filters. STC
differentiates filters based on differences in variance along the two axes and in this
case, ST-ICA used the difference in the density of points. They both perform equally
well at recovering the parameters of the model.
In the second version of the model, we kept the variance along the two axes similar,
but varied the non-linear function (Fig. 3.6). The difference in the distribution of
points along the two axes is clearly visible in Fig. 3.6a. As the variance of the
distribution along the two axes is equal, the STC method was unable to recover the
original filters, but recovered the subspace within which they exist. Therefore the
resulting STC filters were mixtures of the original filters (Fig. 3.6a and b). As ST-
ICA is able to exploit the differences in higher-order moments, in this case kurtosis,
its estimated filters matched well the original filters.
The estimation of the non-linear function, equation 3.13, is based on the prediction
of the linear stage; errors in the calculation of the linear stage propagate into the errors
in the estimation of the non-linear function. This is demonstrated in Fig. 3.6c, where
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Figure 3.5: Comparison of derived from the ST-PCA and ST-ICA methods. The
model simulation in this case has unequal variance and density of points along the
two original filter directions. (a) shows the projection of the points in the stimulus
ensemble onto the two filters (l1 and l2) being the axis. There is an asymmetry
between the two axes with l2 having a lesser density of points. The plot also shows
the projections of the recovered filters from the STC (blue) and ST-ICA (red) plotted
on the same axis. Both methods give good predictions of the original filters. (b)
shows the original filters used in the model and (c) shows the filters recovered using
the two methods. Note that the predictions made by both the STC and ST-ICA
methods are sign-invariant.
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the ST-ICA estimates of the non-linear functions are more accurate than the STC
estimates.
Fly experiments
By applying the ST-ICA method to responses of the fly H1 neuron to the stimulus
describes in section 3.2.1, we found four excitatory filters, together with their cor-
responding non-linear functions and relative weights (Fig. 3.7). The independent
space-time filters that we found are shown on the left side of Fig. 3.7. Grey regions
in these filters indicate that the neuron didn’t produce a significant response, while
regions that show shifts towards white (+1, ON) or black (-1, OFF) correspond to
features of its receptive field. The STA of the neuron contains mostly grey regions, as
we would expect from a phase averaging neuron. For each ST-ICA filter we observe a
latency of approximately 50 ms as the neuron responds most strongly from 50 ms to
90 ms. Within this period, we notice that with increasing time, the ON region of the
receptive field shifts towards the left. In the stimulated eye region, this corresponds
to horizontal back-to-front motion, which is in agreement with previous studies of
H1’s response (e.g. Krapp et al., 2001). The non-linear functions calculated for all
the filters are approximately squaring functions.
Each of the independent filters we recovered spans a slightly different region of
Figure 3.6 (following page): Comparison of models derived from the STC and ST-
ICA methods. Model simulation in this case has with equal variance along the two
axes, but different non-linear functions. (a) Shows the projection of the points in
the stimulus ensemble onto the two filters (l1 and l2) being the axis. A structure
can be observed in the distribution of the points, especially along l2 . The plot also
shows the projections of the recovered filters from the STC (blue) and ST-ICA (red)
plotted on the same axis. The ST-ICA axes are much closer to the original axes as
compared to the STC axes. (b) shows the original filters used in the model, the filters
recovered using the STC and ST-ICA methods. (c) shows their corresponding non-
linear function below. Each of the STC filters is a mixture of the two original filters,
while the ST-ICA is a good estimate of the original filters. The non-linear functions
recovered by the ST-ICA are also closer to the original than those recovered by STC.
Note that the predictions made by both the STC and ST-ICA methods are sign-
invariant.
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Figure 3.7: Recovered LNLP model of the fly H1 neuron. (a) The ST-ICA method
finds four sources (functional sub-units) for H1. The figure shows the linear filter,
non-linear function and the weight corresponding to each source. (b) The STA of the
neuron. As H1 is a phase averaging neuron, the STA does not have any significant
features.
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space. The extent of each of these filters, as measured by the full width half maximum,
is 3.7 ± 0.70 (11 filters across 4 flies) in the spatial dimension, and 21 ± 4 ms (15
filters across 4 flies) in the temporal dimension. The filters that we derive are what we
would expect to be the receptive fields of the dominant at low-light adapted conditions
(Schuling et al., 1989). The model for an EMD is illustrated in Fig. 3.8a (Reichardt,
1987). The relative weights calculated (the wj listed in Fig. 3.7) indicate that the
filters around 350 azimuth modulate the response of H1 more strongly than those at
500 azimuth. This result is in agreement with previous electrophysiological studies
(Krapp et al., 2001). Based on this information, the parameters measured in our
experiment can be represented as shown in Fig. 3.8b, with each filter representing
one correlation detector, with a corresponding weight wj . The suppressive filters,
which are shown in grey, do not always have enough strength to affect firing beyond
the significance criteria we set for filter recovery.
Figure 3.8: Illustration of the correlation model and a series of such detectors. (a)
Shows an illustration of the correlation model, for movement of stimulus across two
neighbouring eye facets. The grey segment is an inhibitory unit while the black
segment is an excitatory unit. (b) An elaborate model where we illustrate a series
of these detectors, each subunit is weighted before it is summed. wrp is the weight
where p indicates whether it is excitatory (ex) or suppressive (in) and r is their rank
according to spatial position.
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Comparison of ST-ICA and STC
The different filters obtained using STC and ST-ICA, are shown in Fig. 3.9. In
this example (the same neuron as shown in Fig. 3.7) we applied the same significance
criteria for both the methods. The ST-ICA filters thus lie within the subspace defined
by the STC filters and are linear transformations of the STC filters. The STC filters in
this case are observations based on a mixture of contributions from the independent
filters. The difference between the two filters is most observable in the third and
fourth filters; the ST-ICA filters seem better defined than their corresponding STC
filters. The differences in the linear filters are better visualised in the spatial frequency
- temporal frequency plots, where the STC filters have four peaks while the ST-ICA
filters have only two peaks. This could be due to the mixing of some components
from the first and second filters in the estimation of the third and fourth filters by
STC.
3.5 Discussion
We have here introduced the ST-ICA method, exploiting independent component
analysis to characterise the receptive fields and functional structure of the input
elements to a neuron that can be described by orthogonal linear filters and symmetric
nonlinearities. We applied this method to the fly H1 neuron, whose functional sub-
structure and receptive fields are fairly well understood (Krapp and Hengstenberg,
1997; Buchner and Buchner, 1984). When applied to the fly H1 neuron, the ST-ICA
method recovered filters selective for movement in the back-to-front direction within
Figure 3.9 (following page): The comparison of the STC and ST-ICA methods on the
fly H1 data. The left half of the figure shows the spatio-temporal representation of the
filters recovered by the STC and the ST-ICA processes, with the corresponding spatial
frequency - temporal frequency domain representations shown on the right. While
the first two filters do not show much difference between the two methods, the third
and fourth filters from the ST-ICA are better defined than the corresponding filters
recovered from the STC method. The difference is more distinct in the frequency
domain where we see two peaks in the ST-ICA filters as opposed to four in the STC
method.
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an area of approximately 3.70o along the azimuth (Fig. 3.7). These filters agree with
the known response properties of EMDs that input to the H1 neuron (Schuling et al.,
1989). It should be mentioned, however, that the filters characterise the neuron’s
local receptive field properties only for the region where the stimulus was presented.
As the H1 neuron is a wide-field neuron that responds to visual motion within an
entire visual hemisphere, the filters obtained are likely to vary slightly across the
neuron’s receptive field (Krapp et al., 2001). Using the filters recovered from the
ST-ICA method as the linear stages of a LNLP model, we calculate the non-linear
function operating on their output and the relative weights of each filter. Hence, we
can use the method to build an LNLP model of the neuron being studied.
To test the efficacy of recovering the structure from spike-triggered data, we simu-
lated data using a LNLP model and compared the results obtained from the ST-ICA
and STC methods to the original model. The filters recovered using the ST-ICA
method match the original filters that are used in the simulation, while filters recov-
ered by the STC method are mixed observations of the original filters. The occurrence
of mixed observations is more frequent in cases where the variance of the response is
similar in the directions of the different filters of the original model (Fig. 3.6). As
they are mixed observations of the original filters, the STC filters are in the same
sub-space as the original filters. STC analysis can accurately predict the sub-space
of a neuron’s receptive field in a high dimensional stimulus space. It has been suc-
cessfully used to characterise the receptive field properties of V1 cortical cells using
random stimuli (Rust et al., 2005) and natural scenes (Touryan et al., 2005). STC
analysis uses variance along the different directions to select filters; while variance is
effective at finding the subspace of relevant stimulus dimensions, it cannot be used as
a criterion to differentiate functional units, as we have demonstrated in the example
in Fig. 3.6. The ST-ICA method instead uses independence as a criterion to make
such a classification. The results we obtain show that the method effectively recon-
structs simulated LNLP neural models with orthogonal linear filters and symmetric
non-linear functions (Fig. 3.5 and 3.6), demonstrating the validity of using the in-
dependence criterion. The ST-ICA method also recovers the filters underlying the
functional input structure of the fly H1 neuron (Fig. 3.9).
The response latency observed in the ST-ICA filters recovered for the H1 neuron is
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about 50 ms. Studies with high-contrast grating stimuli at room temperatures report
response latencies around 25 ms (Krapp and Hengstenberg, 1997; Warzecha et al.,
2000). Low temperature has been shown to increase the response latency to >50 ms
(Warzecha and Egelhaaf, 1999; Warzecha et al., 2000). Our range of temperature
(18− 22o C) and the random noise stimulus used are the most likely explanation for
the higher response latency observed.
The STA of the H1 neuron has no significant features relative to its STC or ST-
ICA filters (Fig. 3.7). This confirms that H1 is a phase averaging neuron similar to
the complex cells in the mammalian visual cortex (Hubel and Wiesel, 1968), as would
be expected due to the equivalence of the correlation and energy models (Adelson
and Bergen, 1985; Borst and Egelhaaf, 1993, for review). However, there could be
situations where a neuron may have both significant STA and significant ST-ICA
filters. Such neurons were found in the mammalian visual cortex (Rust et al., 2005).
Functional units that have the linear stage followed by an asymmetric non-linearity
would be included in the STA. As we normalise the spike-triggered stimulus ensemble
with respect to the STA, before starting the ST-ICA method, we do not recover
any of these features in the ST-ICA filters. To reconstruct a complete model of a
neuron, which has a significant STA, we need to consider the STA as an additional
independent source to the neuron we are characterising.
The ST-ICA method looks for the directions in stimulus space along which the
distributions of points are most independent. In the case of excitatory filters, we
look for the presence of independent distributions of points in different directions
of stimulus space. For suppressive filters, the relevant directions are those along
which there is an absence of points. Estimates of the shape of distributions along
the suppressive filter directions would be greatly under-sampled as they are sparse
distributions. Hence, the ST-ICA method will not be able to recover independent
suppressive units of the circuit, and we will have to rely on the estimates of the
subspace that can be calculated using the STC analysis.
When looking for multiple sources, the FastICA algorithm repeats the iterative
search starting at different points. To avoid converging to the same direction each
time, it projects the previously found directions out of the data before starting the
next iteration. This constrains the recovered filters to be orthogonal, limiting the
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ST-ICA analysis. There exist some techniques that attempt non-orthogonal ICA
(Yeredor, 2002; Lee et al., 2008) that could make the analysis less constrained, and
may reduce the bias in estimating the functional units.
The ST-ICA method can recover an LNLP model for a neuron when linear-
nonlinear functions are good approximations of the corresponding functional units.
It requires that the functional units operate in independent regions of stimulus space
and have symmetric non-linearities. ST-ICA strictly works only for identical dis-
tributions. The efficacy of the recovered model can be assessed from the accuracy
of predicting the response of the neuron to test stimuli. But how do we verify the
existence of recovered functional units? Functional units are sub-units carrying out
components of processing in the system. The biophysical implementation of this pro-
cessing could be either within the dendritic arborisation, in pre-synaptic neurons or
in much larger networks of neurons that form the neuron’s input. To verify whether
we have indeed recovered real functional units, we would have to find and simultane-
ously record from the individual units, which may be difficult to achieve using current
experimental techniques. The ST-ICA method gives us an idea of what the functional
structure of such input units looks like, in case we are using established experimental
techniques like single unit recordings to study them.
The spatial extent of the EMDs is reported to cover about the extent of 3.70
(Schuling et al., 1989) under low-light adapted conditions. We also know the di-
rectional preference of the EMDs that feed onto the tangential cells from the local
preferred directions (Krapp et al., 2001). Using just an assumption of independent
sources, we were able to recover a model that matches the previously reported func-
tional substructure of the H1 neuron. In the last decade there have been many studies
that apply system identification methods to analyse neural systems (reviewed in Wu
et al., 2006) with the goal of estimating a function that relates neural response to
sensory stimuli. These methods are limited with regard to understanding how the
computation of this stimulus-response function is achieved by the functional structure
of the system. The ST-ICA method that we propose here could provide additional
details on the functional organization of neural circuits that map sensory stimuli onto
cellular responses. Even though results obtained with the ST-ICA method may be
difficult to interpret if applied to less well-understood sensory systems, it will help us
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to reveal their functional structure.
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Table 3.1: List of variables used in chapter 3
Variable Dimensions Description
B scalar No. of bars in the stimulus
T scalar no. of stimulus time frames considered
si N = B × T Stimulus history
lj N j
th linear filter
fj( ) scalar j
th nonlinear function
wj scalar j
th weight
ki N × 1 jth spike-triggered stimulus history
K N × m Spike-triggered ensemble
m scalar No. of spikes
a N × 1 STA
Sˇ N × no.of stimuli Original stimuli
S N × no.of stimuli Stimulus corrected for stimulus covariance
Estim N × N Stimulus covariance eigenvectors
Dstim N × N Stimulus covariance eigenvalues
dstim scalar Stimulus covariance eigenvalue
C N × N Spike-triggered covariance matrix
K˜ N × m Spike-triggered ensemble
k˜i N × 1 Spike-triggered observation
aˆ N × 1 STA unit vector
E N × N STC eigenvector matrix
D N × N STC eigenvalue diagonal matrix
ei N × 1 STC eigenvector
di scalar STC eigenvalue
n scalar No. of significant eigenvalues
KΦ n × m Pre-processed spike-triggered ensemble
En N × n n significant eigenvectors
Dn n × n n significant eigenvalues diagonal matrix
Φ n− dim space STC subspace
l′j n × 1 The jth linear filter in Φ
L n × n Linear filters in Φ
Z n × m Original distribution
zj 1 × m distribution of spike-triggered ensemble along
the jth filter
w 1 × n Weight vector
g 1 × n Outputs of the n linear-nonlinear stages
gj scalar Outputs of the j
th linear-nonlinear stage
Chapter 4
Integration of movement direction
by the fly visual system
In this chapter, we investigate the fly H1 neuron to understand the processing of
information relating to direction of movement in two-dimensional patterns. Section
4.1 introduces the motivation to study processing of pattern direction and reviews the
relevant literature. In section 4.2, we describe the stimuli and its notation, followed by
the notation of the response of the H1 neurons. Section 4.3 introduces the modelling
and classification methods used to analyse the recorded activity. The response of H1
neurons to plaids is described in section 4.3 along with the results of fitting models to
that response. We discuss the inferences of this study and compare it with previous
research in section 4.5. Table 4.4 at the end of the chapter lists all the variables used
through the chapter as an aid to read this chapter.
4.1 Introduction
An animal’s perspective of the environment changes as it moves around. Information
regarding these changes is necessary for the animal to perform tasks that are crucial
to its survival, such as the calculation of ego-motion for the control of locomotion
(Gibson, 1979; Koenderink, 1986). The principal features that define movement in
an environment are its location, direction and speed. Vision is an important source
of information regarding the changes in the environment, and visual systems need to
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determine the features such as direction and speed from their sampling of the visual
field. In this chapter, we explored how the response to the direction of the motion of
two-dimensional patterns is calculated by the H1 neuron. We used models of the fly
visual system to understand the computational mechanisms necessary to explain the
response of the H1 neuron to patterns moving in different directions.
In their pioneering study, Hubel and Wiesel (1968) found that some neurons in the
primary visual cortex of the primate respond maximally when luminance edges (bars)
moved in a specific direction within their receptive fields. They referred to these
neurons as direction selective (DS) cells, and the directions that elicit the highest
response from the neurons as their preferred directions. These DS cells form a basis
from which visual systems can calculate the direction of movement of visual patterns.
The direction selectivity of such cells has been studied by stimulating them with bars
(Hubel and Wiesel, 1959; Niell and Stryker, 2008) or sinusoidal gratings (Campbell
et al., 1969; Kohn and Smith, 2005) moving in different directions within the receptive
field. The direction of movement at any point in space for these patterns is calculated
as the direction perpendicular to the orientation of the bar/grating (Movshon et al.,
1986). However, by observing the response to patterns made of just a single grating
or bar, it is difficult to understand how neurons deal with the complex patterns that
an animal experiences in its natural habitat.
One way of to tackle this would be to present a pattern generated by the overlay
of two simple patterns, to study how information from individual components is
integrated. An example for this is a plaid pattern, which is a linear combination of
two sinusoidal gratings moving in different directions. On the basis of the response to
plaid patterns, Movshon et al. (1986) found that DS cells in primate MT can be further
classified into ‘component’ or ‘pattern’ cells. Component DS cells responded most to
the plaid patterns when one of its components moved in the preferred direction of the
cell, while pattern DS cells responded most when the vector sum of the movement
directions of the components was aligned in the preferred direction. Pattern DS
cells constitute about 25 percent of the DS cells recorded from in the MT of the
primate visual system. Interestingly, the response of pattern DS cells corresponded
to the direction in which the animal perceived the pattern to move, as reported
by its behavioural choice (Newsome et al., 1989). How pattern DS cells analyse
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the direction in which patterns move has intrigued scientists since these cells were
found by Movshon et al. (1986), as it requires a non-linear summation of information.
Recently Rust et al. (2006) have suggested a cascade model of V1 and MT neurons,
which captures the response properties of the pattern DS cells by including a tuned
normalisation step. This model is, however, difficult to validate as the primate visual
system has a complicated connectivity structure (Felleman and Essen, 1991).
The correlation type detector (Reichardt, 1957) that predicts the response of the
H1 neuron to moving stimuli is equivalent to the energy (Adelson and Bergen, 1985)
model that predicts the response of DS cells. Plaid stimuli have proved useful is un-
derstanding how DS cells in V1 and MT integrate directional information in patterns
as described above. By recording the response of H1 to plaid patterns we can compare
it with primate DS cells and also take advantage of the simpler structure of the fly
visual system to formulate models of integrating directional information.
Previous behavioural (Buchner, 1976; Buchner et al., 1978; Go¨tz and Buchner,
1978) and electrophysiological (Schuling et al., 1989; Kirschfeld, 1972; Franceschini
and Riehle, 1984) studies have shown that the H1 neuron computes local movement
direction by combining information from EMDs that sample light along different di-
rections of the hexagonal lattice structure of the fly eye (reviewed in Hausen, 1993).
The hexagonal lattice arrangement of the eye facets (Fig. 4.1a) constrains the direc-
tions in which movement can be sampled by the EMDs. For example, if sampling
from only neighboring eye facets, the sampling is constrained to six directions, ∼ 60o
apart, and if sampling from next neighbors as well, the sampling is constrained to 12
directions, ∼ 30o apart (Buchner, 1976). An example of the latter is shown in Fig.
4.1c. Buchner (1976) and Go¨tz and Buchner (1978) show that neighbors and next
neighbors account for most the response of the H1 neuron. How responses from these
EMDs, which sample different directional components of movement, are integrated
by the H1 neuron is unclear. We investigated this by recording the response of the
H1 neuron to plaid patterns.
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Figure 4.1: Detection of directional movement information in the blowfly compound
eye. (a) Simplified hexagonal lattice structure of the eye facets of the fly eye. (b) The
correlation type movement detector that detects movement between two eye facets,
referred to as the EMD. (adapted from Reichardt, 1987) (c) The directional EMDs
possible while sampling from neighbors e1, e3, . . ., e11 and next neighbors e2, e4, . . .,
e12.
4.2 Experimental methods
In this section the visual stimuli presented to the flies and their notation are de-
scribed, followed by a description of the procedure used to calculate and represent
the responses of the H1 neurons.
4.2.1 Stimuli
Plaid Stimuli : Plaid stimuli allow us to analyse how the H1 neuron analyses the
direction of movement, when a pattern has more than one component. Plaid stimuli
presented were generated by the linear superposition of two sinusoidal gratings moving
in different directions, the ‘component gratings’. The angle between the direction of
movement of the two component gratings is referred to as the component separation
angle p, as shown in Fig. 4.2. Six different patterns were presented: a half contrast
grating and five plaids of component separation angles (p =) 30o, 60o, 90o, 120o and
150o. The half contrast grating was presented to test whether the response could be
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Figure 4.2: Frames of the plaid stimuli. Six different patterns are presented, a
half-contrast grating (p = 0o), and plaids with component separation angle (p =
) 30o, 60o, 90o, 120o and 150o. The black arrows show the direction in which the pat-
tern is moving, the plaid angle, and the gray arrows indicate the movement direction
of the underlying components, the half-contrast gratings.
explained by the pattern or component models, by following the procedures described
in section 4.3.4. The direction of movement of the pattern, the plaid direction i, is
defined as the average direction of the two component gratings, as illustrated by the
coloured lines in Fig. 4.2.
A stimulus frame is defined by the pattern p presented and its movement direction
i. There were 24 directions in which the stimulus was presented and the contrast of the
stimulus along these directions is represented as s(j), where j (= 0o, 15o . . . or 345o)
is the index of the directions. If a component grating moved in the jth direction s(j)
equals the Michelson contrast of that grating. If none of the component gratings
moved in the jth direction, then s(j) equals 0. A frame of the stimulus can thus be
written as a vector of contrasts in all directions, sp(i), as:
sp(i) = [s(0) s(15) . . . s(j) . . . s(345)]
T , (4.1)
When p = 0, which corresponds to the half-contrast grating:
s(j = i) = contrast of the component grating,
s(j 6= i) = 0. (4.2)
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And when p = 30o, 60o, 90o, 120o or 150o, which correspond to the remaining plaids,
s(j = i± p/2) = contrast of the component grating,
s(j 6= i± p/2) = 0. (4.3)
All the stimuli presented across time can be represented together in a matrix SALL
as:
SALL = [sp=0(i = 0) s0(15) . . . s0(345) s30(0) . . . s30(345) s60(0) . . . s150(345)] . (4.4)
The contrast of each of the component gratings was set at 0.1 Michelson contrast
at a mean luminance level of 25 Cd/m2. The component gratings had a spatial fre-
quency of 0.1 cycles/deg and were presented moving at a temporal frequency of 4.2 Hz,
the values that elicit the highest firing rate from the H1 neuron (Borst and Egelhaaf,
1993). The plaid stimuli were presented in a circular region of diameter 30o, centered
at 45o azimuth and 0o elevation. Each of the patterns was presented moving in one
of 24 different directions, i = 0o, 15o, 30o, . . . 345o, for 0.5 seconds in a pseudo-random
order and repeated 20− 50 times. There was a blank period of 0.5 seconds between
presentations when the screen was maintained at grey levels of equal mean luminance.
Contrast Stimulus : To test the contrast response of the H1 neuron, grating stimuli
were presented at 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 and 1.0 Michelson contrast. The gratings
had a spatial frequency of 0.1 cycles/deg and was presented at a temporal frequency
of 4.2 Hz. The stimulus was presented in the same region of the visual field as the
plaid stimuli, in either the preferred, 270o, or anti-preferred, 90o, direction of the H1
neuron at the location of stimulus presentation, consistent with the measurements
of Krapp et al. (2001). They were presented for 0.5 seconds with an interval (grey
screen) of 0.5 seconds and repeated 20 times in a pseudo-random order. This stimulus
was run on the H1 neuron of only one fly.
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4.2.2 Fly electrophysiology recordings
The spiking activity of the H1 neuron was recorded from four female blowflies during
the presentation of the visual stimuli. The methods used for the preparation of the
fly and the electrophysiology recording configuration were the same as described in
sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2.
The response to each stimulus sp(i) was the mean spike rate above the spontaneous
firing rate of the H1 neuron during the time when the stimulus was presented, and this
response was represented as xp(i). The spontaneous firing rate of the neuron xspont
was calculated by averaging the firing rate across all the intervals between stimuli. By
subtracting the spontaneous firing rate we avoided adding an additional spontaneous
firing rate parameter to the model described in the next section. xp(i) is calculated
as the mean response across flies; and the response of each fly is calculated as the
mean across repeats of the same stimulus.
The response to each plaid pattern, in all directions of movement, is represented
as a vector xp,
xp = [xp(0) xp(15) . . . xp(345)] . (4.5)
The response of H1 to all the stimuli (SALL from equation 4.4) is represented as
xALL where,
xALL = [x0 x30 . . . x150] or (4.6)
xALL = [xp=0(i = 0) xp(15) . . . x0(345) x30(0) . . . x30(345) x60(0) . . . x150(345) ] .
4.3 Modeling methods
This section describes the models explored and the methods used to fit them to the
experimental response. The final part of the section describes the method by which
the response of the neuron is classified as being like a pattern or component cell.
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4.3.1 Information processing models
We modeled the processing of directional information by a two-stage model: 1) the
directional EMDs stage and 2) the H1 neuron stage, as shown in Fig. 4.3.1 Each of
these stages comprises of two components, a tuning function and an output function.
The tuning functions represent the weighting of inputs, particularly directional inputs.
The output function converts the summation of these inputs into an output of the
neuron, the firing rate. Here we describe how we modeled each of the four components
of the model: A) EMD tuning function, B) EMD output function, C) H1 tuning
function and D) H1 output function.
A. EMD tuning function
The response of the putative EMDs to motion stimuli has been commonly modeled
by either correlation detectors or gradient detectors (reviewed in Borst, 2007). These
models capture the response of the LPTCs to patterns of different contrasts or spatial
frequencies moving at different velocities. The directional selectivity is considered to
be the projection of the movement vector along the preferred direction of the neuron
and hence cosine tuned (Eriksson, 1984; Buchner, 1976). While the LPTCs have a
wide directional tuning similar to cosine tuning, there is no evidence that suggests
that the EMDs should have a similar directional tuning. Their directional tuning
could deviate from being cosine due to either optical effects or sampling constraints.
Hence, we allow for different tuning widths by modeling the directional selectivity
of EMDs (which we define as en) by circular Gaussians (von Mises functions with a
simplified normalisation factor). Only the 6 neighbours and the 6 next-neighbours
(Fig. 4.1c) were modeled, as they explain most of the variance of the response of
LPTCs (reviewed in Hausen, 1993). Each of the EMD tuning functions, en, are
considered as linear filters that have a transfer function:
1Note that the H1 neurons samples inputs from multiple EMDs across the visual field. A detailed
model of the inputs of the H1 neuron would have inputs from multiple EMDs, across visual space
and all sampled directions. As the hexagonal lattice structure repeats itself in a regular fashion
across the region where the stimulus was presented, and we presented homogeneous stimuli across
this region, we reduced the model to one set of directional EMDs.
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Figure 4.3: Model of the processing of directional information by the H1 neuron.
A two-stage model of the processing of directional information. In this illustration,
information passes from left to right. The first stage, on the left, has 12 directional
EMDs sampling different directions. Each EMD has two components, the tuning
functions labelled e1, e2, . . . e12, and the output functions, α. The second stage, on
the right, is the H1 neuron. This also has two components, the tuning function which
weights the inputs from the directional EMDs and the output function, β.
en = [ en(0) en(15) . . . en(345)]
T
where en(j) =
1∑
j exp [κ cos(j − θn)]
exp [κ cos(j − θn)] , (4.7)
where j = 0o, 15o, . . . , 345o are the directions in which the stimuli were presented
and θn is the preferred direction of the n
th EMD. κ is the parameter for width of
tuning. When κ equals zero, the tuning function is uniform and when κ approaches
∞ the tuning function is a narrow Gaussian. θn is the direction along the centers
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of the 2 eye facets of the EMD being considered (shown in Fig. 4.1c and 4.3). The
response of the nth EMD tuning function, rn(p, i), to a stimulus, s(p, i), was calculated
as:
rn(p, i) = en · sp(i). (4.8)
The response of the nth EMD tuning function to all stimuli, which is the response
tuning curves to all the plaid stimuli, was calculated as:
rn,ALL = en · STALL. (4.9)
B. EMD output function
The output of the nth directional EMD, vn(p, i), is calculated from the response of its
tuning function rn(p, i) as,
vn(p, i) = α(rn(p, i)), (4.10)
where α is the EMD output function. It is assumed that the same EMD output
function, α, operates on all the EMDs. We fitted three different functions for the
EMD output to test the effects of the choice of function. The first was a linear
function, the second a sigmoid function, which is commonly used to describe the
conversion of input currents into a firing rate (Koch, 2004), and the third model was
a tuned normalisation (gain control) model, that has been shown to be effective at
describing the response of primate V1 neurons (Rust et al., 2006). The complete
description of each of these functions and their parameters are listed below.
The output of the nth EMD to all the stimuli is calculated as:
vn,ALL = α(rn,ALL) and (4.11)
VALL = [ v1,ALL v2,ALL . . .] , (4.12)
where VALL is a matrix representing the output of all EMDs.
The three different EMD output functions are:
1. Linear (or identity) function:
vn(p, i) = rn(p, i); (4.13)
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2. Sigmoid function:
vn(p, i) =
1
1 + exp [bES (rn(p, i)− aES)] ; (4.14)
where aES and bES are the parameters to be fit (ES stands for EMD output
function: Sigmoid).
3. Gain Control function:
pn(p, i) =
rn(p, i)
2∑
n rn(p, i)
2 + σ1
and (4.15)
vn(p, i) =
pn(p, i)
pn(p, i) + σ2
, (4.16)
where σ1 and σ2 are normalisation parameters, pn(p, i) is the untuned normal-
isation and vn(p, i) is the tuned normalisation (Rust et al., 2006). Combining
equations 4.15 and 4.16, vn(p, i) can be re-written as:
vn(p, i) =
rn(p, i)
2
σ1rn(p, i)2 +
σ2
12
∑
n rn(p, i)
2 + σ3〈rn(p, i)〉n , (4.17)
where 〈〉n is the mean across the n EMDs. Using the procedure followed by Rust
et al. (2006), we re-parameterized the normalisation constants using spherical
coordinates as,
σ1 = cos
2(aEG) cos
2(bEG), (4.18)
σ2 = cos
2(aEG) sin
2(bEG), (4.19)
σ3 = sin
2(aEG) + . (4.20)
aEG and bEG are the parameters to be fit (EG stands for EMD output function:
Gain control).
C. H1 tuning function: summation of EMDs
The LPTCs integrate inputs from upstream directional EMDs and compute local
movement direction (Krapp and Hengstenberg, 1997) by responding preferentially
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to inputs from EMDs aligned in that direction relative to the others (reviewed in
Hausen, 1993). We modeled this as a weighting, w, of EMD inputs where,
w = [w1 . . . wn . . .] , (4.21)
where wn is the weight corresponding to the n
th EMD. The response, q(p, i), of the
H1 tuning function to a pattern p moving in direction i is the weighted sum of all the
EMDs:
q(p, i) =
∑
n
wnvn(p, i). (4.22)
The response of the H1 tuning function to all the stimuli can be calculated as:
qALL = (w ·VALL)T . (4.23)
D. H1 output function
The output firing rate of the H1, yp(i), is calculated from the response of the H1
tuning function as:
yp(i) = β(q(p, i)), (4.24)
where β is the H1 output function. We fit three different functions for the H1 output
function to test the effects of the choice of function. The first two functions were
similar to those described for the EMD output function, linear and sigmoid functions
and the third function was an exponential. The full description of each of these
functions and their parameters are listed below. The output of H1 to all the stimuli
is calculated as:
yALL = β(qALL). (4.25)
The three different H1 output functions are:
1. Linear (or identity) function:
yp(i) = q(p, i); (4.26)
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2. Sigmoid function:
yp(i) =
cHS
1 + exp [bHS (q(p, i)− aHS)] ; (4.27)
where aHS, bHS and cHS are the parameters to be fit (HS stands for H1 output
function: Sigmoid).
3. Exponential function:
yp(i) = bHE exp [aHEq(p, i)] ; (4.28)
where aHE and bHE are the parameters to be fit (HE stands for H1 output
function: Exponential).
4.3.2 Summary of models
All the models that were fit to the data recorded from the H1 neurons are summarised
in Table 4.1. All the models had modified von Mises functions (Abramowitz and
Stegun, 1965) as the EMD tuning function and linear weights for the H1 tuning
function and had different EMD output or H1 output functions. The models are
named by two letters, with the first letter representing the EMD output function and
second letter the H1 output function.
Table 4.1: List of the models fit to the data and their respective characteristics
Model Name EMD tuning EMD output EMD summation H1 output
function: α function: β
LL von Mises Linear Linear weights Linear
LS von Mises Linear Linear weights Sigmoid
LE von Mises Linear Linear weights Exponential
GL von Mises Gain Control Linear weights Linear
GS von Mises Gain Control Linear weights Sigmoid
GE von Mises Gain Control Linear weights Exponential
SL von Mises Sigmoid Linear weights Linear
SS von Mises Sigmoid Linear weights Sigmoid
SE von Mises Sigmoid Linear weights Exponential
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4.3.3 Model fitting
A nested fitting procedure was used to fit the various models similar to the procedure
followed by Rust et al. (2006). The fitting is carried out iteratively in three steps. At
the first step, the Nelder-Mead method (Nelder and Mead, 1965)was run to search
over some of the parameters (listed in Table 4.2). In the second step the weights of the
H1 tuning function were calculated and in the third step the remaining parameters
were calculated. Below we describe each of these steps:
Table 4.2: The fitted parameters and respective procedure used for fitting them.
Function Type Parameter Fitting Procedure Step
EMD Tuning von Mises κ Nelder-Mead 1
EMD output function: Sigmoid aES Nelder-Mead 1
bES Nelder-Mead 1
Gain Control aEG Nelder-Mead 1
bEG Nelder-Mead 1
Linear - - -
EMD summation Linear weights w Ridge regression 2
H1 output function: Sigmoid aHS Nelder-Mead 1
bHS Nelder-Mead 1
cHS Regression 3
Exponential aHE Regression 3
bHE Regression 3
Linear - - -
• Step 1: The tuning width of the EMDs, κ, is set at some value along with the
parameters of the output functions aES & bES, aEG & bEG or aHS & bHS. After
processing Steps 2 and 3 the overall error of the fit is calculated as,
Error =
√∑
[yALL − xALL]2. (4.29)
The Nelder-Mead method (using Matlab’s ‘fminsearch’ function) was used to
find the κ, aNL and bNL that minimize Error. To check if the method converged
at a local minima, the method was started at different starting points to ensure
that it always converged on the global minima.
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• Step 2: The linear weights of the directional EMD inputs, w, were calculated
analytically using ridge regression (described in Hastie et al., 2001). We outline
the steps here. From the values set in Step 1 of the fitting we calculate VALL.
Inverting equation 4.23, we get:
w =
(
qTALLqALL
)−1
.qTALL.VALL. (4.30)
The fitting is carried out by assuming the output of qALL of this stage to equal
xALL, or qALL = xALL. The weights of the model were calculated. To avoid
over-fitting, we added a regularization condition as:
W =
(
xTALLxALL + Λ
TΛ
)−1
.xTALL.VALL, (4.31)
and Λ = λI (4.32)
where λ is the regularization parameter that was chosen to be a small number
(10−2) and I is a identity matrix of the same dimensions as
(
xTALLxALL
)
.
• Step 3: The output non-linearity parameters, aHE & bHE or cHS, are calculated
analytically by regression. To calculate aHE & bHE, we combined equations 4.25
and 4.28 and took a logarithm was taken on both sides, which gives us:
log yALL(i) = log bHE + qALL(p, i)− aHE. (4.33)
qALL was calculated from parameters set in from Steps 1 and 2 of the fitting
procedure and assuming yALL = xALL. This is a linear equation that can be fit
using linear regression (‘polyfit’ function of Matlab).
To fit cHS, equation 4.27 gives:
cHS = yALL(i) (1 + exp [bHS(qALL − aHS)]) . (4.34)
using yALL = xALL and qALL calculated from parameters set in from Levels 1
and 2 of the fitting procedure, cHS was fit by linear regression.
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All the model parameters that required to be fit and fitting procedure used to fit
each of the parameters are summarised in table 4.2.
4.3.4 Pattern/component cell classification
As described in section 4.1, neurons in the mammalian visual system can be classi-
fied as pattern or component cells based on their response to additive plaid stimuli
(Movshon et al., 1986; Rust et al., 2006; Smith et al., 2005). This classification is
based on the similarity of the direction tuning response with the expected response
of ideal pattern or component cells, calculated from the response of the cell to a
half-contrast grating. The response similarity has been calculated using measures of
partial correlation (Movshon et al., 1986). Recent studies find ‘z-score’ to be a more
effective measure to classify cells as pattern or component cells (Smith et al., 2005;
Rust et al., 2006). This is because the classification is linear when using the z-score,
rather than the non-linear classification based on partial correlations(Movshon et al.,
1986; Rust et al., 2006). Below we describe how these measures are calculated.
The ideal ‘pattern cell’ prediction of the response considers that the cell responds
to the pattern as a whole (Movshon et al., 1986). The strength of the pattern is
then the vector sum of the underlying components. As the underlying components of
the plaid stimulus, Sp(i), are −p/2 and p/2 from the direction of movement i of the
pattern, we can calculate the ‘pattern cell’ response of the cell as, Ξp,
Ξp = x0 [cos(p/2) + cos(−p/2)] + xspont (4.35)
where p(= 30o, 60o, . . . , 150o) is the component separation angle.
The ideal ‘component cell’ prediction of the response considers the cell to respond
to the individual components of the pattern and the overall response is a linear
summation of the response to all underlying patterns (Movshon et al., 1986). The
‘component cell’ prediction, Γp, is calculated as:
γp,j = x0,i−p/2 + x0,i+p/2 + xspont and
Γp = [γp,1 . . . γp,i . . . γp,345] (4.36)
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To calculate whether the response of H1 was more similar to the component or
pattern cell prediction, the partial correlation of the response was calculated with
respect to each of them, as described by Movshon et al. (1986). First the correlations
of the neuron’s response (Xp) to the pattern cell prediction (Ξp) and component cell
prediction (Γp), ωpat and ωcomp are calculated. ωpc is the correlation between the
pattern and component cell prediction. The partial correlations (Ωpat and Ωcomp)
2
are calculated as
Ωpat =
(ωpat − ωcompωpc)√
(1− ω2comp)(1− ω2pc)
, (4.37)
Ωcomp =
(ωcomp − ωpatωpc)√
(1− ω2pat)(1− ω2pc)
. (4.38)
The Fisher r-to-Z transform is used to calculate the Z-score (Smith et al., 2005)
as:
Zpat =
0.5 log
(
1+Ωpat
1−Ωpat
)
√
1
df
, (4.39)
Zcomp =
0.5 log
(
1+Ωcomp
1−Ωcomp
)
√
1
df
, (4.40)
where df is the degrees of freedom, which is the number of points in the tuning curve
minus 3, as defined by Smith et al. (2005). As there are 24 directions in the tuning
curve, df = 21.
4.4 Results
In this section we first describe the response of the H1 neurons to plaid stimuli and
how this response compares with pattern and component cell predictions. We then
compare the predictions of different models starting with 6 EMD models and later 12
EMD models. We discuss how the parameters of the four components of the models,
2Note that ωpat is the correlation between Ξp and Xp, while Ωpat is the partial correlation of Ξp
with Xp in comparison to Γp.
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described in section 4.3.1, affect the prediction of the response and finally we show
the prediction of the best-fit model to the contrast stimuli and how it compares with
the recorded response of H1 neurons.
4.4.1 Response of H1 to plaids
The H1 neurons respond to all the plaid stimuli presented, and the mean response of
the neurons is shown in Fig. 4.4. Across all the stimulus patterns the neurons respond
most to movement in the back to front direction (270o), similar to grating stimuli.
When the stimulus patterns move in the anti-preferred direction, 45o to 165o (front
to back direction), the H1 neuron’s response was inhibited similarly across different
plaid patterns, except for the 150o plaid stimulus where it was not inhibited. The
response of the H1 neurons to different plaid stimuli shows particular features namely:
(1) a bimodal direction tuning curve to the 150o plaid pattern, (2) higher response of
the neurons to the 60o plaid in comparison to the 30o and 90o plaid patters and (3)
the slopes of the tuning curves peak at a similar angle across all the plaid patterns
(shown in Fig. 4.5).
The predictions of the pattern and component cell models are shown in Fig. 4.6.
The component cell predicts that as the plaid angle increases, the response in the
preferred direction (270o) decreases, the tuning curves become increasingly bimodal
and the angles of maximum slope are further apart. The pattern cell predicts that as
the plaid angle increases the response in the preferred direction decreases. However,
it predicts a unimodal response across all the patterns and the angles of maximum
slope are closer as the plaid angle increases. Based on the prediction of the pattern
and component cell responses, the Z-scores of the partial correlations are calculated
as described in the section 4.3.4. The Z-scores of the response, to a plaid patterns
with a component separation angle p = 120o, being correlated with the pattern cell
prediction, Z120pat , and component cell prediction Z
120
comp are listed in Table 4.3. A cell
with Z120comp−Z120pat greater than 1.29 is considered as a component cell, while one with
Z120comp−Z120pat less than −1.29 a pattern cell (Rust et al., 2006). The H1 neuron (index
3) with a z-score of 0.4 cannot be classified as either a component or pattern cell.
The H1 neurons across three, of the four recorded flies, have a z-scores that indicate
that H1 is a component cell.
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Figure 4.4: H1 neuron’s response to plaids. The response, in firing rate, of H1 when
stimulated with the different patterns moving in different directions. The 60o plaid
elicits the maximal response at 270o, 150o plaid elicits a bi-model tuning response.
The error bars show the s.e.m across the different flies recorded. The dotted line
shows the firing rate of the neurons in response to a grey screen, that we define as
the spontaneous rate .
The first interesting feature of the response of the H1 neurons to plaid patterns
is that the direction tuning curve to the 150o plaid is bi-modal peaking at 230o
and 315o. While the bimodality of the 150o plaid suggests that H1 responds like a
component cell, the unimodality of the response to other patterns suggest pattern cell
like response. Also, the peaks of the 150o direction tuning curve are closer together
than the prediction of the component cell (which predicts peaks at ∼ 200o and ∼
345o).
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Figure 4.5: Slope of the directional tuning curves in response to different plaids. The
slope of the response tuning curves shown in Fig. 4.4. For most plaids the slope
shows one positive peak at ∼ 200o and a negative peak at ∼ 345o. The 150o plaid
however has two positive and negative peaks.
Table 4.3: List of z-scores across the neurons for the 120o plaid.
neuron index 1 2 3 4
Z120comp 5.5 4.9 6.2 7.6
Z120pat 3.7 3.5 5.8 4.5
Z120comp − Z120pat 1.8 1.4 0.4 3.1
The second interesting feature is that in preferred direction, the 60o plaid evokes
a significantly larger response as compared to 30o and 90o plaids. A cell that linearly
integrates its inputs will have a monotonically decreasing response as the component
separation angle increases. A non-linear response characteristic is required to explain
the increase in the response to the 60o plaid over the 30o plaid. Such an increase in
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Figure 4.6: Component and pattern cell predictions. Predicted direction tuning
curves by component cell (left) and pattern cell (right) models to the plaid patterns.
response with increasing plaid angle has also been observed in primate MT pattern
cells, where some cells respond at a higher rate to the 120o plaid in comparison to the
other plaids (Rust et al., 2006). This response feature cannot be explained by either
of the pattern or component cell models.
The third interesting feature is that the angles where the tuning curves have the
maximum upward and downward going slopes are similar across all plaid patterns,
peaking at ∼ 210o and ∼ 350o respectively, as shown in Fig. 4.5. The component cell
model predicts that as the plaid angle increases, these peaks are increasingly wider
apart and the pattern cell predicts them to be closer together, and thus neither can
explain this response feature of the H1 neuron.
While the pattern and component cell models can predict some of the features of
the response, they fail at predicting these three features and also do not provide any
insight into how these features of the response are achieved from the characteristics
of H1 and its inputs because they are phenomenological models. In the following
sections we show the results of fitting more elaborate models of H1 to help explain
these characteristics.
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4.4.2 The 6 EMD model is insufficient
The models described in section 4.3.1, with only the neighbouring 6 EMDs were
fitted to the response of the H1 neurons. The prediction of the model that best fit
the response, model SE, is shown in Fig. 4.7. The best-fit 6 EMD model fails to
capture the combination of features in the response.
The response in the preferred direction (270o) is achieved in this model by com-
bining the activity of the EMDs aligned along 240o and 300o as none of the EMDs in
the model align along the preferred direction of 270o. For this combination to have
broad peaks in the direction tuning curves of 30o, 60o, 90o and 120o plaid patterns,
broad EMD tuning functions (1 < κ < 2) are required. However, such a broad EMD
tuning will fail to predict the bimodal response to the 150o plaid. Due to such con-
straints the 6 EMD models were unable to explain the response of the H1 neurons
and so the models were extended to 12 EMDs and the results of fitting these models
are described in the following sections.
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Figure 4.7: Response of best fit model SE with 6 EMDs. Predicted direction tuning
curves by the best-fit 6 EMD model SE to the plaid patterns.
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4.4.3 Two-stage linear-sigmoid is the best fit model
The prediction of the best fit 12 EMD model SE in shown in Fig. 4.8. This prediction
successfully captures the: (1) bi-modal tuning response to the 150o plaid, (2) similar
points of maximal slope across the 30o, 60o, 90o and 120o plaid patterns and (3) similar
response to the 30o and 90o plaids in the preferred direction. While the best fit model
predicts that the 30o, 60o and 90o respond similarly around the peak (270o plaid
direction), changing the parameters of the sigmoid EMD output function allowed the
model to predict a greater response to the 60o plaid, and the expense of increasing the
overall error. Across all the models fit to the response of H1, as described in section
4.3.1, models SE and SS predict a fit with the least error (Fig. 4.9). Models SS and
GS had 5 parameters that were fit using the Nelder-Mead method. When there were
more than 4 parameters, this method was prone to converging to local minima and
it is difficult to guarantee that the error was calculated at the global minima in the
5-dimensional space. We consider the model SE to be the best fit model because it
had two less parameters.
We now describe each of the components of these models, the EMD tuning and
output functions and the H1 tuning and output function and the aspects of these
components that allow model SE to predict the features of the H1 neurons’ response.
EMD tuning function: A narrow EMD tuning width, with κ > 1, is required to ex-
plain the bi-modal response to the 150o plaid. The best fit SE and SS model have a
κ of 3.7 which allows these models to predict the bi-modality in the response. While
previous models of H1 (Lindemann et al., 2005, for example) assume a cosine tuning
function for the EMDs, it does not allow for the prediction of the bimodal response
to the 150o plaid. A cosine tuned EMDs would have a half-width of ∼ 90o and for
a bimodal response the underlying components should be ∼ 180o apart. At 180o the
two components would cancel out each other.
EMD output function: A sigmoid function gives the best fit prediction (Fig. 4.9).
This function, shown in Fig. 4.10, is critical to explain the response along the peak
regions as shown in Fig. 4.11b. The higher response to the 60o plaid than the 30o
plaid and similar slopes across most plaid patterns are also explained by this EMD
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Figure 4.8: Response of best fit model SE with 12 EMDs. Predicted direction tuning
curves by the best-fit 12 EMD model SE to the plaid patterns.
output function.
H1 tuning function: The optimal weights for the model SE are shown in Fig. 4.3 that
illustrates the model organisation. The weights of the EMDs define the local preferred
directions of the LPTCs. The model does not show any bias in the weights of the
neighbours in comparison to the next-neighbours as suggested by previous studies
(e.g. Buchner, 1976). This is not surprising in that the model does not have a cost
function that would bias the results towards higher weights to the neighbour EMDs
in comparison to next-neighbour EMDs.
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Figure 4.9: Mean squared error (MSE) of model fits. The mean squared error for the
best fit models of the different models tested. The colours of the bar represent the
EMD output functions linear (blue), Gain control (red) and Sigmoid (green). ∗ is for
models that had > 4 parameters fit by the Nelder-Mead method.
H1 output function: The sigmoid and exponential functions both give the least error
when fit to the response of H1 (Fig. 4.9). Comparing the two functions (Fig. 4.12)
reveals that both predict a similar response curve, hence suggesting that the best-fit
exponential function is a reduction of the best-fit sigmoid function. However, as it
has less parameters we can be more confident of the fitting procedure. As the max-
imum firing rates elicited by the stimuli were well within the dynamic range of the
H1 neuron, we can reduce one parameter of the sigmoid function. The H1 output
function reduces the error of fits substantially in the inhibited region, between plaid
directions 45o to 165o. This is clear the error is calculated in each of the regions: in
Fig. 4.11c the models with linear output function (marked by an ‘L’) have a much
higher error than the other models.
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Figure 4.10: EMD output function of the best fit 12 EMD model SE. The EMD
output function that yields the best fit is a sigmoid function that saturates within
half of the dynamic range of the EMD’s response.
4.4.4 Prediction of the contrast tuning response by the best
fit model
To test the model using an independent stimulus, we compare its prediction of contrast
tuning with the response of H1 as shown in Fig. 4.13. The model response shows a
trend that is similar to the cell’s response, a sigmoid like characteristic. The model
does not predict the contrast response of the cell perfectly as it does not account for
any of the contrast response function of the photoreceptor cells (reviewed in Laughlin,
1989). The saturation at higher contrasts is explained in the model by the saturation
of the EMDs, due to the sigmoid output functions.
4.5 Discussion
In this chapter, we found that the directional tuning curves of H1 to plaid patterns
show the following features: (1) a bi-modal tuning curve for the 150o plaid pattern,
(2) 60o plaid pattern elicits a higher response than the 30o plaid pattern and (3)
maximum slope of the tuning curves at similar angles. These findings in the H1
neuron have to our knowledge not been previously documented. Based on its response
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Figure 4.11: MSE of models in different regions of the directional tuning curve. (a)
The shaded regions show the regions over which the MSE is calculated in b (red),
c (green) and d (blue). Each region has calculates the error over eight different
directions. (b) MSE in the peak region, 210o to 330o, (c) MSE in the inhibited
region, 45o to 165o. The bars marked by an ‘L’ are those that represent models with
a linear H1 output function. (d) MSE in the slope regions, 165o to 210o and 330o to
45o.
properties, H1 can be classified as a component cell. However, all features mentioned
above are not predicted by the component cell model and a more elaborate model is
required to account for this response. We find that a two-stage linear-sigmoid model
can predict the response of the H1 neuron. The first stage of this model simulates
the response of EMDs in different directions while the second stage simulates the
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Figure 4.12: The H1 output function of the best fit 12 EMD models SS and SE. The
blue dots in the plots show the responses of the H1 neurons against the prediction
of the best fit model SL, which does not have a non-linear output function. The red
points on the plot on the left show the fit of a sigmoid function and the plot on the
right, an exponential fit of the data.
H1 neuron integrating information from these EMDs. The model accounts for how
information regarding the direction of movement of a pattern is integrated by the H1
neuron from components within the pattern.
Eriksson (1984) suggested the H1 neuron’s response to two dots moving simul-
taneously on a screen can be predicted the vector sum of the velocity of the two
dots projected along its preferred direction (Eriksson, 1984). This suggests that the
H1 neuron would respond like a pattern cell and various studies have modelled the
response of H1 making this assumption (reviewed in Borst and Egelhaaf, 1993; Lin-
demann et al., 2005). Our results clearly show that the response of the H1 neuron
deviates from the pattern cell prediction. This is particularly noticeable in the bi-
modal tuning curve for the 150o plaid pattern. The main difference between the
Eriksson (1984) experiment and ours is the stimulation paradigm: Eriksson uses a
combination of dots while we use a combination of gratings. It is difficult to predict
his results using the 2 stage linear-sigmoid model as Ericksson does not mention how
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Figure 4.13: Contrast tuning response. The comparison of the response of one H1
neuron (in blue, error bars: s.e.m across trials) to gratings of different contrasts and
that predicted by the best fit 12 EMD model SE (in red).
the dots in the stimulus interact when they cross each other, i.e. whether the re-
sultant frames were an overlay with double the luminance of each dot (as the plaids
patterns we presented) or maintained the luminance of one of the dots. Moreover,
as dots have edges in every direction, each dot in itself can be split into components
moving in different directions and when the dots cross each other there would be a
non-trivial interaction between the components of the two dots.
The anatomical construction of the compound eye limits the sampling of the move-
ment of light to few directions (illustrated in Fig. 4.1 and reviewed in Hausen, 1993).
Behavioural (Buchner, 1976; Buchner et al., 1978) and electrophysiological (Schuling
et al., 1989) recordings show that in the dark adapted condition both neighbours
and next-neighbours contribute significantly to the torque response of the fly or firing
rate of the H1 neuron. As shown in section 4.4.2 a 6 EMD model that considers
only neighbours is insufficient to predict the response of H1, while a 12 EMD model
successfully predicts the response. Previous results indicate that the neighbouring
EMDs have a larger contribution in comparison to the next-neighbours (Buchner,
1976), which our model does not predict. This could be modelled by adding an extra
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cost factor for using next-neighbours and some possibilities for this are wiring costs
(Wen and Chklovskii, 2008) or energy costs (Attwell and Laughlin, 2001; Laughlin
et al., 1998). Attempting to characterise any such costs would increase the number of
free parameters of the models and could lead to over-fitting the data and the stimuli
used in this study are not suited for the purpose.
The tuned normalisation (Equation 4.17) at the level of the EMD output function,
which was shown to predict the response of the primate MT neurons does explain
the characteristics of the H1 neurons response (although with a larger error than the
sigmoid function). This function was more appropriate for the primate MT neurons
as the same function also predicts the response of neurons to plaid patterns that
have components with different relative contrasts (Mante, 2000). As we presented
the stimulus components at only equal contrast levels, we cannot test the same in the
fly H1 neuron.
Adelson and Bergen (1985) show that the velocity calculation in the fly and pri-
mate visual system neurons is similar, as the correlation type detector (Reichardt,
1987; Egelhaaf et al., 1989), and the energy model are phenomenologically equivalent.
These models predict the spatial frequency and temporal frequency response (or ve-
locity) of the neruons. We find that models that predict the directional information of
patterns are also similar between the primate (the cascade model of Rust et al., 2006)
and fly visual system (the two-stage linear sigmoid model). As velocity and direction
describe movement in visual space, this suggests that the fundamental principles of
movement detection are common across the fly and primate visual systems.
The H1 neurons of the opposite lobula plates modulate the yaw control for flight
(Geiger and Na¨ssel, 1981; Hausen, 1982; Hausen and Wehrhahn, 1983) and the firing
rate of the H1 neurons is directly correlated with torque response of the fly. Hence
using the response of the H1 neuron, we can predict the torque response of the fly.
Previous studies predict the torque response of the fly, based on the correlation detec-
tor model (Warzecha and Egelhaaf, 1998; Lindemann et al., 2005). The correlation
detector model is limited to predicting the torque response to only movement along
the direction that the EMDs sample and cannot predict how the directional informa-
tion from complex two-dimensional patterns is integrated. Based on the findings of
this chapter, we can now predict the torque response to any two-dimensional pattern.
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Preliminary measures of the torque response to plaid patterns show trends similar
to those observed in the response of H1 (D. A. Schywn and H. G. Krapp, personal
communication). A similar trend in behaviour suggests that the model we propose
can predict how flies integrate information from components regarding their direction
of movement to control flight.
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Table 4.4: List of variables used in chapter 4
Variable Dimensions Description
j scalar direction index for contrast
i scalar index for movement direction
p scalar plaid angle
s(j) scalar contrast in direction j
sp(i) 1 × N stimulus frame
N scalar no. of stimulus directions
M scalar no. of plaids
SALL N ∗M × N all plaid stimuli
xp(i) scalar response to plaid pattern in direction i
xspont scalar spontaneous rate of the neuron
xp N × 1 response to plaid stimulus p
xALL N ∗M × 1 response to all plaid stimuli
en(j) scalar EMD filter response in direction j
en 1 × N EMD filter model
n scalar index of directional EMD
θn scalar preferred direction of the n
th EMD
κ scalar directional tuning width of the EMDs
rn(p, i) scalar Response of the n
th EMD tuning function to plaid
p moving in direction i
rn,ALL Ne × N ∗M Response of nth EMD tuning function to all stimuli
Ne scalar no. of EMDs
vn(p, i) scalar Response of the n
th EMD to plaid p in direction i
vn,ALL 1 × N ∗M Response of nth EMD to all stimuli
VALL Ne × N ∗M Response of all EMDs to all stimuli
α function EMD output function
aES, bES scalars parameters of sigmoid EMD output function
pn(p, i) scalar Untuned normalisation response of the n
th EMD to
plaid p in direction i
σ1, σ2, σ3 scalars parameters of gain control EMD output function
aEG, bEG scalars parameters of gain control EMD output function
w 1 × Ne weights of EMDs vector
wn scalar weight of the n
th EMD
q(p, i) scalar Response of the H1 tuning function to plaid p in
direction i
qALL N ∗M × 1 Response of the H1 tuning function to all stimuli
...continued on the next page...
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...continued from the previous page...
yp(i) scalar response of H1 to plaid p in direction i
β function H1 output function
yALL N ∗M × 1 response of the H1 function to all stimuli
aHE, bHE scalars parameters of the exponential H1 output function
aHS, bHS scalars parameters of the sigmoid H1 output function
cHS scalar parameter of the sigmoid H1 output function
Error scalar mean squared error of a model fit
I N ∗M × N ∗M Identity matrix
λ scalar regression parameter
Λ N ∗M × N ∗M ridge matrix
Ξp N × 1 Pattern cell prediction for plaid p
γip,j scalar Component cell prediction for plaid p and direction
i
Γp N × 1 Component cell prediction for plaid p
ωpat scalar correlation between pattern cell prediction and H1
response
ωcomp scalar correlation between component cell prediction and
H1 response
ωpc scalar correlation between pattern and component cell
predictions
Ωpat scalar partial correlation between pattern cell prediction
and H1 response
Ωcomp scalar partial correlation between component cell predic-
tion and H1 response
Zpat scalar Z-score of correlation between pattern cell predic-
tion and H1 response
Zcomp scalar Z-score of correlation between component cell pre-
diction and H1 response
df scalar degrees of freedom
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Chapter 5
Cortical limits to visual behaviour
In this chapter, we first describe the receptive field properties of neurons recorded
from the mouse primary visual cortex and then predict the limits on the performance
of the Prusky and Douglas (2004) task, based on the activity of a population of V1
neurons. Section 5.1 introduces the motivation for research and reviews the relevant
literature. Section 5.2 describes the experimental methods used to record activity in
mouse V1. The remainder of the chapter has two main parts. In the first, section
5.3, the methods used to characterise the receptive field properties of neurons are
elucidated, followed by the receptive field properties found. In the second part, section
5.4, the methods used to calculate cortical limits to visual behaviour are described
followed by the results of this analysis. We discuss the inferences of this study and
compare it with previous research in section 5.5.
5.1 Introduction
The field of visual neuroscience has traditionally focussed on primate and carnivore
systems with a spatial acuity comparable to human vision, and little is known regard-
ing the response properties of neurons in the mouse visual cortex. The development
of genetic and molecular technologies (reviewed in Callaway, 2005) has led to a re-
emergent interest in the mouse visual cortex over the last few years. An increasing
number of laboratories are attempting to take advantage of available genetic and
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imaging technologies to study vision (Chalupa and Williams, 2008). To fully ex-
ploit these new technologies, it is essential that we first characterise the functional
properties of neurons in the mouse V1 using established techniques. Previous studies
characterising the receptive field properties of neurons in the mouse V1 were reviewed
in section 1.4.2. To test if we can reproduce their findings, in the first part of this
chapter we characterised the receptive properties of neurons in the primary visual
cortex of the mouse using multi-electrode array recordings.
Behavioural tasks based on vision, such as that of Prusky et al. (2000), requires
an animal to make a decision based on the visual cues presented. The Prusky and
Douglas (2004) test was performed in a water-maze as illustrated in Fig. 5.1. In these
experiments the animal was trained to swim to an escape platform that was located in
front of one of the two computer monitors present at the end of the pool. The monitors
displayed a grey screen, horizontal or vertical grating. Based on these tests, Prusky
and Douglas (2004) found that the animals fail to perform at spatial frequencies
higher than 0.55 cycles/deg. They also characterised the contrast sensitivity (contrast
at which the animals perform 70% of the trials correctly) of mice at different spatial
frequencies and find an inverted-U shaped contrast sensitivity curve with maximum
sensitivity at 0.2 cycles/deg.
The Prusky and Douglas (2004) task is a visual discrimination task and so deci-
sions made by an animal are limited to the information from visual areas of its brain
regarding the cues. As V1 is one of the areas that is involved in this task (Prusky and
Douglas, 2004), when the response of V1 neurons is similar to two stimuli (the visual
cues presented), the animal will not be able discriminate between them and cannot
perform the task above chance levels. Therefore, we estimated the performance that
the animal could achieve, by observing how different or discriminable the response of
V1 neurons were to the two stimuli. If the animal relied on just a single neuron to
perform this task we can predict the performance of the animal based on the discrim-
inability of that neuron’s response to the two stimuli, best-cell decoder (assuming
that it is one of the neurons we are recording from). A measure commonly used to
measure the discriminability is d-prime (reviewed in Green and Swets, 1968; Dayan
and Abbott, 2001) which is a direct measure of the percentage correct. Discrim-
inability based on d-prime assumes that the underlying distributions of firing rates
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Figure 5.1: The visual water-maze task. A schematic of the visual water-maze task,
where an animal is released from a release chute and has to swim towards the platform
that is hidden under-water in front of one of the screen. The computer monitors
are used to present stimuli, either horizontal or vertical gratings or a grey-screen.
Modified from Prusky et al. (2000).
are Gaussian of equal variance. We found that the distributions of firing rates had
unequal variances and predicted the limits on performance relaxing this assumption
and calculated the achievable performance based on maximum-likelihood estimation
(reviewed in Hastie et al., 2001).
As the mammalian brain uses a large number of neurons to represent visual infor-
mation (Dayan and Abbott, 2001), it can also combine the information from multiple
neurons to perform a task. We also calculated the limits based on the activity of
populations of neurons. For this, the response of neurons to a stimulus can be repre-
sented as a combination of the firing rate of each neuron. This would be a point in
high dimensional response space, where each dimension corresponds to a particular
neuron. To make a decision from this response the mouse will have to combine the
information from all the neurons using some strategy. In this chapter, we explore
two possible strategies, the pooled decoder and the difference decoder. The pooled
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decoder (Britten et al., 1992) assumes that all the neurons are equally informative
and hence the response to any stimulus is considered as the average of all the neurons.
Another strategy is to weight the response of the neurons by their information
content. The optimal weights for such a strategy can be estimated as the direction
along the difference of responses to the two stimuli, in high dimensional space, the dif-
ference decoder (reviewed in Averbeck et al., 2006). Based on the pooled or difference
decoder schemes, we first reduced the dimensionality of the response and estimated
the limits on the performance of the animal. The behavioural performance of the
mice, observed by Prusky and Douglas (2004) falls within the limits predicted by the
best-cell and difference decoders but outside the prediction of the pooled decoder.
The pooled population code and best cell code are two extremes of a spectrum, one
being an open democracy, giving equal importance to every member of the population,
and the other being a monarchy, where everything is based on the opinion of one
member of the population. While they might both have their advantages, there is yet
another method, more similar to a parliamentary republic that has a selective group
getting priority, the difference decoder.
In this chapter, we establish the quantitative characterisation of the receptive field
properties of neurons in mouse V1 using multi-electrode array recordings. We find
neurons with highly selective receptive fields, which corroborate the results of previ-
ous studies. Further, we predict how response properties of neurons in the primary
visual cortex limit the animals’ ability to perform tasks and find that the behavioural
performance tested by Prusky and Douglas (2004) falls within these limits.
5.2 Experimental methods
5.2.1 Electrophysiological recordings
Extracellular activity was recorded from the visual cortex (∼ 0.5 mm nasal from
Lambda and ∼ 2.5 mm lateral from the midline) on the contralateral side of the
stimulus screen. The anaesthetic and surgical protocols are as described in section
2.4.1. Electrophysiology was recorded using multi-electrode arrays as described in
section 2.4.3.
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5.2.2 Visual Stimuli
For each recording session a set of three stimuli were used to characterise the receptive
field properties of the neurons. These stimuli are described in this section. During
periods when no stimuli were presented, the screen was maintained at a grey level.
The overall luminance of the screen was always kept constant at 100 Cd/m2.
Receptive field area
The receptive field area stimulus was used to verify whether the receptive field of
the neuron was within the area of the stimulus screen. The visual field was sampled
coarsely in order to reduce the recording time. This stimulus was a moving sine-wave
grating presented in one of 16 different areas of the visual field. The areas were circu-
lar with a diameter of 10o and centered at −30o,−15o, 15o or 30o along the azimuth
and −20o,−10o, 10o or 20o along the elevation (0o being the centre of the screen).
The centers were chosen in a pseudo-random order and repeated 20 times. In each
area the grating moved in four directions, 0o, 45o, 90o and 135o; for 100 ms in each
direction. The total time to present the stimuli was 4:30 mins.
Direction tuning
The direction tuning stimulus was used to characterise the orientation and direction
selective properties of the recorded neurons. This stimulus was a sine-wave grating
moving in one of 12 equally spaced directions from 0o to 360o. The grating had a
spatial-frequency of 0.035 cycles/deg moved at 3 cycles/sec, as these values are the
peaks of the distributions of preferred spatial and temporal frequencies of V1 neurons
(Niell and Stryker, 2008). The grating was presented at 100% contrast. The grating
was presented moving in each direction 20 times and the direction during a trial was
chosen in a random order. Trials lasted for 1 sec and there was a period of 500 ms
between trials, during which a grey screen of luminance 100 Cd/m2 was maintained.
The spontaneous firing rates of the neurons were estimated by adding an interleaved
slot with a grey screen for 1 sec, same as the stimulus duration. The total time to
present the stimuli was 5:30 min.
Spatial frequency and Contrast tuning
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The spatial frequency tuning stimulus was used to characterise the spatial frequency
and contrast tuning properties of the neurons. It was also used to predict the limits
on the behavioural contrast-sensitivity curve as found by Prusky and Douglas (2004)
(described in section 5.1). The stimuli were moving sine-wave gratings of different
spatial frequencies at different contrasts. Gratings of six different spatial frequencies,
0.008, 0.020, 0.049, 0.116, 0.280 and 0.673 cycles/deg, were each presented at seven
different contrast levels, 0.00, 0.05, 0.09, 0.17, 0.30, 0.55 and 1.00 Michelson contrast.
Zero contrast, which is a grey screen, was used to measure the spontaneous firing
rate of the neurons. A grating of a of particular spatial frequency and contrast was
presented for 5 sec during which the temporal frequency was changed sinusoidally
(at a rate of 1 Hz and maximum of 4 cycles/sec), resulting in the grating moving in
both directions. On observation this stimulus appears as though it oscillates about a
point. This was chosen rather than a stationary grating as it elicited a higher firing
rate from the neurons in comparison to a static grating. The sinusoidally varying
temporal frequency was chosen to have a uniform spread across all the frequencies.
The stimulus was presented in one of two orientations (0o and 90o) and repeated 10
times in each direction. The total time to present all the stimuli was 11 min.
5.3 Receptive field properties of mouse V1
In the first part of this section, we describe the methods used to recover the receptive
field properties and in the second, we describe the properties of the neurons recorded
from in mouse V1.
5.3.1 Data analysis Methods
The methods used to process the extracellular recordings and recover the spiking ac-
tivity of neurons are the same as those described in section 2.4.4. Here we describe
how the spiking activity of each neuron is analysed with respect to the stimulus in
order to calculate their receptive field properties. A total of 142 cells were isolated
across all the recording sessions. Of these, for the direction tuning and spatial fre-
quency and contrast tuning stimuli, the receptive field properties were calculated for
neurons that had an average evoked rate greater than the spontaneous rate.
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Receptive field area
The spiking activity of neurons during the presentation of the ‘receptive field area’
stimulus was analysed to find the receptive field location of the neurons within the vi-
sual field. The distribution of mean spike rates of a neuron was calculated for stimuli
presented in each of the visual field areas. The visual field areas that elicit a response
greater than one standard deviation of this distribution are considered to be part of
the neuron’s receptive field.
Orientation and direction tuning
The spiking activity of neurons during the presentation of the ‘Direction tuning’ stim-
ulus was analysed to calculate the 1) orientation selectivity index OSI, 2) direction
selectivity index DSI, 3) preferred orientation PO, 4) preferred direction PD and 5)
tuning width κ of the direction tuning curve of each neuron.
The response, Ri, of a neuron to a grating moving in a particular direction, θi is
calculated as the mean firing rate across all trials, where θ1 = 0
o, θ2 = 30
o, . . . , θ12 =
330o. The corresponding mean firing rate is represented as Ri, where i is the index
of the direction of movement of the grating. The preferred direction PD, direction
selectivity index DSI, preferred orientation PO and orientation selectivity index OSI
are calculated as defined by Ringach et al. (2002, 2003),
PD = tan−1
(∑
iRi sin(θi)∑
iRi cos(θi)
)
, (5.1)
and the vector direction selectivity index (DSI) is calculated as,
DSI =
∣∣∑
iRie
iθi
∣∣∑
iRi
. (5.2)
To calculate the OSI the Eq. 5.2 is used by substituting θi by 2θi (Ringach et al.,
2002, 2003). The OSI and DSI range between 0 to 1, with 0 corresponding untuned
or a uniform response and 1 corresponding to a highly selective response. The PO is
half the PD calculated by substituting θi by 2θi in Eq. 5.1.
To calculate the width of the direction tuning curves, they were first fitted by
a mixture of 2 unnormalised circular Gaussians (von Mises functions) each centered
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180o apart:
Ri = A [exp {κ cos(θi − φ1)}+B exp {κ cos(θi − φ2)}] , (5.3)
where κ is the width parameter of the tuning curve, φ1 is the direction that elicits the
maximum firing rate, and φ2 (= φ1± 180o), is its opposite direction. The parameters
A and B are calculated as:
A = Rφ1 and B =
Rφ2
Rφ1
. (5.4)
κ is calculated as the value between 0.25 to 7 (in steps of 0.25) that yields the lowest
mean squared error when the resultant of Eq. 5.3 is compared to the recorded activity.
To be able to compare result with previous mouse studies (Wagor et al., 1980; Metin
et al., 1988; Niell and Stryker, 2008), the conventional OSI and DSI (cOSI and
cDSI) were also calculated. They are calculated as:
cOSI =
Rφ1 −Rφ3
Rφ1 +Rφ3
, (5.5)
and cDSI =
Rφ1 −Rφ2
Rφ1 +Rφ2
, (5.6)
where φ3 is the anti-preferred direction, 90
o away from the preferred direction φ1, or
φ3 = φ1 − 90o.
Spatial frequency tuning
The spiking activity of neurons during the presentation of the ‘Spatial frequency and
contrast tuning’ stimulus was analysed to measure the preferred spatial frequency of
the neuron. First the response of the neurons to each spatial frequency is calculated
as the mean firing rate across all repeats of that spatial frequency at contrasts 0.33,
0.55 and 1.00. The preferred spatial frequency is calculated as the spatial frequency
that elicits the maximum mean firing rate. The spontaneous rate is calculated as the
mean of all the zero contrast stimuli.
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5.3.2 Results
Fig. 5.2 shows an example recording trace, where the local field potential, and single
unit activity of isolated neurons (36 in this example) were recorded while presenting
visual stimuli. In this section, the activity recorded from each of the neurons isolated
is analysed to characterise their receptive field area, orientation, direction and spatial
frequency tuning properties.
The simultaneously recorded LFP showed slow frequency oscillations, which are
known to occur during transitions between cortical UP and DOWN states (reviewed
in Steriade et al., 2001). Transitions to UP states are accompanied by an increase
in the firing rate of neurons and a downward deflection in the LFP (marked by red
arrows on the LFP trace in Fig. 5.2) (Contreras and Steriade, 1995). Predicting the
onset of such state changes can help explain some of the variability in the responses
and in Chapter 6 we establish how the LFP can be analysed to reveal changes in
cortical state.
Receptive field area
Fig. 5.3a and b show the response of an example neuron to the ‘receptive field area’
stimulus. The neuron responds maximally when the stimulus was presented in two
of the areas, centered at 17o azimuth and −13o and 13o elevation.
A few (n=18) of the neurons did not respond to any region of the visual field
stimulated. These 0o area neurons were recorded simultaneously with neurons that
had a receptive field within the area stimulated. As neurons in this cortical region
are retinotopically arranged (Drager, 1975), it is unlikely that the 0o area neurons
had a receptive field outside the stimulated area. Another possibility is that these are
inhibitory neurons, that do not show an increase in firing rate when visually stimu-
lated and a more detailed analysis would be required to identify their cell type, either
by spike waveform (Bartho´ et al., 2004; Niell and Stryker, 2008) or by labeling the
particular cell-type and visually targeting them (Sohya et al., 2007; Liu et al., 2009).
Orientation tuning
Fig. 5.4a shows an example direction tuning curve and raster plots of a highly orien-
tation selective neuron (OSI = 0.67). This neuron responds with the maximal firing
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Figure 5.3: Receptive field location of neurons. a and b show the activity recorded
from an example neuron during the ‘receptive field area’ stimulus. a) The raster plot
of the receptive field areas, where the spikes recorded for each area are shown across
trials and time. The azimuth and elevation shown indicate the location of the center
of the area in which the stimulus was presented. b) The color in each block of this
plot represents the mean firing rate of the neuron when the stimulus was presented
in the corresponding location. This neuron has two significant areas (−13o, 17o) and
(−13o, 17o) in (Azimuth, Elevation) position.
rate of 7 spks/sec to the 60o orientation. The raster plots shows that the spikes line
up along two particular points in time following the stimulus onset, consistent with
a simple cell response (Hubel and Weisel, 1962).
A total of 127 neurons showed some response to the direction tuning stimulus.
Only a fraction of these neurons (n = 34) had an OSI greater than 0.1 as shown
in Fig. 5.4b. The preferred orientation and tuning width of the neurons with OSI
greater than 0.1 were calculated and a histogram of these are shown in Fig. 5.4d and
e. While there is a slight bias of preferred orientations of the neurons to the vertical
orientation(0o or 180o), we cannot test for significance due to the small sample size
of 34 neurons with an OSI>0.1. Most neurons have a wide tuning width of ∼ 50o as
shown in Fig. 5.4e.
Direction tuning
Fig. 5.5a shows the direction tuning curve of a typical direction selective neuron
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Figure 5.4: Orientation tuning of neurons. a) The direction tuning curve of a ori-
entation selective cell in polar coordinates in the center. The dashed lines represent
the standard error across repeats of the stimulus. The corresponding raster plots of
spiking activity are shown on the periphery. b-e) distribution of the calculated ori-
entation tuning properties, OSI (b), cOSI (c), preferred orientation (d) and tuning
width (e). d and e show distribution of neurons with OSI > 0.1. The red arrows in
all the distributions indicate the values corresponding to the example shown in a.
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(DSI = 0.17). This neuron fires at its maximum rate of 8 spks/sec to the movement
of the grating in the 90o direction, at almost double the firing rate in the opposite
(270o) direction. Of the 127 neurons characterised, only 27 neurons had a DSI greater
than 0.1 (as shown in Fig. 5.5b) and hence biases in the distribution of preferred di-
rections (Fig. 5.5d) cannot be tested for significance.
Spatial frequency tuning
Fig. 5.6a and b show the spatial frequency tuning curves of two example neurons that
have their preferred spatial frequency at 0.116 and 0.035 cycles/deg respectively. The
distribution of preferred spatial frequency is centered around 0.03 cycles/deg, which
is similar to the distribution of neurons characterised by Niell and Stryker (2008).
The response of the neurons to the ‘spatial frequency and contrast tuning’ stimulus
is further analysed in the next section to calculate limits on the performance in the
Prusky and Douglas (2004) behavioural task.
5.4 Cortical limits to visual behaviour
This section shows how the limits on the performance of a behavioural task can be
predicted based on the activity of all the neurons.
5.4.1 Data analysis methods
Here we describe the methods used to calculate the limits on performance of the
visual water-maze task of Prusky and Douglas (2004). In their experiments, mice
performed a 2AFC task, where they swam towards a screen with a sine-wave grat-
ing rather than a grey screen (grating-versus-grey task illustrated in Fig. 5.1). As
the behavioural contrast-sensitivity curve was measured by performing the task with
gratings of different spatial frequencies and contrasts. We calculate the limits on the
performance in this task based on the spiking activity during the ‘spatial frequency
and contrast’ stimulus.
We assume that the activity of neurons is independent. This assumption allows us
to combine the activity of neurons recorded across different recording sessions. The
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Figure 5.5: Direction tuning of neurons. a) The direction tuning curve of a neuron
in polar coordinates in the center. The dashed lines denote the standard error across
repeats of the stimulus. The corresponding raster plots of spiking activity are shown
are shown on the periphery. b-d) distribution of the calculated direction tuning
properties, DSI (b), cDSI (c) and preferred direction (d). (d) shows distribution of
neurons with DSI > 0.1. The red arrows in all the distributions indicate the values
corresponding to the example shown in a.
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Figure 5.6: Spatial frequency tuning of neurons. a and b) Spatial frequency tuning
curves of two example neurons. c) Distribution of the calculated preferred spatial
frequency of n = 84 neurons.
activity recorded across five recording sessions was combined, with an average of ∼ 30
neurons per session and a total of N = 142 neurons.
The firing rate of the jth neuron during the kth trial of presenting a grating,
grating(s, c), of spatial frequency s and contrast c is represented as rj,k[grating(s, c)].
The firing rate during the presentation of a grey screen is represented as rj,k[grey].
For each of the stimuli the mean response is calculated as:
r¯j(x) =
1
K
∑
k
rj,k[x] (5.7)
where x represents either grey or grating(s, c) and K is the total number of trials
of stimulus x. The limit on performance of a grating-versus-grey task is analytically
calculated in three steps, i) Normalization, ii) Decision variable and iii) Calculating
percent correct, that are described below.
5.4.1.i. Normalization
The neuronal firing rates are variable in that the same stimulus can elicit different
firing rates from the same neuron (Dayan and Abbott, 2001; Rieke et al., 1998).
This variability is referred to as neuronal noise. Different neurons in the cortex have
different levels of variability or noise and when combining or comparing the stimulus
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related activity of different neurons it is important that we initially normalize the
activities with respect to their noise levels. One common normalization approach is
the calculation of the z-score, where the mean rate is subtracted from the response,
and the resultant is divided by the standard deviation of the distribution (Green and
Swets, 1968). When a neuron has a large standard deviation, the resulting response
is less informative and has a lower z-score. This is illustrated in Fig. 5.7. The z-score
for each neuron is calculated as:
zj,k(x) =
rj,k(x)− r¯j(grey)
σj(grey)
, (5.8)
where σj(grey) is the standard deviation of the distribution over all trials, k, of
rj,k(grey). An alternate method of calculating the z-score uses the standard deviation
of all the responses of that neuron σall.
Following this normalization, the responses across neurons are comparable and
can be combined as described in the next section (Section 5.4.1.ii). Discriminability
of neural spike trains has previously been assessed by the information regarding the
stimulus in the spiking activity of neurons (Montani et al., 2007; Montemurro et al.,
2008; Averbeck et al., 2006, for review). As the z-score is calculated by dividing
the activity by the standard deviation, it is a variant of calculating the information
carried by a neuron regarding the stimulus.
5.4.1.ii. Decision variable
To perform the behavioural task, the animal will need to make a decision as to whether
there is a grey screen or grating present on the screen, based on the response of all
the neurons in V1. Here we collapse the information from all the neurons onto a
single decision variable on which such a decision can be based. While there are many
possible variations of decision variables, we test three extreme cases. In the first case,
the response across all the neurons is considered equally important for the decision.
We call this variable dpooled. In the second case, we assume that the decision is based
on the activity of just one neuron, the neuron that is best at performing the required
task, notated as dbest. The third case, is the ideal case where the decision is based on
the activity along the line between the means of the two distributions. This variable
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Figure 5.7: Normalizing firing rates and decision variables. a) An illustration showing
the joint density of the distribution of firing rate response of two neurons (neuron 1
and 2) to a grating stimulus, shown in red, and to a grey screen, shown in blue. A
darker color represents a higher density. In this illustration, the density distribution
has a larger standard deviation across neuron 1 in comparison to neuron 2. b)
The response in z-scores, after the normalization procedure. The green lines in this
plot, show the axis along the response is projected to calculate the pooled (dpooled,
dashed line), best cell (dbest, dotted line) and difference (ddiff , dash-dot line) decision
variables.
is represented as ddiff . The three cases are illustrated in two-dimensions in Fig. 5.7.
On each trial k, dpooledk is calculated as:
dpooledk (x) =
N∑
j
zj,k(x)
1√
N
, (5.9)
where N is the total number of neurons considered, j is the index of the neuron and
x is the index of the stimulus which is either grey or grating(s, c). 1√
N
in equation
5.9 is the unit vector of dpooled along the N neurons.
To calculate dbestk , the neuron that is most informative, neuron b, is chosen as the
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neuron that gives the best average z-score across trials and stimuli,
b = arg max
j
(∑
x
∑
k
zj,k(x)
)
. (5.10)
Once b is chosen, dbestk is calculated as the z-score of neuron b:
dbestk (x) = zb,k(x). (5.11)
The third case, the ddiff , is calculated as the activity of each neuron weighted by
its mean z-score for the stimulus,
ddiffk (x) =
∑
j
zj,k(x)
z¯j(x)√∑
j(z¯j(x))
2
, (5.12)
and z¯j(x) is the mean z-score of neuron j in response to a stimulus x over all the
trials k,
z¯j(x) =
1
K
∑
k
zj,k(x), (5.13)
where K is the total number of trials.
z¯j(x)√∑
j(z¯j(x))
2
in equation 5.12 is the unit vector
of ddiff along the jth neuron.
For each of the stimuli, x, the mean value of the decision variable is calculated as:
Ddiff (x) =
1
K
∑
k
ddiffk (x), (5.14)
where K is the total number of trials. Dbest and Dpooled are similarly calculated.
iii. Calculating percentage correct
After the information from all the variables is reduced to a single decision variable,
every stimulus x presented elicits a certain value of the decision variable, dk(x). Due
to its variability, this response would be distributed along the decision variable axis
and the distributions of responses to different stimuli can be compared as illustrated
in Fig. 5.8. From these distributions, the value of the decision variable of where both
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stimuli are equally likely, the maximum likelihood (ML) point of separation, which
is used as the threshold a and we calculated analytically (shown in the Fig. 5.8, the
calculation of a is described below). When the decision variable is higher or lower
than the threshold value (a), one of the two stimuli is more likely to have elicited that
value and hence decode the stimulus. In the example shown in Fig. 5.8, the points
to the right of the line are more likely to have been elicited by the grating. However,
on some occasions of presenting the grey screen, we might get a decision variable on
the right of the threshold, and if we use this threshold for a decision rule, these cases
would lead to a wrong decision being made. Using the mean and standard deviations
of these distributions, we can estimate the % correct choices (pc) for the stimulus x
as:
pc(x) =
1
4
[
2 + erf
(
a√
2
)
+ erf
(
z¯(x)− a
σx
√
2
)]
, (5.15)
where erf( ) is the Gaussian error function and a is the ML point of separation that
can be calculated as,
a =
z¯(x)± σx
√
z¯(x)2 + (σ2x − 2) log σx
(1− σ2x)
, for σ 6= 1, (5.16)
and a =
z¯(x)
2
, for σ = 1. (5.17)
The derivation of Equation 5.15 and 5.16 are described in Appendix B.
5.4.2 Results
In this section we describe the results of each step of the calculation of limits, the
Normalization, Decision variable and finally calculating the % correct.
Normalization
The joint distribution of firing rates along two neurons, neuron 26 and neuron 27 are
shown in Fig. 5.9a. neuron 27 had higher firing rates, but also a larger variance of
these rates. On the other hand, neuron 26 has a lower firing rate, but its responses
were less variable. The normalization using z-score is shown in Fig. 5.9b, where the
neuron 26 has larger z-score in comparison to neuron 27. As the responses across
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Figure 5.8: Distribution of decision variable. An illustration of the density of the
distributions of the decision variable to a grey screen, shown in blue, and stimulus x,
shown in red. The distribution of the variable to a grey screen has a mean of 0 and
standard deviation σgrey of 1. The mean of distribution to the stimulus x is shown by
the red arrow and it has a standard deviation, σx. The point of maximum likelihood
separation a is shown by the dashed line.
neuron 26 were less variable, this suggests that the normalization of the responses
across neurons was effective.
As the σgrey has values similar to σall as the blue points shown in Fig. 5.9c lie
close to the σgrey = σall line. Therefore, normalizing by σall is likely to give similar
results as normalising with σgrey.
Decision variables
The decision variables Dpooled, Ddiff and Dbest were calculated using equations 5.9
to 5.12 and are shown in Fig. 5.10a to c. All the three decision variables show that
around the spatial frequency of 0.116 and contrast above 0.5 the decision variables
take their maximum values. This is not surprising as the distribution of preferred
spatial frequencies shown in Fig. 5.6c shows that most neurons prefer spatial fre-
quencies in this region. Fig. 5.10d to f show the distributions of σx/σgrey for the
three coding schemes. If σx/σgrey were equal to one, the calculated decision variable
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Figure 5.9: Example of normalization. a and b) An example of the normalization
procedure illustrated in in Fig. 5.7, for firing rates across two neurons, neuron 26
and 27. a) Shows the recorded firing rates for the grating(0.116, 1) stimulus (red
squares) and a grey screen (blue dots) and b) shows the corresponding z-scores. c)
distribution of σx (red dots), σgrey (blue dots) with respect to σall. The line is the
σx or σgrey = σall line.
is equivalent to the d prime, where d prime is a direct measure of discriminability or
percent correct (Green and Swets, 1968). However, as shown in Fig. 5.10d to f the
distribution of σx/σgrey are most often not equal to one and hence the calculation of
the percentage correct requires the use of the methods described in section 5.4.1.iii.
As the number of informative neurons increase, we would expect an increase in
the performance of a decoding scheme at the grating-versus-grey task, if the decoding
scheme used were effective. Fig. 5.11 shows how the performance of the pooled and
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Figure 5.10: Decision variables and their standard deviations. (a-c) The color in
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text. d-f) the distribution of σx/σgrey of the decision variables for each decoder. If
σx/σgrey, the decision variable is equivalent to d prime.
difference decoding schemes change as a function of the number of neurons. Each of
the points in this figure was calculated by averaging over 20 trials, where in each trial
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a random subset of neurons was chosen. The performance of both decision variables
is close to saturating at sample sizes over 80 neurons. This implies that no increase in
performance will be obtained by observing more neurons in this task. As a result, lit-
tle improvement in the prediction can be expected by extrapolating the performance
to a larger number of neurons. Hence the percentage correct was calculated based on
the maximum number of neurons, n = 121, that were recorded.
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Figure 5.11: Performance with number of neurons. Shows how the performance of
the a) pooled and b) difference decoder change as a function of the number of cells.
Each line represents a different stimulus and each each on these lines is calculated by
averaging across 20 random selections of neurons.
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Predicting the contrast sensitivity curve
The prediction of the upper limit on the discriminability of gratings of various spatial
frequencies and contrasts to a grey screen is shown on the left of Fig. 5.12. The
colour in each block represents the calculated percentage correct for the correspond-
ing grating. As a control, we observe that all the decoding schemes perform at 50%
when trying to identify the zero contrast gratings at all spatial frequencies, which are
the grey screen.
For each spatial frequency, the lowest contrast that yields a performance higher
than 70% is calculated and these are the upper points in the plots on the right of
Fig. 5.12. The highest contrast that yields a performance lower than 70% are the
lower points in the same plot. The contrast sensitivity for each spatial frequency,
which is 1/contrast of the contrast level at which 70% of the trials can be correctly
discriminated lies between these two points, and these regions are shown as dotted
lines. The contrast sensitivity curve prediction for each of these scheme would be
bounded within these lines. The behavioural 70% contrast sensitivity curve calculated
by Prusky and Douglas (2004) is shown as a solid line in each of these plots. While
the pooled decoding scheme calculates limits that are below the behavioural contrast
sensitivity curve, the behavioural performance for most points is within the limits
calculated by both difference and best-cell decoders. Unfortunately, as the spatial
frequency at the peak of the behavioural contrast sensitivity curve was not part
of the frequencies tested, it is difficult to infer whether this point lies outside the
predictions of the difference decoder.
5.5 Discussion
In this study, the receptive field properties of a population (n = 142) of neurons in the
primary visual cortex of mice were characterised. The preferred spatial frequencies of
the neurons are much lower (peaking at around 0.049 cycles/deg) than those in the cat
(1 cycles/deg; Movshon et al., 1978) and primate visual systems (3 cycles/deg; Foster
et al., 1985), which can be expected due to the lower spatial acuity of mice. However,
neurons in the mouse visual cortex can be highly selective to visual features (for
example orientation tuning of the neuron in Fig. 5.4a), and the mice can potentially
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Figure 5.12: Predicted % correct and contrast sensitivity. The plots on the left
side of this figure show the calculated limit of % correct achievable by a) pooled,
b) difference and c) best cell decoders for each stimulus, represented as the color of
the corresponding block. The plots on the right show the prediction of the contrast
sensitivity in comparison to the behavioural contrast sensitivity calculated by Prusky
and Douglas (2004). The blue squares represent the contrast where the % correct
was above 70% (lower squares) and below 70% (upper squares). The dotted lines
represent the regions where the limit on contrast sensitivity is expected.
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use their vision to perform behaviours that require analysing very specific visual
features. Based on the activity of neurons recorded from V1, we predicted how best
mice can perform a ‘grating-versus-grey’ visual discrimination task. The contrast
sensitivity calculated from the behavioural performance of the mice by Prusky and
Douglas (2004) falls within the limits that we predicted.
The activity of V1 neurons was recorded under light urethane anaesthesia topped
up by Hypnorm / Hypnovel, which induced the brain into a state that had slow
oscillations in the LFP, as shown in Fig. 5.2. The cortical UP states are thought
to be periods of wakefulness during sleep (suggested by Destexhe et al., 1999), and
the response of neurons has been shown to be dependent on the state in which the
stimulus was presented (Petersen et al., 2003; Crochet and Petersen, 2006). Because
at the time when animals perform behavioural tasks, they are more likely to be in a
network UP state, restricting the analysis to only trials in a network UP state might
improve our ability to predict behaviours. However, most previous studies detect the
network state based on intracellular recordings and to simultaneously record in vivo
both intracellular and multi-site extracellular activity for long periods of time is a
daunting task. In chapter 6 we establish how the network state can be determined
from the LFP and multi-unit activity, and develop a method to detect network states
based on this activity.
The decision variable calculated for the ‘difference decoder’ by equation 5.12 uses
a different weighting for each grating, x, versus grey stimulus. Calculating the de-
cision variable with this approach considers each stimulus as a new task and has an
appropriate decoder for that stimulus. However, the behaviour was tested by training
the animal at discriminating a full-contrast grating and later reducing the contrast
and later changing the spatial frequency. When the decision variable for all the stim-
uli were calculated based on just one stimulus (the grating(0.116, 1) stimulus), no
significant differences were found on the calculated ranges shown in Fig. 5.15. This
suggests that the same level of performance can be expected at the grating-versus-
grey task with a difficult stimulus, whether the animals were trained at the task with
the same stimulus, or trained with an easier stimulus of similar properties and later
tested with the difficult stimulus (assuming that the animals learn the task in both
cases).
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The decision variable based on pooling activity across all neurons, dpooled, does
not take into account the specialisation of neurons to particular stimuli. Yet, its
predictions are not far from the actual performance of the animal. This might be
explained by the fact that ‘grating-versus-grey’ discrimination is a simple task. As
most excitatory neurons in V1 respond with higher firing rates at higher contrasts
even a pooled decoder can perform above chance level. If for example, we attempted a
grating-direction discrimination task, this decoder is unlikely to perform above chance
levels as different neurons would be tuned to different directions.
To calculate the best achievable performance at a discrimination task or stimulus
decoding, the activity of a large population of neurons was reduced to a single dimen-
sion, the decision variable. An alternative method of decoding the stimulus is using
Bayesian inference for decoding (reviewed in Oram et al., 1998). While this method
can be implemented to decode the stimulus that evoked a response, calculating the
expected performance analytically is not trivial as it requires the calculation of over-
lapping volumes in high dimensional space, which is illustrated in two dimensions in
Fig. 5.13. Although empirical approaches can be used to estimate this area, it is
not guaranteed that the prediction is more effective than that of the decision variable
ddiff , given a limited number of trials. Also, if we assume the firing rate distributions
to be Gaussian and the variance across these distributions were equal, the decoders
perform at equal effectiveness as the planes of separation using ddiff and Bayesian
inference in Fig. 5.13 coincide.
Activity of neurons in the cortex have a degree of correlation, which can be either
signal or noise correlation (reviewed in Averbeck et al., 2006). Both forms of corre-
lation can increase or decrease the discriminability of neuronal responses (Montani
et al., 2007; Averbeck et al., 2006). Calculating unbiased estimates of the correlation
of neurons requires many more trials of stimuli (of the order of hundreds). Corre-
lations can only be estimated across simultaneously recorded neurons, which would
limit the analysis to fewer neurons.
Jazayeri and Movshon (2006) suggest a scheme by which neural populations can
perform tasks by weighting the inputs from different neurons (also reviewed in Jazay-
eri, 2008) based on their log likelihood. This scheme is similar to the decision variable
calculated based on the difference decoder ddiff although the weights are based on the
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Figure 5.13: Decision variable versus Maximum likelihood. Here we illustrate the joint
density distribution of the z-scores of grating (red) and grey (blue) of N dimensional
space in two-dimensions. Here, the σgrating > σgrey. The maroon line represents the
maximum likelihood hyperplane of separation based on the decision variable and the
dark green line. The curvature of the hyperplane corresponding to this depends on
σgrating/σgrey, and at σgrating/σgrey = 1 the two hyperplanes overlap.
ratio of the logarithm of differences. If the neural activity were recorded while the an-
imal was performing the task, we can evaluate the decoders by comparing the choices
predicted by different decoding strategies to the behavioural choice on a trial-by-trial
basis.
Previous studies found that activity of single neurons recorded from primate MT or
lateral intra-parietal (LIP) areas of the cortex can effectively predict the behavioural
choices of the animal (reviewed in Gold and Shadlen, 2007; Britten et al., 1992;
Shadlen and Newsome, 2001). These studies were possible as they could train pri-
mates to perform highly specialised tasks that matched the functional specialisation
of single neurons in particular brain areas. While multiple visual areas have been
identified in the mouse visual cortex (Wang and Burkhalter, 2007), the functional
specialisation of these areas is yet unknown. Therefore, we can only predict the up-
per limits to behavioural performance from recordings of neurons in V1, as it is fairly
early in the visual information processing pathway.
With the increase in the number of strains of mice, there is a growing demand for
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methods to screen their visual function (Heimel et al., 2007). Behavioural methods,
like the visual water maze task of Prusky et al. (2000), have been used to screen
mouse vision (Wong and Brown, 2006; Brown and Wong, 2007). The performance of
these tasks, however, is also dependent on other systems, such as motor and memory
systems. So, a reduction in the performance of a particular strain does not indicate
reduced visual capability. Using the techniques described in this chapter, we can
predict the limit on an animal’s performance at a visual task. As we estimate perfor-
mance based on recordings in V1, changes in performance can be purely attributed
to changes in visual function. Further, tests of mouse visual behaviour involve train-
ing the animals, which takes between two days (Prusky et al., 2000) to three weeks
(L. Busse and M. Carandini, personal communication). By predicting limits based
on electrophysiological recordings, we can quicken the process and also design better
tasks, based on inferences drawn from the recordings.
Having established methods to record neuronal activity using a multi-electrode
array from mouse V1 places us in a position that allows us to now exploit most of the
genetic and molecular techniques available in mice to study principles of mammalian
vision.
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Chapter 6
Cortical UP and DOWN states
revealed in the phase of local field
potentials
In this chapter, we show that cortical UP and DOWN states are revealed in local field
potential recordings and introduce a method of detecting UP and DOWN states based
on the LFP and multi-unit activity. The motivation for this research is described in
section 6.1. In the first part of section 6.2 we describe the methods used by Paul
Chadderton and Kenneth D. Harris to record intra- and extra-cellular activity from
the rat auditory cortex. The second part of section 6.2 describes the methods used
to process the recordings. Section 6.3 shows how cortical states are revealed in the
LFP and MUA and section 6.4 introduces a method of detecting cortical states from
extracellular activity, based on the finding from section 6.3. We discuss the advantages
and limitations of the method in the final section.
6.1 Introduction
During the variety of behavioural conditions encountered through the day, the cor-
tex switches between different internal conditions, each characterised by distinctive
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spatiotemporal patterns of activity. Brain states relating to vigilant or active be-
haviour involve small amplitude but high frequency fluctuations in electroencephalo-
gram (EEG) recordings, local field potential and neuronal membrane potential (Vm) -
the “desynchronized” state (Steriade et al., 2001; Timofeev et al., 2001; Crochet and
Petersen, 2006; Poulet and Petersen, 2008). In comparison, slow-wave sleep, some
types of anaesthesia, and quiet wakefulness result in slow (< 1 Hz) large-amplitude
oscillations in EEG and LFP, and in shifts in membrane potential between depo-
larized ‘UP’ and hyperpolarized ‘DOWN’ states (reviewed in Destexhe et al., 2007;
Steriade et al., 1993; Cowan and Wilson, 1994; Lampl et al., 1999; Sanchez-Vives
and McCormick, 2000). The functional implications of these UP/DOWN states have
been of much recent interest to both experimental and computational neuroscientists
(Haider et al., 2007; Compte et al., 2003; Holcman and Tsodyks, 2006; Parga and
Abbott, 2007; Destexhe, 2009; Li et al., 2009), however, little is yet known about how
they support information processing in brain circuitry.
Commonly used anaesthetics that induce slow oscillations have allowed researchers
to investigate the state dependence of cortical network dynamics in a relatively con-
trolled and stable manner. Examining different cortical processes ranging from synap-
tic plasticity (Crochet and Petersen, 2006; Reig et al., 2006), network dynamics (Cos-
sart et al., 2003; Haider et al., 2006; Sanchez-Vives and McCormick, 2000), and sen-
sory integration (Hasenstaub et al., 2007; Lampl et al., 1999; Petersen et al., 2003;
Sachdev et al., 2004) during UP and DOWN states has allowed researchers to probe
how internal brain state dynamics affects basic cortical computations. A number of
studies have shown that sensory-evoked synaptic responses are strongly dependent on
the instantaneous state of the cortex (Anderson et al., 2000; Azouz and Gray, 1999;
Haider et al., 2007; Petersen et al., 2003; Sachdev et al., 2004; Curto et al., 2009). A
significant proportion of the trial-to-trial variability in sensory-driven responses might
be explained by spontaneous fluctuations in cortical network state.
Most of these studies relied on challenging in vivo intracellular recordings to ac-
curately gauge the state of the network by measuring changes in membrane potential.
High-density extracellular electrodes have now made it possible to begin looking at
the state-dependence of population coding by relating the activity of tens of neurons
recorded simultaneously to measured external variables. Consequently, an alternative
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method (to intracellular recordings) for accurately characterising the instantaneous
state of cortical neural networks would be likely to prove extremely useful in probing
the state dependence of cortical information coding and processing.
UP/DOWN states are a network level phenomenon requiring a balance of excita-
tory and inhibitory input (Shu et al., 2007; Haider et al., 2006). The network level
measure of LFP has been shown to be correlated with cellular UP/DOWN states
with transitions to an UP state coinciding with a depth positive deflection of slow
oscillations (Contreras and Steriade, 1995; Destexhe et al., 2007). Despite the strong
correlation, we show that LFP displays a nontrivial phase relationship with mem-
brane potential. Previous studies have not taken a quantitative approach to relating
the phase of the LFP to membrane potential, or applying it to the determination of
network state. LFP phase is of particular relevance in light of recent data suggest-
ing that the relative phase of action potentials to slow ongoing oscillations makes a
significant contribution to sensory coding (Montemurro et al., 2008).
To determine the relationship between LFP phase and membrane potential we
recorded in vivo intracellular activity of neurons in the cortex while simultaneously
monitoring the LFP and the activity of multiple cells in the region using a multi-
electrode array. The recordings reveal that during network UP/ DOWN states there
is a strong relationship between the phase of low frequency LFP (< 4 Hz) and the
membrane potential of the neuron. Based on this relationship, we have developed
a method for determining network state from LFP alone, or in combination with
multi-unit activity. Our results provide a novel method for detecting cortical state
by combining information regarding the phase of the LFP and ongoing multi-unit
activity which correctly allocates time bins to network state with over 90% accuracy.
6.2 Methods
6.2.1 Experimental procedures
These experiments were carried out by Paul Chadderton and Kenneth D. Harris at
Rutgers University. All procedures for animal care and experimentation were ap-
proved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of Rutgers University.
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Sprague-Dawley rats (P21-28) were anaesthetized with urethane (1.5 g/kg) via in-
traperitoneal injection. Body temperature was maintained at 37oC using a feedback-
controlled heating pad (FHC, Bowdoin, ME, USA). When animals were areflexive,
they were secured in a customized naso-orbital restraint. A craniotomy was per-
formed over primary auditory cortex (A1; 3.5 mm posterior, 7 mm lateral of bregma;
Paxinos and Watson, 2007), and the dura was removed under a high-magnification
dissecting microscope. Silicon microelectrodes (NeuroNexus Technologies, Ann Ar-
bor, MI, USA) were inserted into A1 via a manual manipulator (Model 1460, Kopf
Instruments, Tujunga, CA, USA). Probes had four shanks spaced by 200 µm, with
eight recording sites per shank, as schematically illustrated in Fig. 6.1a. On each
shank, recording sites were arranged in a dual tetrode configuration, each separated
by 150 µm (25 µm intra-tetrode spacing between sites). The bottom layer of tetrodes
was positioned in deep layers of the cortex, most likely layer V, as determined by field
potential reversal (Kandel and Buzsa`ki, 1997).
Following positioning of the silicon probe, low resistance patch pipettes (4-6 MΩ)
were lowered onto the surface of the brain, as close to the silicon probe as possible
using an automated micromanipulator (SM-4; Luigs and Neumann, Ratingen, Ger-
many). A Multiclamp 700B amplifier (Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA, USA) was
then used to search for, and record from neurons in vivo. The internal solution con-
tained (in mM): K-Gluconate 130, Na-Phosphocreatine 10, HEPES 10, KCl 7, Mg−
ATP 4, Na2 −GTP 0.5, EGTA0.05. Blind whole cell recordings of membrane po-
tential were made from individual A1 pyramidal cells during simultaneous recording
of extracellular MUA and LFP activity via the silicon microelectrode (a ‘patch-probe’
configuration). Fig. 6.1 illustrates this recording configuration, and also shows typical
membrane potential, LFP and MUA recordings.
During recording, patch-probe activity was monitored during silence (‘sponta-
neous’), and during auditory stimulation via ongoing 1Hz sinusoidal amplitude -
modulated white noise (‘AM noise’), and pure tone presentation (‘tone’). Audi-
tory stimulation was delivered through a calibrated electrostatic loudspeaker (ES-1,
Tucker-Davis Technologies, Alachua, FL, USA) in a single-walled soundproof box
(IAC, USA) covered by 7.5 cm of acoustic absorption foam. Pure tones of 50 or 100
ms duration were presented in a randomized order at 2 Hz (1/6 octave steps, 3 - 48
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Whole cell recording: 
Local field potential (LFP): 
Tetrodes 
1 - 6 
Primary auditory 
cortex (A1): 
a. 
Multi-unit activity (MUA): 
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Figure 6.1: The ‘patch-probe’ recording configuration. a) An illustration of the
recording setup where simultaneous whole-cell and MEA recordings were made from
the rat auditory cortex, A1. Four shank multi-electrode arrays were used, each shank
(green) consisting of two tetrodes (white diamonds) totaling 32 recording sites. b)
Examples of simultaneously recorded whole cell (top), local field potential (middle)
and sorted multi-unit activity (bottom) recordings.
kHz; 10 dB steps, 0 - 80 dB SPL). Sinusoidal amplitude-modulated noise had a mean
intensity of 60 dB SPL.
Broadband signals (> 1 Hz) from the silicon probe were amplified (×1000) using
a 32-channel amplifier (Plexon, Dallas, TX, USA). Whole cell patch clamp data were
low-passed filtered at 3 kHz. All data were digitized at 20 kHz and stored on a
hard drive. Oﬄine spike sorting procedures were performed as previously described
(Bartho´ et al., 2004; Luczak et al., 2007, 2009) and data were analysed using Matlab
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(Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA) and are similar to the methods we used in chapter
2.
The findings presented in this manuscript regarding the relationship between the
LFP/MUA and the network states are consistent across all the recordings, during
spontaneous and stimulus-evoked epochs. All data are presented as mean ± s.e.m for
n = 8 recordings unless otherwise stated.
6.2.2 Detecting network state from membrane potential
Neuronal membrane potentials switch from a depolarised level during a network UP
state to a hyperpolarised level during a network DOWN state. This shift in the
membrane potential has previously been used to detect network state (Wilson and
Groves, 1981; Wilson and Kawaguchi, 1996; Anderson et al., 2000; Hasenstaub et al.,
2007; Poulet and Petersen, 2008). Membrane potential traces were median filtered
to remove spikes and then smoothed by low-pass filtering at 20 Hz (see Fig. 6.2a,b).
The distribution of the filtered membrane potential (Fig. 6.2c) shows the bimodal
characteristics consistent with a bistable system. However, there is a region of over-
lap making state distinction non-trivial. An expectation maximization algorithm was
used to fit this distribution by a mixture of two Gaussians with means µUP and
µDOWN , and standard deviations σUP and σDOWN . Periods of time in which filtered
membrane potential was above (µUP +σUP ) were considered to be network UP states,
and below (µDOWN − σDOWN) as network DOWN states. Fig. 6.2b and Fig. 6.2c
show the detection thresholds applied to the filtered membrane potential. We con-
sidered a switch in network state to occur only when the filtered membrane potential
persisted above/below threshold for longer than 100 milliseconds. Under the anaes-
thesia conditions present in our study, UP states lasted for on average 221 ± 15 ms,
while DOWN states lasted for 360± 18 ms.
6.2.3 Filtering LFP into frequency bands
The recorded LFP was downsampled from 20 kHz to 1 kHz and then filtered into the
four frequency bands, < 2, 2 - 4, 4 - 7 and 7 - 9 Hz, using second order elliptic low or
band pass filters (peak-to-peak ripple of 0.1 db and minimum stop-band attenuation
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Figure 6.2: Intracellular and extracellular activity during network UP and DOWN
states. Examples of membrane potential (Vm) traces (a) before and (b) after filtering.
(c) Histogram of the bimodal distribution of the filtered Vm. For this example, the
dashed and dotted lines in (b) and (c) show the UP and DOWN discrimination
thresholds used for state detection. (d) The transition-triggered average (solid line)
and standard deviation (shaded region) of the MUA:all during transitions to UP
states, red, and DOWN states, blue, in this example. (e) The transition-triggered
average and standard deviation of LFP during transitions of UP (red) and DOWN
(blue) states. Time is relative to state transitions detected using Vm (solid vertical
line). (f) LFP -Vm relationship for a typical 20 sec. period of data. (g) State dynamics
in the low frequency LFP (< 2 Hz) - Vm phase plane. (h) Phase dynamics over the
same period.
of 40 db). We used zero-phase filters to avoid phase delays from the filtering process.
The phase, φX(t), and power, kX(t), at any time instant t in the signal were calculated
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as the angle and amplitude of the Hilbert transform of the signal in each of the
frequency bands X (X: < 2, 2-4, 4-7 and 7-9).
6.2.4 Analysis of multi-unit activity
We also sought to establish how accurately multi-unit activity could be used to detect
cortical state. During our experiments, extracellular spiking was recorded from 32
channels simultaneously. As this allows different ways of acquiring and defining MUA,
we calculated MUA using 3 different measures which differ in the way signals from
different neurons are integrated, either at the electrode or in data processing. The first
measure, which we name “MUA:sin”, is the same as that used by Hasenstaub et al.
(2007), with the exception that in their case MUA was recorded from a pipette rather
than a single multi-electrode array site as used here. Our recordings were rectified,
median filtered and low pass filtered at 25 Hz to calculate MUA:sin. Note that in this
case, no spike sorting was performed. As a second measure, we considered the spiking
activity recorded from “spike sorted” single neuron activity across the four channels
of a single tetrode, calling it “MUA:tet”. The spiking activity of all neurons isolated
by the oﬄine spike sorting procedure was combined to give a single MUA firing rate,
which was smoothed with a 100 ms Gaussian window to calculate “MUA:tet”. In
the final measure, “MUA:all”, the spiking activity of neurons recorded on all the
tetrodes in the recording (eight tetrodes; 32 recording sites) was used to calculate the
MUA using a procedure similar to that used for MUA:tet. The MUA from all the
three measures was normalized, by subtracting the minimum rate and dividing by
the maximum rate, giving a resultant MUA signal in the range of 0 to 1.
6.3 How do extracellular signals relate to network
state?
How do the signals recorded with an extracellular electrode relate to spontaneous
network state changes? Can they in fact be used to infer the internal state of the
surrounding tissue? We have explored this issue by using whole cell patch clamp
recordings of membrane potential as a “ground truth” indicator of cortical (at least
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local) state, to examine the relationship between state transitions and the extracel-
lular signal, LFP and MUA.
We extracted the times of DOWN to UP and UP to DOWN transitions from Vm,
and used these to plot transition-triggered averages of MUA and LFP, shown in Fig.
6.2d,e. The UP transition-triggered average MUA (Fig. 6.2d) shows that transitions
to an UP state were accompanied by a significant increase in the multi-unit activity,
peaking at 58.3 ± 4.3 ms after Vm -detected transitions. The increase in multi-unit
activity lasted for periods of ∼ 200 ms, similar to the duration of states detected
from Vm (221 ± 15 ms). Conversely, Vm-defined transitions to a DOWN state are
followed by near silence of the multi-unit activity with a negative peak at 63.4 ± 4
ms. These transition-triggered averages indicate that there is an increase in activity
in the depolarized UP state and a decrease in the hyperpolarized DOWN state (see
also Hasenstaub et al., 2007). It suggests that by sampling a large enough population
of neurons, we should be able to determine the time at which a state transition occurs,
an approach which has been used previously (Hasenstaub et al., 2007; Luczak et al.,
2007). In fact, we found MUA to be strongly correlated with the membrane potential
- MUA:sin (a measure derived from single electrode MUA as described in Methods)
had a Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.60 ± 0.04 to Vm, while MUA:tet gives a
correlation of 0.61 ± 0.04 and MUA:all a correlation of 0.69 ± 0.03.
What features of the LFP waveforms relate most reliably to the occurrence of state
transitions? Examination of Fig. 6.2e suggests that, if the LFP fluctuation occurring
at around the time of a transition to an UP state were to be considered a “wave
packet”, then the state transition occurs at a particular phase within that wave packet
- the phase that corresponds to the middle of the first, but not the second, downwardly
sloping deflection. The LFP phases corresponding to UP and DOWN transitions are
quite different, as the wave packets relating to DOWN transitions are centred about
the point of symmetry, whereas those for UP transitions are substantially offset.
It is important to recall that the network is a dynamical system, and that its
spontaneous dynamics reflect a continuous trajectory in a high dimensional space.
We can observe this space in various ways, for instance by projecting it onto low
dimensional variables (Luczak et al., 2009). One simple way to do this is to plot the
joint trajectory of the recorded LFP and Vm (Fig. 6.2f). This shows that it may
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in fact be possible to obtain a better estimate of network state dynamics by using
LFP and Vm together rather than by using Vm alone. Often we do not have access to
Vm, however, and so we might also ask how well we can estimate network state from
LFP alone. A simple thresholding on the vertical axis of Fig. 6.2f would not solve
this problem. However, taking into account the dynamics of the LFP trajectory, it is
apparent that some progress might in fact be made. Fig. 6.2g shows the trajectory of
low frequency (< 2 Hz) component of the LFP, indicate nontrivial dynamics, including
hysteresis. Plotting the phase in this band explicitly (Fig. 6.2h) suggests that LFP
phase may, as suggested above, be a good way to look at network state trajectory,
as substantial transitions in Vm seem to occur only in a narrow range of phases.
Fig. 6.2h shows that the phase of LFP in the < 2 Hz range provides information
regarding the state trajectories. However, other frequency bands may also provide
similar information. Especially, a high power in the slow (< 1 Hz) and delta (1 - 4
Hz) bands of the EEG exists during periods when membrane potential oscillations
corresponding to UP and DOWN state transitions are present (Destexhe et al., 1999;
Li et al., 2009). This suggests that the frequencies < 4 Hz may provide much of
the information about cortical UP and DOWN states. Also, as network states exist
for periods as short as 100 milliseconds, the frequency bands of 4-7 Hz and 7-9 Hz
may provide additional information regarding network state. In addition, such higher
frequency information may allow the time of occurrence of a state transition to be
more precisely located.
In order to further explore the relationship between the phase of the LFP in dif-
ferent frequencies and the network trajectory, we filtered the LFP into four frequency
bands (< 2, 2-4, 4-7 and 7-9 Hz), calculating phase, X(t), in each band as described
in section 2.3. Fig. 6.3a shows the components of an example LFP trace, broken into
components from each frequency band; the individual traces are coloured according
to the Vm-defined state at that time instant. Fig. 6.3b shows for each band the
corresponding histogram of LFP phases, for both UP and DOWN states. We found
that during an UP state (red distributions), the LFP phase distribution in the < 2,
2-4 and 4-7 Hz bands showed peaks at 226o± 7o, 204o± 9o and 203o± 6o respectively.
The LFP phase distributions during DOWN states (blue distributions) in contrast
peaked at 47o±10o, 25o±9o and 23o±9o, about 180o away from the peaks of the UP
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state distributions. In addition the standard deviation of the distributions increased
at higher frequencies. The phase of the LFP in the frequency band of 7 - 9 Hz did
not show a strong relationship to either of the network states.
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Figure 6.3: Network UP and DOWN states revealed in the phase of low frequency
bands of the LFP. (a) Example filtered Vm and LFP traces with the periods of time
spent in UP and DOWN states, as determined from filtered Vm, indicated in red
and blue, respectively. The LFP is shown split into four frequency bands < 2, 2
- 4, 4 - 7 and 7 - 9 Hz. The black regions are segments of time where the state
was indeterminate since the filtered Vm was between the two threshold values. (b)
Histograms showing how often a particular LFP phase occurs during an UP (red) and
DOWN (blue) state in the different frequency bands.
From these distributions, we estimated the probability of observing a particular
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LFP phase in frequency band X during an UP state, P (φX(t)|UP ), as
P (φX(t)|UP ) = #(φX(t)|UP )
#(UP )
, (6.1)
where #(x) represents the occurrence count of x. P (φX(t)|DOWN) was estimated
similarly. We calculate P (UP |φX(t)) using Bayes rule:
P (UP |φX(t)) = P (φX(t)|UP )P (UP )
P (φX(t))
, (6.2)
where P (φX(t)) is the overall probability of observing phase φX(t), and P (UP ) is the
overall probability of an UP state:
P (UP ) =
time in UP state
total time
. (6.3)
P (UP ) = 0.33±0.03 and P (DOWN) = 0.60±0.02 under our anaesthetic conditions.
Note that P (UP ) and P (DOWN) do not sum to 1 as there are some points in time
that have an indeterminate state. P (DOWN |φX(t)) is calculated similarly.
We calculated the differential likelihood of states, LX(t), as
LX(t) = P (UP |φX(t))− P (DOWN |φX(t)), (6.4)
in three frequency bands, < 2, 2-4 and 4-7 Hz, where X indexes the band. LX(t)
ranges between -1 and 1. For LX(t) close to 1, the network is likely to be in an UP
state, and close to -1 it is likely to be in a DOWN state. LX(t) in each frequency
band showed a near sinusoidal relationship with LFP phase. This was maintained
across recordings from different animals (Fig. 6.4a), with LX(t) peaking at (peak
response, θX =) 226
o ± 7o, 204o ± 9o and 203o ± 6o for frequency bands < 2, 2-4
and 4-7 Hz respectively. Fig. 6.4b shows the mean LX(t) as a function of phase
φX(t) across recordings with no stimulus present, compared to the mean LX(t) under
either ‘pure-tone’ or ‘AM-noise’ stimulation. The relationship between the phase of
LFP and differential likelihood of states during sensory evoked activity was strikingly
similar to their relationship during spontaneous activity.
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Figure 6.4: Differential likelihood of network state, LX(t), as a function of the phase
of LFP in three frequency bands, < 2, 2 - 4 and 4 - 7 Hz. (a) The relationship of
LX(t) to phase of LFP across the different recordings, represented in different colours
and (b) in the presence (green) and absence (black) of an auditory stimulus.
6.4 Detecting state from extracellular activity
Having verified that extracellular signals contain information about network state, we
set out to develop a method to detect the network state based on this activity. Here
we compare several approaches to this problem. Firstly, we introduce an algorithm
based on the phase of low frequency components of the LFP. We compare this with
an approach based on MUA, as utilized by previous authors (Hasenstaub et al., 2007;
Luczak et al., 2007). Finally, we introduce an algorithm combining MUA and LFP
phase information.
As described in Sec. 3.2, the differential likelihood, LX(t), measures the chance
of an UP (LX(t) close to 1) or DOWN (LX(t) close to -1) state being observed at a
time t. As LX(t) is a nearly sinusoidal function of phase for each frequency band, we
approximated it by L˜X(t) as,
L˜X(t) = cos (φX(t)− θX) , (6.5)
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where θX is the phase in the frequency band X at time t and is the peak of LX(t) in
that band.
To detect network state from LFP, the differential likelihood from different bands
is combined to generate an evidence variable, SLFP (t), over which a decision regarding
the instantaneous state can be made. SLFP (t) is calculated as:
SLFP (t) =
1
2
(
1 +
∑
X
KX(t)L˜X(t)
)
, (6.6)
where KX is the relative power of frequency band X at time t, calculated as
KX(t) =
kX(t)∑
X kX(t)
. (6.7)
Comparable results were found by normalising the differential likelihood from
different bands by a constant
(
KX(t) =
1
#(bands)
)
. The SLFP (t) has a high correlation
with the Vm (0.66 ± 0.03), which can be observed in the example shown in Fig. 6.5a.
Also, the distribution of SLFP (t) is bi-modal, as is the distribution of membrane
potential (top and right of Fig. 6.5c).
As the MUA itself is correlated with the membrane potential as described in
section 6.3, MUA was directly used as the evidence variable, SMUA:yyy, over which a
decision regarding the instantaneous state can be made. Hence,
SMUA:yyy = MUA : yyy, (6.8)
where ‘yyy’ corresponds to either ‘sin’, ‘tet’ or ‘all’ as described in section 6.2.4. An
example of SMUA:all is shown in Fig. 6.5b. In contrast to the distribution of SLFP ,
the distribution of SMUA:all shows no clear bimodality (see top of Fig. 6.5b), which
makes it difficult to select thresholds over the decision variable, SMUA:all, to detect
state. The SMUA:all can however be used to refine the LFP based decision variable,
SLFP .
As discussed in section 6.3, MUA and LFP both provide information about the
state of the network, and this may be to some extent independent information. This
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Figure 6.5: Comparison of the performance of evidence variables at network state
detection. (a-c) Scatter plots of the filtered membrane potential versus evidence
variables calculated from different measures of extracellular activity: (a) SLFP , based
on LFP; (b) SLFP ; (c) SComb, the linear summation of SLFP and SMUA:all. The
distributions of the individual evidence variables (top plots) and the filtered Vm (plot
on the right of c) are shown. The dashed and dotted lines show the UP and DOWN
discrimination thresholds. (d) ROC curves for the detection of states using metrics
SLFP , SMUA:sin, SMUA:tet, SMUA:all and SComb. The top left half shows the ROC curves
for the detection of UP states, while the bottom right half shows the ROC curves for
the detection of DOWN states (Note that these curves are not symmetric). (e) The
area under the ROC curve of the metric S when using different frequency bands to
calculate SLFP as well as for (f) the different metrics shown in d.
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suggests that a strategy which combined evidence from both sources might be suc-
cessful. If the information sources were in fact independent, the evidence could simply
be linearly combined; this motivated use of the combined evidence variable, SComb:
SComb =
1
2
(SLFP + SMUA:all) . (6.9)
The linear combination of SLFP and SMUA:all results in a decision variable that is more
tightly correlated with Vm (correlation coefficient of 0.75 ± 0.02) than SLFP (0.66 ±
0.03) and SMUA:all (0.69 ± 0.03). It indicates that SLFP and SMUA:all indeed have
some independent information regarding the network state and raises the possibility
that the evidence variable SComb may perform well at discriminating between UP and
DOWN states.
To evaluate the performance of each of these decision variables (SLFP , SMUA under
several different MUA definitions, and SComb) we used receiver operating characteristic
(ROC) analysis (Green and Swets, 1968). ROC analysis evaluates how well a binary
classification can be made. The ROC curve characterises discriminability across all
values of the thresholding criterion applied to the decision or evidence variable, thus
allowing performance to be examined for all policies of the fraction of correct detec-
tions required, or false positives that can be tolerated. As ROC analysis is for binary
classification, points when the membrane potential fell between the two thresholds
(indeterminate points) were not considered in the analysis. The ROC results shown
in Fig. 6.5d were plotted by sliding the threshold for detection along all values of the
decision variable S. We carried out the ROC analysis for UP state and DOWN state
detection independently. For each threshold value chosen, the time instants defined
as UP on the basis of Vm which are also classified as UP states by the algorithm
are considered to be ‘true positives’, while Vm-DOWN time instants classified as UP
are considered to be ‘false positives’ for UP state detection. The ideal classification
algorithm should provide a high true positive rate and low false positive rate, with its
ROC curve going as close as possible to the left top corner of the plot. DOWN state
classification is made similarly; for visualization purposes, this is shown on Fig. 6.5d
mirrored about the diagonal. The area under the ROC curve gives an estimate of
how discriminable the two states are, on the basis of the particular evidence variable
used, regardless of the ultimate user choice of policy (correct detections required and
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false positives tolerated). ROC areas close to 0.5 (curve along the diagonal) indicate
chance discriminability and values close to 1, near perfect discriminability.
We first used the ROC analysis to evaluate the contribution to UP/DOWN state
discriminability of the different frequency bands. The areas under the ROC curves
for a number of different frequency band selections are shown in Figure 5e. When the
phase from each frequency band was used independently, the < 2 Hz band outper-
formed the 2 - 4 Hz and 4 - 7 Hz bands, with the later performing only slightly above
chance levels (area ∼0.6). There was a small increase (1.25%) in performance when
combining the < 2 Hz and 2-4 Hz bands, while no further increase could be seen by
adding the 4-7 Hz band. The UP and DOWN state detection perform at nearly equal
levels for the different frequency ranges.
Having found that the evidence variable for SLFP performed best when considering
< 4 Hz frequencies, we compared it against evidence variables calculated using other
sources of information, SMUA under different MUA definitions and SComb. In the
example shown in Fig. 6.5d, SLFP performed better than any of the evidence variables
for multi-unit activity, SMUA:sin, SMUA:tet and SMUA:all. The area under the respective
ROC curves, shown in Fig. 6.5f, makes this clearer as the ROC curve for SLFP has
an area of 0.9 ± 0.02, on average across all recordings, while those of multi-unit
activity, SMUA:sin, SMUA:tet and SMUA:all reach 0.85 ± 0.02, 0.83 ± 0.03 and 0.85 ±
0.02. SComb performs better than any of the other classification algorithms studies,
performing with an ROC area of 0.92 ± 0.02. One interesting feature that the ROC
analysis shows is that the multi-unit activity based evidence variables (SMUA:sin,
SMUA:tet and SMUA:all) are better at detecting DOWN states compared to UP states.
All the evidence variables tested perform quite well with area under the ROC curves
well above chance levels, ranging from 0.82 to above 0.92.
In the performance measurements described above, we have been assuming that
the membrane potential of a single, randomly selected neuron provides a good mea-
sure of the “ground truth” network state. In fact, this may not always be the case:
it may be that in some instances, the cell does not behave the same way as the av-
erage activity of the network, or that different subnetworks are behaving differently.
Another way to examine how well our approach performs is to simply examine the
state transitions detected by the algorithm, and consider whether they are consistent
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and reasonable given the other variables recorded. Fig. 6.6 shows an example of this
qualitative analysis, for a dataset to which the LFP phase based state detection algo-
rithm has been applied (i.e. using evidence variable SLFP ).The distinction between
UP and DOWN state thresholds can be seen in Fig. 6.6a and b, leading to crite-
ria which separate the evidence variable SLFP into regions clearly identifiable with
the modes of the bimodal distribution, and an unclassifiable region in between. To
verify that the times of state transitions are systematically consistent between LFP
and Vm driven definitions, we compared the transition-triggered averages of the MUA
(Fig. 6.6c) and LFP (Fig. 6.6d). The shape and temporal width of the transition
triggered average MUA and LFP kernels were extremely similar whether membrane
potential or LFP is used to derive transition times. The qualitative correspondence of
the state transition timing using the two information sources is shown in Fig. 6.6e,f:
the LFP-derived algorithm has wider regions during which the state can not be as-
signed (although potentially this could be tuned out, at the expense of an increased
false-positive rate).
Figure 6.6 (following page): Qualitative comparison of state transitions detected from
Vm and the evidence variable SLFP . (a) An example trace showing how the metric S
varies in time. (b) The bi-modal distribution of SLFP . The dashed and dotted lines
in a and b show the UP and DOWN thresholds for detection used in this example.
(c) The average (solid line) and standard deviation (shaded region) of the transition-
triggered MUA:all during transitions to UP (red) or DOWN (blue) states. (d) The
average and standard deviation of LFP during transitions of UP (red) or DOWN
(blue) states. Time, in this case, is relative to state transitions as detected based on
the LFP (vertical line). The dotted lines show the transition-triggered average LFP
and MUA at state transitions detected based on the membrane potential (shown in Fig
2B). (e) The membrane potential, Vm; red-shaded regions correspond to Vm-detected
UP states and blue-shaded regions correspond to Vm-detected DOWN states. (f) The
corresponding LFP; here, the shaded regions correspond to the states detected using
the algorithm based on SLFP . Indeterminate regions in e and f are shown in white. e
and f illustrate the close correspondence of the classification from Vm and the evidence
variable SLFP .
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6.5 Discussion
The neuronal membrane potential is bistable, switching between a depolarised UP
state and hyperpolarised DOWN state. During synchronised activity, the majority of
neurons in the local network simultaneously switch between the two states. Previous
studies have observed that a transition to an UP state is usually accompanied by a
depth negative peak of the depth EEG (Contreras and Steriade, 1995; Steriade and
Contreras, 1995; Destexhe et al., 2007). By studying simultaneously acquired mem-
brane potential and LFP recordings, we have shown that the phase of the LFP signal
with respect to low frequency oscillations is an important indicator of a network state
transition. In particular, we found that the phase of LFP with respect to frequencies
in the signal below 4 Hz provided the most information about the instantaneous state
of the intracellularly recorded neuron. Based on these findings, we have developed
an algorithm for detecting the instantaneous network state based on the phase of the
recorded LFP. This method performs substantially better than detection based purely
on multi-unit activity. However, combining evidence from the multi-unit activity with
that from LFP phase further improves state detection performance.
Most studies exploring the effect of state on cortical processes rely on intracel-
lular recordings to determine cortical state. Detecting state, that is a network level
phenomenon, based on the membrane potential of a single, randomly selected neu-
ron maybe highly biased towards arbitrary fluctuations of that neuron. In fact, the
precise timing of transitions in the membrane potentials of simultaneously recorded
units does not always coincide (Petersen et al., 2003; Lampl et al., 1999). Network
level measures of activity, including LFP or MUA, are generated by the activity of
populations of neurons, smoothing out any fluctuations of single neurons from the
population average. We evaluated performance of different evidence variables by
comparing them with Vm-defined state as the “ground truth”. However, the state
detected on the basis of evidence variables (like SComb) calculated from the measures
of network activity might be a more reliable estimate of the network state.
The evidence variable, SLFP , was based on the calculation of the differential like-
lihood estimate L˜X(t) in different frequency bands. The calculation of L˜X(t) is based
on observations made on the LFP from putative layer 5, as described in section 2.1.
But will this hold for recordings made from other deep layers of the cortex? Current
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source density (CSD) analysis of laminar cortical activity during spontaneous activity
shows synchronized LFP activity across all the deep layers (layer III and deeper) of
cortex (Amzica and Steriade, 1997; Haslinger et al., 2006). During periods of evoked
activity, while the current source density (CSD) analysis triggered on stimulus pre-
sentation reveal differences in the activity of deep layers (for example see Schroeder
et al., 1998), when triggered on features of low frequency LFP there was synchro-
nized activity in deep layers (Amzica and Steriade, 1997). Moreover, the standard
CSD analysis is carried out on wide-band LFP signals while the calculation of L˜X(t)
is based only on low frequency LFP. However, if there were a shift in the LFP phase
across the layers of the lamina, and Vm were not available for comparison, the esti-
mation of L˜X(t) can be corrected for by comparing the phase of the LFP with the
multi-unit activity (Haslinger et al., 2006) and adjusting the preferred phases (θX)
accordingly.
In this chapter we have introduced a method of detecting network state based
on the evidence variable SLFP and evaluated its performance in comparison with
evidence variables calculated from multi-unit activity, SMUA. In our the recordings
presented, detection algorithms making use of SLFP on average performed better than
those based on SMUA. It is however difficult to predict which will perform better for
a different recording configuration. In fact in two of our recordings, SMUA:all had a
higher area under the ROC curve than SLFP . Also, other recordings configurations
might sample the MUA differently as compared to the setup of these experiments.
For instance, in an example shown by Hasenstaub et al. (2007), the authors find
a correlation of 0.84 between Vm and MUA:sin, after calculating MUA:sin based
on extracellular recordings with a glass pipette, whereas for our recordings, where
MUA:sin was derived from a multi-electrode array channel, an average correlation of
0.6 (best case correlation 0.81) was obtained. Thus we cannot predict whether SLFP
will perform better than SMUA. However, in all our recordings SComb consistently
outperformed the other evidence variables and as it combines information from both
SLFP and SMUA it is more likely to perform better across all recording configurations.
The phase of the LFP at low frequencies combined with spiking activity, phase-
coding, has been shown to convey about 50% more information regarding stimuli than
spiking alone (Montemurro et al., 2008; Kayser et al., 2009). Here we show how the
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phase of the LFP also reveals the cortical state at that instant in time. Hence, the
additional information regarding the stimulus in phase-coding could be attributed
to state transitions explaining away part of the trial-to-trial variability (Carandini,
2004; Kisley and Gerstein, 1999; Anderson et al., 2000). As state transitions are
synchronized across the cortex (Li et al., 2009), this may allow downstream neurons
to effectively interpret stimulus dependent information present in spike-trains.
The response properties of neurons have been shown to change depending on the
state of the network (Anderson et al., 2000; Crochet and Petersen, 2006; Sachdev
et al., 2004; Haider et al., 2007; Hasenstaub et al., 2007). Recent technological ad-
vances are improving our ability to record well isolated spike trains from a large
population of simultaneously recorded neurons using multi-electrode array recordings
(Harris et al., 2000; Quiroga et al., 2004; Blanche et al., 2005; Maynard et al., 1997).
This activity is strongly dependent upon network state under many conditions of
interest; to interpret it, it is desirable to at the same time have an indicator of net-
work state. Whole cell patch clamp membrane potential recordings provide one such
approach (Margrie et al., 2002), however, these recordings have a relatively low hit
rate, and can often not be held as long as multi-electrode array recordings. The
ability to reliably detect network state based purely on extracellular recordings was
demonstrated here during both spontaneous and evoked activity. This will allow the
response properties of large populations of neurons to be related to the spontaneous
state dynamics of the brain, during both pharmacologically induced and natural brain
states.
Chapter 7
Summary and future directions
This thesis presents a body of work aimed at understanding the principles of infor-
mation processing by visual systems. We pursued this aim by establishing techniques
that boost the arsenal of methods to probe information processing in visual systems
including the mammalian visual system, and studying aspects of the information
processing in the more constrained fly visual system.
As mentioned in the introduction, one of the questions in neuroscience is how
functional properties of areas in the brain are derived from their connectivity struc-
ture. Spike-triggered analysis techniques have been used to characterize the receptive
field properties of neurons. So far, they have been able to provide only limited in-
formation about the functional organization of neural circuitry; in particular, STC
tends to generate subfields that are mixed observations of independent processes. We
addressed this problem by adding a criterion that sources are independent, resulting
in ST-ICA. The method exploits the central limit theorem to find the directions in
the high-dimensional stimulus space of spike-triggered data that are most indepen-
dent. We demonstrated the improvement of the ST-ICA method over STC analysis
using neurons simulated by the LNLP model. When tested on data recorded from the
H1 neuron, it predicted a spatial arrangement of functional subunits with adjacent
receptive fields. The properties of these subunits strongly resemble the properties
of EMDs that are known inputs to the H1 neuron, proving the effectiveness of the
method. If applied to less well-understood sensory systems, it will help us reveal the
underlying functional structure.
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To investigate the relationship between structure and function, another possibility
is exploiting new genetic, molecular and imaging techniques to label and record from
neural structures. These techniques are well-established in the mouse animal model.
However, to be able to study information processing in the mouse visual system, it
is essential we first understand the functional properties of neurons in this area in
relation to other mammalian species that have been extensively characterised, such
as the primate and cat. In this thesis, we have shown our capability to record activity
from neurons in the mouse V1, using multi-electrode arrays, and characterise their
receptive field properties such as direction tuning or spatial frequency preference. This
capability, which to our knowledge few other laboratories have established, places us in
a position to study to the effects of genetic or molecular modifications to information
processing in visual systems.
Having established the ability to record from a population of mouse V1 neurons,
we went on to ask how the activity of neurons in this area limit the behavioural
performance of an animal. Prusky and Douglas (2004) tested the contrast sensitiv-
ity of the mouse based on the performance of the mouse at a visual 2AFC task in a
water-maze. We predicted the limits on the performance of this task based on record-
ings from mouse V1, using three decoding schemes: pooled, best-cell and difference
decoders. The behavioural performance of the mice falls within the limits predicted
by the best-cell and difference decoders but outside the prediction of the pooled de-
coder. As the technique predicts the best achievable performance of the animals, we
can use this to design new behavioural tasks without having to repeatedly go through
laborious training procedures. This technique can also be used to study the effects
of genetic or molecular modifications on the properties of populations of neurons and
behaviour of the animal.
Our recordings from the mouse visual cortex were carried out in anaesthetised
animals. This allowed us to take advantage of the anaesthetised preparation, which
has a better control over the animal’s position, movements and the length of stimulus
presentation. However, it induces the brain into a state similar to periods of sleep,
when neuronal membrane potentials collectively switch between de- and hyperpolar-
ized levels, the cortical UP and DOWN states (reviewed in Steriade, 2000). Previous
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studies have shown that these cortical UP/DOWN states affect the excitability of in-
dividual neurons in response to sensory stimuli, indicating that a significant amount
of the trial-to-trial variability in neuronal responses can be attributed to the ongoing
fluctuations in network activity. Also, cortical UP states are thought to be periods
of wakefulness during sleep (Destexhe et al., 2007), and by restricting any analysis
to just periods of cortical UP states, we can study information processing in awake
epochs. Detecting cortical UP and DOWN states has so far been limited to observa-
tions made from intracellular recordings. We combined in vivo whole cell recordings
from single neurons with MEA recordings, to determine the quantitative relationship
between LFP phase and membrane potential. We showed that UP/DOWN states in
deep cortical layers are revealed in the phase of LFP at low frequencies (< 4 Hz),
and that the likelihood of cortical states vary sinusoidally with the phase of LFP at
these frequencies. We introduced a method of detecting cortical state by combining
information concerning the phase of the LFP and MUA. Our results demonstrated
that the LFP can be used to detect cortical states, thus allowing for the exploration
of state-dependent processing from populations of neurons in the absence of intracel-
lular recordings. This method greatly enhances the scope of research on the effects of
cortical state on information processing and helps us relate findings in anaesthetised
recordings to processing in the awake animal.
Alongside establishing methods to investigate mammalian visual systems that
have a complex connectivity structure, we have also studied the simpler fly visual
system that allows us to probe the fundamental mechanisms of information processing
required to realise the functional properties of neurons. While it is known that the H1
neuron computes directional information by integrating inputs from EMDs in different
directions (reviewed in Hausen, 1993), how responses from these EMDs are integrated
by the H1 neuron is unclear. We investigated this by recording the response of the
H1 neuron to plaid patterns. We found the response of the H1 neuron is similar to
component cells in primate MT. However, the response of the H1 neuron deviated from
the component cell response and a more elaborate two-stage linear-sigmoid model
explained the response of H1. This has two main implications. Firstly, as the H1
neuron is known to modulate torque during flight (Hausen, 1984) this model can be
used to make testable predictions on the flight behaviour of the fly. Secondly, the
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model is similar to that found in the primate visual system by Rust et al. (2006),
even though the two systems have a differently organised visual system. This suggests
that this is a fundamental mechanism by which visual systems process directional
information. Further, it corroborates the results of Rust et al. (2006), as their model
can explain the response, when constrained to blowfly visual system.
Future directions
Here we describe the application of the work described in this thesis and the scope
of extending aspects of it.
Chapter 3: In this chapter, we introduced a novel method to characterise the recep-
tive field of a neuron and gain an insight into its functional structure. By testing
it on the well-characterised fly visual system, we have shown that ST-ICA is
effective at recovering functional structure. It can now be applied to charac-
terise neurons on the mouse visual cortex to gain insight into their functional
structure.
One of the limitations of the ST-ICA method is that the current method can only
recover non-orthogonal inputs to the neuron. We can explore non-orthogonal
ICA techniques (for example Yeredor, 2002) to further extend ST-ICA.
Chapter 4 We found that the H1 neurons has a response similar to component cells
in the primate visual cortex. Further, we showed that a two-stage linear-sigmoid
model is best at explaining the response of H1 to plaid stimuli. This model can
be used to predict the torque response of flies to two dimensional patterns. We
can now test these predictions on a mechanical flight simulator to verify the
efficacy of the model.
Other LPTCs, such as V2 and H2, have a similar input organisation to H1. We
can fit the two-stage linear-sigmoid model to the response of these LPTCs to
plaid patterns. Although the second stage of the model should have different
parameters, we can test if the directional EMD stage of the model recovers
similar parameters as those of the model fitted to H1.
Chapter 5 In this chapter, we demonstrated the capability of record and charac-
terise receptive field properties of the neurons from the mouse visual cortex and
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predict the performance of the mouse at the Prusky and Douglas (2004) task.
Having established these techniques, we can evaluate the performance achieved
by strains of mice that have visual impairments (reviewed in Pinto and Troy,
2008). There is also a need to characterise the receptive field properties of the
various extra-striate visual areas of the mouse visual system.
Chapter 5 and 6 There have been contradictory findings as to whether cortical
state improves the detectability and discriminability of stimuli (Petersen et al.,
2003; Haider et al., 2007; Castro-Alamancos, 2009, for review). Combining the
ability to record cortical state and to calculate the limits on performance of
an animal, we can investigate the effects of cortical state on the behavioural
performance of the animal.
“The purpose of science is not to analyze or describe but to make useful models of
the world. A model is useful if it allows us to get use out of it.”
Edward de Bono b.1933
Psychologist and Writer
Across the chapters of this thesis, we have developed and tested methods that
can help improve our understanding of information processing in visual systems. The
findings of the thesis help us predict how information processing leads to behaviours
such as the flight response of flies to moving patterns or the performance of mice at
a visual task.
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Chapter 5 .
• A B Saleem, Y Q Lee, J Apergis-Schoute & S R Schultz (2008), Decoding
psychophysical performance from multi-electrode array recordings in the
mouse visual cortex. AVA Christmas meeting, Bristol
Chapter 6 .
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Appendix B
Calculating the percentage correct
Mean grey Mean x
ML point of separation, a
0
σxσgrey
σ      = 1grey
P(x)
P(y)
Figure B.1: Distribution of decision variable. An illustration of the density of the
distributions of the decision variable to a gray screen, thin curve, and stimulus x,
thick curve. The distribution of the variable to a gray screen has a mean of 0 and
standard deviation (σgray) of 1. The mean of distribution to the stimulus x, z¯(x) is
shown by the thick arrow and the distribution has a standard deviation, σx. The
maximum likelihood point of separation a is shown by the vertical line.
Assuming that the distributions of decision variables for gray and x are Gaussian
with means 0 and z¯(x), and standard deviations 1 and σx the density of the deci-
sion variable d being from the gray distribution, Pgray(d) or bring from the grating
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distribution, Pgrating(d) are given by:
Pgray(d) =
1√
2pi
exp
(
−d
2
2
)
and (B.1)
Pgrating(d) =
1
σx
√
2pi
exp
(
−(d− z¯(x))
2
2σ2
)
. (B.2)
Calculating the maximum likelihood point of separation, a
At the maximum likelihood plane (MLP) of separation, where d = a, the probability
of the point being from a gray and grating distributions are equal, i.e.
Pgray(a) = Pgrating(a),
or
1√
2pi
exp
(
−a
2
2
)
=
1
σx
√
2pi
exp
(
−(a− z¯(x))
2
2σ2
)
,
taking a log on both sides − a
2
2
= −(a− z¯(x))
2
2σ2x
− log(σx),
or σ2xa
2 = (a− z¯(x))2 + 2σ2x log σx,
(1− σ2x)a2 + (−2z¯(x))a + (z¯(x)2 + 2σ2x log σx = 0. (B.3)
Equation B.3 is a binomial equation and can be solved to calculate a. When
σx = 0, a =
z¯(x)
2
and when σx 6= 0,
a =
z¯(x)± σx
√
z¯(x)2 + (σ2x − 2) log σx
(1− σ2x)
, (B.4)
which is Equation 5.16 in the main text.
Calculating the percentage correct, pc(x)
If the MLP were used as the decision criteria, the fraction of density under the
Pgrating(d) curve on the right of a (in Fig. B.1) and the fraction of density under the
Pgray(d) curve on the left of the a would be the fraction of correct choices. If both
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stimuli were equally likely, i.e.∑
d
Pgrating(d) =
∑
d
Pgray(d). (B.5)
Then as, ∑
d
(Pgrating(d) + Pgray(d)) = 1,∑
d
Pgrating(d) =
∑
d
Pgray(d) =
1
2
. (B.6)
As the fraction of area under a Gaussian within distance k from the mean can be
calculated as:
area = erf
(
k
σ
√
2
)
, (B.7)
where σ is the standard deviation of the distribution. The fraction of the area in one
tail that starts at a distance k from the mean can be calculated as:
area =
1
2
[
1− erf
(
k
σ
√
2
)]
. (B.8)
The fraction wrong in the grating distribution (fwgrating) is the fraction of area
on the tail that is (z¯(x)− a) away from the mean or,
fwgrating =
1
2
[
1− erf
(
(z¯(x)− a)
σx
√
2
)]
(B.9)
and fwgray =
1
2
[
1− erf
(
a√
2
)]
, (B.10)
where fwgray is the fraction wrong in the gray distribution. The total fraction wrong
therefore is:
fwall = fwgrating
∑
d
Pgrating + fwgray
∑
d
Pgray (B.11)
and pc(x) = 100(1− fwall), (B.12)
where pc(x) is the percentage correct calculated for stimulus x. Combining Equations
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B.6, B.9 and B.11, we get:
pc(x) =
1
4
[
2 + erf
(
a√
2
)
+ erf
(
z¯(x)− a
σx
√
2
)]
, (B.13)
which is Equation 5.15 in the main text.
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